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Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit der Parallelisierung von Programmen welche
eine beliebige, oder eine optimale Lösung zu Problemen suchen, die auf be-
stimmte, formale Arten spezifiziert werden. Wir beschreiben Parallelisierungs-
ansätze für zwei verschiedene Arten von Lösern, sowie einen Anwendungsfall.
In dem ersten Kapitel beschäftigen wir uns mit SAT, dem Erfüllbarkeitsproblem
der Aussagenlogik, und Algorithmen, welche die Erfüllbarkeit oder Unerfüll-
barkeit aussagenlogischer Formeln entscheiden. Wir beginnen mit einer kur-
zen Einführung in Grundlagen der Beweistheorie, welche dann in Bezug zu
der Stärke verschiedener algorithmischer Ansätze gesetzt wird. Desweiteren
diskutieren wir Implementierungsdetails aktueller SAT Löser, und zeigen Ver-
besserungen. Zuletzt wird eine Parallelisierung dieser Löser diskutiert, wobei
ein Schwerpunkt auf der Kommunikation von Zwischenergebnissen innerhalb
eines parallelen Lösers, dem Austausch gelernter Klauseln, liegt.
In dem zweiten Kapitel betrachten wir Constraint Programing (CP) mit Lern-
mechanismen. Im Gegensatz zu klassische Techniken werden hier Lernme-
chanismen, wie sie bei SAT Lösern zum Einsatz kommen, übernommen. Wir
präsentieren Ergebnisse einer Parallelisierung von CHUFFED, einem lernenden
CP Löser. Da dieser sowohl Charakteristiken eines klassischen CP-Lösers als
auch eines SAT-Lösers aufweist, ist es nicht klar, welche Parallelisierungsansätze
hier am besten funktionieren.
Im letzten Kapitel diskutieren wir Sortiernetzwerke, Sortieralgorithmen deren
Vergleichsoperationen a priori, also unabhängig von der Eingabe, festgelegt wer-
den. Aufgrund dieser Datenunabhängigkeit können Sortiernetzwerke effizient
parallel implementiert werden. Wir betrachten die Frage nach der minimalen
Anzahl von parallelen Sortierschritten, welche für die Sortierung von bestimm-
ten Eingabegrößen benötigt werden, und zeigen untere und obere Schranken
für mehrere Fälle.
vii

Abstract
This thesis is considered with the parallelisation of solvers which search for
either an arbitrary, or an optimum, solution to a problem stated in some formal
way. We discuss the parallelisation of two solvers, and their application in three
chapters.
In the first chapter, we consider SAT, the decision problem of propositional
logic, and algorithms for showing the satisfiability or unsatisfiability of proposi-
tional formulas. We sketch some proof-theoretic foundations which are related
to the strength of different algorithmic approaches. Furthermore, we discuss
details of the implementations of SAT solvers, and show how to improve upon
existing sequential solvers. Lastly, we discuss the parallelisation of these solvers
with a focus on clause exchange, the communication of intermediate results
within a parallel solver.
The second chapter is concerned with Contraint Programing (CP) with learning.
Contrary to classical Constraint Programming techniques, this incorporates
learning mechanisms as they are used in the field of SAT solving. We present
results from parallelising CHUFFED, a learning CP solver. As this is both a kind
of CP and SAT solver, it is not clear which parallelisation approaches work best
here.
In the final chapter, we will discuss Sorting networks, which are data oblivi-
ous sorting algorithms, i. e., the comparisons they perform do not depend on
the input data. Their independence of the input data lends them to parallel
implementation. We consider the question how many parallel sorting steps
are needed to sort some inputs, and present both lower and upper bounds for
several cases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“It’s a dangerous business, Frodo,
going out your door. You step onto
the road, and if you don’t keep your
feet, there’s no knowing where you
might be swept off to.”
BILBO BAGGINS
This thesis presents results from three different fields. Still, they are connected
to each other. In the first two chapters, we will discuss procedures which auto-
matically create proofs for the satisfiability or unsatisfiability of propositions
given in a certain form, propositional formulas in Chapter 2, and constraint
satisfaction problems in Chapter 3. In both cases, we will especially consider
the parallelisation of these procedures.
Modern algorithms for these satisfiability problems perform a sophisticated
version of a backtracking algorithm. Whenever a backtrack has to be done, a
learning mechanism is invoked which learns a reason for this backtrack. This
no-good is stored and used to prune the search space in subsequent search.
Moreover, if the solver proves the formula unsatisfiable, this proof is made of
these no-goods. These learning techniques are the foundation of the impressive
performance of state-of-the-art solvers, computer programs which decide the
satisfiability of such formulas. Besides experimental results, this can also be
seen by an analysis of proof systems that these learning techniques can be
related to. However, they are also a burden on the parallelisability of these
procedures.
In Chapter 2, we will give an overview over techniques used in nowadays
SAT solvers, and relate them to proof systems. Understanding these proof
systems is beneficial both for understanding the challenges in parallelising
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these solvers, and the SAT encoding of some specific problem we discuss in
Chapter 4.
Next, we present and discuss the changes we made to the SAT solver GLU-
COSE for the SAT Competition 2016. With these changes, our solver won a gold
medal in this competition.
Finally, we discuss the parallelisation of SAT solvers. Here, we especially
consider the exchange of no-goods recorded during search between SAT solvers
running in parallel. On the one hand, it is crucial for the performance of parallel
SAT solvers to avoid redundant work, which can be achieved by communicating
information about failed search among the parallel solvers. On the other hand,
one has to consider the amount of information exchange, especially when
scaling to larger numbers of parallel processing units used.
Next, we consider the parallelisation of CHUFFED, a CP solver with learning,
in Chapter 3. As this solver is both kind of a SAT solver and a CP solver, it
is not clear how to parallelise it. After giving an overview of some ideas and
techniques from the field of constraint programming, we compare approaches
from the fields of SAT and CP, respectively. When considering optimisation
problems, the parallel solver achieves a super-linear speed-up.
Chapter 4 is concerned with sorting networks, a model of data-oblivious
sorting algorithms. We will consider sorting networks which are restricted in the
sense that the number of sorting steps they perform is bounded. The existence
of such networks can be encoded in formulas in propositional logic. We present
a technique which takes advantage of symmetries in sorting networks, and
derive an optimisation problem which allows for minimising the size of these
propositional formulas. Furthermore, we extend encodings used in previous
research on this topic by some predicates, which allow for smaller formulas,
and reduce the size of proofs created by a SAT solver.
2
Chapter 2
SAT
“Romanes eunt domus.”
BRIAN
The satisfiability problem of propositional logic, SAT, was the first problem
proven to be NP-complete [77]. On the one hand, this implies that it is com-
putationally challenging, and intractable unless P = N P . On the other hand,
many problems from NP can be encoded as propositional formulas, which
makes SAT an interesting foundation.
In the past two decades, SAT solvers, i. e., procedures which decide the
satisfiability of a formula in propositional logic, have become extremely fast for
a broad range of formulas, which in turn has attracted interest in this field.
One of the first applications was the verification of hardware. In Bounded
Model Checking [46], LTL formulas describing some execution steps of the
hardware under consideration are encoded as a SAT formula. Contrary to pre-
vious approaches based on BDDs, this allows for using state-of-the-art SAT
solvers [47]. This technique has proven extremely useful, and won the prize for
being the “most influential paper in the first 20 years of TACAS” 2014. Another
technique for verifying properties of transition systems like hardware is IC3 (“In-
cremental Construction of Inductive Clauses for Indubitable Correctness") [54],
based on SAT encodings.
Analogously, SAT solvers are used as core technology in software verification.
The tool Blast [42] searches for execution paths which lead to some error
location, a part of the code that should be unreachable. The feasibility of these
paths is encoded in SAT: if the formula is satisfiable, the location is reachable,
and the SAT-certificate contains input values that lead to this error. A similar
approach is chosen in KLEE [60], which uses a SAT solver to generate inputs
for a program which make the program execute along some path. These inputs
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are then used as test cases, yielding good code coverages. These techniques are
used both in academia and in software companies [26]. Furthermore, SAT is
used for the analysis of termination of programs [146].
In cryptanalysis, SAT solvers were used to check the security of crypto-
graphic procedures. While they cannot prove the security, successful attacks on
a cryptographic procedure would imply that it is unsafe. In [158], SAT solvers
are used to do the “laborious” work in attacks on MD4 and MD5. Cryptomin-
iSAT, developed by Mate Soos [201], is a SAT solver which is tuned towards cryp-
tographic problems, and extends normal SAT encodings to XOR constraints.
Lately, SAT solvers have been used to compute lower bounds for some
combinatorial problems, among them Ramsey numbers [75], the pythagorean
triples problem [120], and bounds on some properties of sorting networks [56,
70]. The last case will be handled in more detail in Chapter 4.
Lastly, SAT solvers are used as foundation of solvers for more complex logic.
In “SAT modulo theories” (SMT), boolean variables are connected with a mean-
ing with respect to some background theory. The DPLL(T)-framework uses SAT
solvers as core technology, and checks consistency with the background theory
lazily [167]. This framework is used in state-of-the-art SMT solvers like Z3 [163],
BARCELOGIC [48] or CVC4 [31]. Additionally, clause learning CP solvers like
CHUFFED [62] use an architecture which is similar to DPLL(T). We will discuss
the parallelisation of such solvers in Chapter 3.
In this chapter, we will discuss the satisfiability problem of propositional
logic and algorithms to decide it. As some concepts are also relevant for the
subsequent chapters, the foundations explained here are more complete than
actually required for this chapter. We present some formalisms first, and then
discuss proof systems for deciding the unsatisfiability of a propositional for-
mula, especially with a focus on the size of the proofs they produce. This is
relevant as SAT solvers — software programs, which create proofs according
to some proof system — are limited by lower bounds of the respective proof
system: A solver implementing a weak proof systems cannot yield short proofs.
In this context, we also show changes made to GLUCOSE [19] in the SAT com-
petition 2016, with which we won the gold medal as best GLUCOSE hack [96].
We then discuss the parallelisation of SAT solvers, especially with a focus
on the exchange of information inside a parallelised SAT solver. These results
were published in [97].
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2.1 Preliminaries
SAT is the common abbreviation for the satisfiability problem of propositional
logic. It is also called Boolean Logic, after George Boole, who formalised its
main concepts in 1847 [52]. Propositional logic deals with boolean propositions
— they are either true (1), or false (0). Boolean variables are such that may
take exactly one of these values. Propositional formulas are built from boolean
variables and constants, and connections between them [59]. It is sufficient to
consider the logical “OR” and negation, as we will see shortly. The “OR”, written
as _, is defined as
0_0= 0
0_1= 1
1_0= 1
1_1= 1
As can be seen by this definition, the logical “OR” is commutative. The
negation is represented by the symbol  , and defined as
 1= 0
 0= 1
A literal is either a variable or its negation.
2.1.1 Propositional Formulas
Definition 2.1 (Propositional formula). The set of formulas in propositional
logic, FPL , can be defined recursively as
1 P FPL
x P FPL If x is a boolean variable
( f ) P FPL f P FPL
 f P FPL f P FPL
f _ g P FPL f , g P FPL
It is common to use further connectives for “AND” ^, implications ñ,
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equivalences ô or “XOR” ‘. These can be defined by the above definitions as
0= 1
f ^ g = ( f _ g )
f ñ g = f _ g
f ô g = ( f ñ g )^ (g ñ f )
f ‘ g = ( f ô g )
A conjunction of propositional formulas is their connection by ^, and their
disjunction is the connection by _. The definition of ^ by _ and  is one of
De Morgan’s laws [85].
As an example for propositional encodings, consider the node colouring
problem on graphs.
Problem 2.2 (Node colouring). Let G = (V ,E) denote a graph, and c PN. The
node colouring problem asks for a mapping ξ : V ÞÑ [1,c]XN such that each
pair of adjacent nodes is coloured with different colours, i. e.,
ξ(u)‰ ξ(v) @{u, v} P E
Node colouring is one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [131], but it
has also practical applications. For example, consider the problem of assigning
frequencies to radio stations such that stations which are close to each other do
not interfere [161], which can be modeled as a node colouring problem: Radio
stations are represented by nodes in the graph. For every pair of radio stations
that must not use the same frequency, the respective nodes are connected by
an edge. Then, the colours represent the frequencies used.
Node colouring can be encoded as a SAT problem as follows.
Example 2.3. We may encode the proposition ξ(v)= i by a boolean variable xvi .
In this encoding, we encode the implicit constraint from the problem definition
that ξ is a function: Each node has to be coloured with exactly one colour, which
has to be encoded explicitly. Furthermore, we add the colouring-constraint that
each two adjacent nodes must be coloured with different colours, and yield the
following encoding.
 xvi _ xvj @1ď i ď j ď c, v PV
 xui _ xvi @1ď i ď c, {u, v} P E
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c∨
i=1
xvi @v PV
The first set of clauses forbids that a node v is coloured both with different
colours i and j . The second set forbids colouring adjacent nodes u and v with
the same colour, whereas the last clauses encode that each node has to be
coloured with at least one colour. ä
2.1.2 Satisfiability of Propositional Formulas
Given a propositional formula φ and an assignment of its variables to true or
false, we may ask for the evaluation of the formula under this assignment. The
variables of a formula can be defined as follows.
Definition 2.4 (Variables of a formula). The variables of a formula are
vars(1)= {}
vars(x)= {x}
vars(( f ))= vars( f )
vars( f )= vars( f )
vars( f _ g )= vars( f )Yvars(g )
Let β : vars(φ) ÞÑ {1,0} denote a mapping of the variables of some formula
φ to true and false values. With this, we evaluate the truth value of φ.
Definition 2.5 (Evaluation of a propositional formula). Let f denote a function
which evaluates a formula φ and an assignment to the variables of φ to either
1 or 0. It can be defined as follows.
f (1,β)= 1
f (x,β)=β(x)
f ((φ),β)= f (φ,β)
f ( φ,β)= f (φ,β)
f (φ_φ1,β)= f (φ,β)_ f (φ1,β)
Definition 2.6 (Satisfiability of a propositional formula). A propositional for-
mula φ is satisfiable if and only if there exists an assignment β such that
f (φ,β)= 1.
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A formula is called unsatisfiable if it is not satisfiable, i.e. there is no satisfy-
ing assignment. The negation of an unsatisfiable formula, which is satisfied by
all variable assignments, is denoted a tautology.
Let φ and ψ denote propositional formulas, β : vars(φ)Y vars(ψ) ÞÑ {1,0}
and f an evaluation function. φ entails ψ, written φ |ùψ, iff for every β it holds
that if β satisfies φ, it also satisfies ψ, i. e., f (φ,β)ñ f (ψ,β). The formulas are
equivalent, denoted φ” ψ, iff φ |ù ψ and ψ |ù φ. They are equisatisfiable if
either both, or none are satisfiable [155].
2.1.3 Conjunctive Normal Form
There are different normal forms for SAT formulas, as NNF, DNF [141] or
DDNF[82]. Most SAT solvers expect the input formula to be in conjunctive
normal form (CNF).
Definition 2.7 (CNF). A propositional formula φ in conjunctive normal form is
a conjunction over disjunctions of (possibly negated) boolean variables. These
disjunctions are denoted as clauses, and |ci | denotes the number of literals in
a clause ci . Furthermore, |φ| denotes the number of clauses in φ.
φ=
n∧
i=1
ci
=
n∧
i=1
|ci |∨
j=1
li , j |li , j P {x, x}, x P vars(φ)
This restriction does not restrict the power of these solvers, as every propo-
sitional formula can be transformed into a formula in CNF [205]. The so-called
Tseitin Transformation considers the input formula as a boolean circuit, and
introduces auxiliary variables for the outputs of each gate. These are bound to
the correct value by a constant number of clauses for each gate — thus, the size
of the resulting formula is linear in the size of the input formula. We exemplify
this procedure in the following example.
Example 2.8. Consider the formula
φ= ((A^B)_C )^ ( A_ ( B^D))
We represent the formula as a boolean circuit, and introduce new variables
x1, . . . , x5 for the gate outputs, as shown in Figure 2.1. Note that a satisfying
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x1
x2
x5
x4
x3
A
B
C
 A
 B
D
Figure 2.1. The formula ((A^B)_C )^( A_( B^D)), represented as boolean circuit.
assignment for φ must satisfy the newly introduced variable x5.
The output variables x1, . . . , x5 are defined by the following equivalences.
x1Ø (A^B)
x2Ø (x1_C )
x3Ø ( B^D)
x4Ø ( A_x3)
x5Ø (x2^x4)
These equivalences can easily be transformed into CNF by replacing each
bi-implication by two implications, and representing these by disjunctions. The
resulting CNF consists of 16 clauses.
( x1_ A) ( x1_B)
(x1_ A_ B) (x2_ x1)
(x2_ C ) ( x2_x1_C )
( x3_ B) ( x3_D)
(x3_B_ D) ( x4_ A_x3)
(x4_ A) (x4_ x3)
( x5_x2) ( x5_x4)
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(x5_ x2_ x4) (x5)
ä
Subsumption of clauses is a useful notion when dealing with formulas
in CNF. Consider a formula φ containing clauses c1 and c2. The clause c1
subsumes clause c2 if all its literals are contained in c2. Abusing notation we
may write c1Ď c2. Every satisfying assignment for φ must assign at least one
literal in c1 to 1, which also satisfies c2. Thus, c2 may be removed from φ
without changing the satisfiability.
2.2 Proofs and Complexity
In this section, we consider procedures to prove the satisfiability, or unsatisfia-
bility, of a given propositional formula. Furthermore, we discuss the structure
of proofs especially for the unsatisfiability of SAT formulas. Determining the sat-
isfiability of a propositional formula, or SAT in short, is obviously in NP: Given
an assignment of its variables to 1 or 0, it is easily verifiable in polynomial
time if it satisfies the formula, or not. Conversely, proving the unsatisfiability
of a SAT formula is more involved. We will discuss different proof systems in
Section 2.2.5 and relate them to the algorithms we discuss before.
We first introduce some notation, and then discuss algorithms and proof
systems for SAT. We will restrict ourselves to formulas in CNF for this. It is
common to handle such formulas as a set of sets of literals. Thus, given a
clause c , we simply write c Pφ to denote that c is a conjunct of φ. As common,
we define the empty conjunction as true, and the empty disjunction as false.
∧∨H= 1∧∨
{H, . . .}= 0
In the following algorithms, we will often need the set of clauses that con-
tain some literal `. As as shorthand, we will denote this set by
φ` = {c Pφ : ` P c}
If a literal is assigned to true, it satisfies all clauses containing it. All clauses
which contain its negation must be satisfied by other literals. The residual
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Algorithm 1: Enumeration of all assignments
Data: Propositional formula φ in CNF
Result: 1 if φ is satisfiable, and 0 otherwise
1 for β : vars(φ) ÞÑ {0,1}n do
2 if f (φ,β)= 1 then
3 return 1;
4 return 0;
formula with respect to some partial assignment can be defined as follows.
Definition 2.9 (Formulas under partial assignment). For a formula φ, x P
vars(φ),` P {x, x}, let φ|` denote the residual formula with ` set to true.
φ|` =
(
φz(φ`Yφ `)
)Y {c : cY {`} Pφ}
This is, all clauses containing ` are removed, as they are satisfied, and  ` is
removed from all clauses containing it as they cannot be satisfied by it.
The naïve approach to determining the satisfiability of a formula on n
variables is the enumeration of all 2n possible assignments, as depicted in
Algorithm 1.
This algorithm can be seen as the deterministic version of the behaviour of
a non-deterministic Turing Machine which guesses assignments, and checks
if they satisfy the formula. It can easily be implemented to run in O(2n |φ|)
time. Next, we will discuss some algorithms that cannot be proven to be faster
on all formulas, but perform better in practice. Afterwards, we consider the
underlying proof systems.
2.2.1 Resolution
Resolution [84, 187] is the underlying principle of most SAT solving algorithms.
It is an inference system which only knows the rule
(C_x) (D_ x)
(C_D)
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The intuition behind this rule is that in a satisfying assignment, x is either
set to true, and hence D must be satisfied, or x is set to false, and C must be
satisfied.
A SAT formula is unsatisfiable if and only if the empty clause can be derived
by repeated applications of this rule. This is, there is a sequence of clauses
c0, . . . ,ck such that every clause is derived from clauses either from the original
formula, or a clause derived before, ending with the empty clause.
We will first consider its application in SAT solving algorithms. Afterwards,
we discuss the strength of different restrictions of resolution, and relate these
restricted versions to different algorithms.
2.2.2 The DP Algorithm
The DP algorithm was developed by Davis and Putnam in 1960 [84]. It is based
on the resolution principle, and was intended to improve the speed of proofs for
theorems given in propositional logic. Therefore, they extended the resolution
algorithm by further rules to speed up the computation. These rules seek to
simplify the formula as much as possible and reduce the blowup during the
resolution proof.
The “Rule for the Elimination of One-Literal Clauses” considers clauses
of length 1. If a formula contains such a clause c = (li ) — also called unit
clause — li must be assigned 1 in every satisfying assignment. Thus, all clauses
containing li can be removed, as in every satisfying assignment, they would
be satisfied by li . Clauses containing  li cannot be satisfied by this literal,
hence, it can be removed. This step can be seen as the removal of all clauses
containing li except for c, as they are subsumed by c. Then, resolving on the
variable of li yields the same result. The repeated application of this rule is
denoted Unit Propagation (UP) or Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP).
If a variable occurs only positive (or only negative) in the formula, it may
safely be set to 1 (to 0), thus all clauses containing it may be removed. Again,
this step basically applies subsumption.
If none of these rules apply, a variable is chosen, and eliminated by pairwise
resolving all clauses containing its positive and negative literal, respectively. For
efficiency reasons, one may discard tautological clauses derived in this step,
and remove subsumed clauses. The drawback of this resolution is its memory
requirement, as the intermediate formula may become exponentially large.
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Algorithm 2: The DP algorithm
Data: Propositional formula φ in CNF
Result: 1 if φ is satisfiable, and 0 otherwise
1 if φ=H then
2 return 1;
3 if HPφ then
4 return 0;
/* Unit Propagation */
5 if {`} Pφ then
6 return DP(φ|`);
/* Pure Literal */
7 if D`.φ ` =H then
8 return DP(φ|`);
9 Choose Variable x P vars(φ);
10 φ1 :=φY {(c1Y c2)z{x, x},c1 Pφx ,c2 Pφ x }z(φxYφ x );
11 return DP(φ1);
2.2.3 The DPLL Algorithm
The DPLL algorithm, developed by and named after Davis, Putnam, Logemann
and Loveland, was developed to overcome the exponential blowup of the DP
algorithm [83]. Therefore, the resolution step of the DP algorithm is replaced
by backtracking. If no leaf of the search tree has been reached, and neither the
unit literal rule nor the pure literal rule apply, the algorithm picks a variable
from the formula, and branches on it. The pseudocode shown in Algorithm 3
only produces the answers SAT and UNSAT, respectively. It can be extended
to produce a satisfying assignment — if such exists — by keeping track of the
variable assignments during backtracking. Most deterministic SAT algorithms
that are used nowadays are extensions of the DPLL algorithm, only the pure
literal rule is hardly used.
Example 2.10. Consider the formula
φ= {{ x1, x2}, { x1, x3}, { x2, x3, x4},
{x4, x5}, {x4, x5}, { x4, x5}, { x4, x5}}
13
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Algorithm 3: The DPLL algorithm
Data: Propositional formula φ in CNF
Result: 1 if φ is satisfiable, and 0 otherwise
1 if φ=H then
2 return 1;
3 if HPφ then
4 return 0;
/* Unit Propagation */
5 if {`} Pφ then
6 return DPLL(φ|`=1);
/* Pure Literal */
7 if D`.φ ` =H then
8 return DPLL(φ|`);
9 Choose Variable x P vars(φ);
10 if DPLL(|φx=1)= 1 then
11 return 1;
12 else
13 return DPLL(|φx=0);
Branching on x1 = 1, we get the residual formula
φx1 = {{x2}, {x3}, { x2, x3, x4},
{x4, x5}, {x4, x5}, { x4, x5}, { x4, x5}}
Applying the unit clause rule repeatedly sets x2 and x3 to 1, which yields a new
unit clause x4. Another step of unit propagation ends with the unit clauses
x5 and  x5, which is a contradiction. Hence, the algorithm backtracks and
branches on  x1. The search tree for a run of the DPLL algorithm is shown
in Figure 2.2, where the branching order x1, x2, x3, x4 is used. The nodes are
labelled with the respective branching variables. If unit propagation yields a
contradiction, this is marked by ñU P 0. ä
Example 2.10 shows the application of the DPLL algorithm on a formula.
Here, its main weakness becomes obvious: The formula in the example is un-
satisfiable due to the clauses {x4, x5}, {x4, x5}, { x4, x5}, { x4, x5}, a so-called
14
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x1ñU P 0  x1
x2
x3ñU P 0  x3
x4ñU P 0  x4ñU P 0
 x2
x3
x4ñU P 0  x4ñU P 0
 x3
x4ñU P 0  x4ñU P 0
Figure 2.2. Example for the search tree of a run of the DPLL algorithm.
unsatisfiable core. With the chosen variable ordering, the DPLL algorithm is
not capable of taking advantage of this fact. Instead, the search visits similar
parts of the search space several times.
2.2.4 CDCL
In 1999, Marques-Silva and Sakallah published GRASP (Generic seaRch Algo-
rithm for the Satisfiability Problem) [196]. It seeks to overcome the weaknesses
of the DPLL algorithm. Assume that the DPLL algorithm derives the empty
clause after branching and unit propagating. It will then backtrack and try
another variable assignment, but it will not re-use any information about the
failed search. The idea of conflict driven clause learning (CDCL) is to derive a
no-good which explains why the search failed. This no-good can then be used
to prune the search space, and prevent the solver from running into similar
conflicts in other parts of the search space.
In case the search algorithm finds a leaf of the search tree which yields an
empty clause, the reason for this conflict is analysed. To do this, the algorithm
keeps track of all unit propagations that occurred during search, and the clauses
causing them. In case a conflict occurs, i.e. all literals of one clause — the
15
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Algorithm 4: Conflict clause generation
Data: Propositional formula φ in CNF, implication graph, clause in
conflict c
Result: backjump level `, learned clause cl
/* Initialisation */
1 cl := c;
2 ` := 0;
3 while cl contains more than one literal assigned at current decision level
do
4 ` := literal from cl that was assigned last;
5 reason := clause that propagated  `;
6 v := var(`);
7 cl := resolve(cl, reason, v);
8 ` := second highest decision level in cl ;
conflict clause — are assigned to false, the reason for this situation is compiled
into a new clause as shown in Algorithm 4.
We will first discuss the algorithm in terms of an example, and then discuss
properties of the derived clauses.
Example 2.11. Consider the formula φ which consists of the following clauses.
c1 = ( a_d) c2 = ( b_e)
c3 = ( c_ f ) c4 = ( a_ b_ f _m)
c5 = ( m_ n) c6 = ( d_ e_ g _n)
c7 = ( e_ f _ g )
Assume the solver branches on a. As this is the first decision, the assign-
ment and everything implied by it are said to be on decision level 1. The first
branch implies d , as the clause c1 becomes a unit clause under this partial
assignment. Similarly, branching on b on decision level 2 implies e. The third
branch, c, triggers several propagations, and yields a conflict, as both n and
 n are implied.
Figure 2.3 shows an implication graph which describes both the decisions
and their implications. This is a directed acyclic graph where nodes denote
variable assignments, and edges between nodes are labelled with the clauses
that caused propagations. This representation shows that branching on f in-
stead of c on the third decision level would have led to the same conflict. The
16
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node labelled with f is called a unique implication point (UIP) [196], as it is
on all paths from the decision on the last decision level, c, to the conflicting
assignments.
Here, we explain the derivation of a learned clause in terms of resolution,
which fits the implementation of current SAT solvers [89].
We therefore resolve the clauses which implied n and  n.
( m_ n) ( d_ e_ g _n)
( d_ e_ g _ m)
This clause still contains the literals g and m which were assigned at the last
decision level. We resolve it with the reason for m:
( d_ e_ g _ m) ( a_ b_ f _m)
( a_ b_ d_ e_ f _ g )
Now there are still two literals in the resolved clause, f and g , which were
assigned at decision level 3. Another resolution step with c7, the clause which
implied g , yields
( a_ b_ d_ e_ f _ g ) ( e_ f _ g )
( a_ b_ d_ e_ f )
This clause was derived by resolution, therefore it is logically implied by φ, and
we can safely add it to φ. ä
Clauses learned by the conflict analysis have some important properties.
Ź All of their literals are assigned to 0 in the actual solver state, as they are
resolved from a conflict. This can be seen by an inductive argument: In
the conflicting clause, all literals are assigned to 0 by definition. When this
clause is resolved with the clause that caused the latest unit propagation,
all literals but one from this clause are assigned to 0, as otherwise no unit
propagation would have been triggered. The only literal which is assigned
to 1 is the one that is deleted in the resolution step.
Ź They were derived by resolution, thus, they can be added to the input for-
mula without changing its satisfiability.
17
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DL 1
DL 2
DL 3
a d
b e
c f g
m
n
 n
c1
c2
c3c4
c4 c4
c7
c7
c6
c6
c6
c5
Figure 2.3. Implication Graph after branching a in Example 2.11. The edge labels denote
the clauses involved in the propagation. For example, m is propagated by c4 as a, b,
and f are assigned 1.
Ź They contain exactly one literal which has been assigned at the highest
decision level. If the size of the learned clause equals 1, the solver can back-
track to decision level 0 by undoing all decisions and their implications, and
propagate this unit clause. Otherwise, the solver backtracks to the second
highest decision level at which a variable from the clause was assigned. By
construction, all but one literal are assigned to 0 on this decision level. Thus,
the solver may continue by propagating the unassigned literal, denoted
the asserting literal, from this clause instead of branching, as depicted in
Algorithm 5.
Ź They contain the 1UIP, which is the UIP closest to the conflict. It has empiri-
cally been found that using this clause is the best choice with respect to the
solver performance [216].
The whole CDCL algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. Although this algo-
rithm does not appear too complicated, it is highly interesting both from a
practical and theoretical perspective. There exists a plethora of literature on
efficient implementations and improvements of the original algorithm, which
18
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Algorithm 5: The CDCL algorithm
Data: Propositional formula φ in CNF
Result: 1 if φ is satisfiable, and 0 otherwise
/* Initialisation */
1 DL=0;
2 while true do
3 if propagate() = Conflict then
4 if D L =0 then
5 return 0;
6 else
7 (newDL, learned clause) := analyse_conflict();
8 Add learned clause;
9 backtrack(newDL);
10 DL := newDL;
11 else
12 if Free variables remaining then
13 ` := find_branching_literal();
14 DL := DL+1;
15 assign `= 1;
16 else
/* All variables are assigned without a conflict */
17 return 1;
will be discussed in Section 2.3. When run on unsatisfiable formulas, CDCL-
based SAT solvers create a proof of unsatisfiability based on the clauses they
learn during search, i. e., a resolution proof. This clause learning process is not
directed, as in the DP algorithm, it is rather guided by the search. The next sec-
tion will present some foundations for the structure of proofs generated in this
way. Afterwards, details concerning the implementation of propagation and
branching are explained, which were only sketched in the above presentation.
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2.2.5 Underlying Proof Systems
In this section, we will consider proof systems for propositional logic. This is of
interest for several reasons. Firstly, analysing the behaviour of an actual solver
implementation is hard due to the heuristics used in it. Therefore, it is useful
to relate the proofs generated by a solver to some proof system S: If it can be
shown that proofs generated by the solver on some formula φ correspond to
proofs in S, then the proof generated by the solver cannot be smaller than the
smallest proofs derivable in S.
Secondly, analysing the weaknesses of such a proof system may yield in-
sights in weaknesses of solver implementations. This topic will also be relevant
in Chapter 3.
Fourthly, it is a fundamental problem in computer science. If there was a
system that generates proofs for the unsatisfiability of a formula such that the
size of these proofs is polynomially bounded by the size of the input formula,
and they could be verified by a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial
time, this would imply that NP is closed under complementation, and therefore
that N P = coN P [78].
Formally [34], a proof system is a polynomial-time computable predicate S
such that
F P T AU T ØDp.S(F, p),
i. e., F is tautological if and only if there is a proof p that is recognised by S. In
the literature, the notion of proof systems is sometimes used interchangeably
with inference systems that can be used to create a proof [33, 34, 50].
This section will be concerned with the proofs of unsatisfiability for a propo-
sitional formula, which implies that its negation is tautological; thus, the above
notation is also applicable.
We will discuss only proof systems based on resolution, as these form the
foundation of the proofs generated by DP, DPLL or CDCL SAT solvers.
Comparison of proof systems
When discussing the relative strength of proof systems, it is crucial to have a no-
tion of whether one proof system is stronger than another. The first definition
gives a notion that one proof system is at least as strong as another one.
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Definition 2.12 (p-simulation [209]). Given two proof systems S1 and S2, S1
p-simulates S2 if there exists a polynomial-time computable function f such
that for every unsatisfiable formula φ and proof p,
S1(φ, f (p))Ø S2(φ, p).
Given a resolution refutation, there are different metrics to estimate its
complexity like the number of symbols required to encode it into a string [79],
or its width which is defined as the maximum size of a clause in it [38]. Here,
we will consider the complexity in terms of resolution steps performed.
Definition 2.13 (Complexity of a resolution refutation [113]). Let Γ= c0, . . . ,ck
denote a resolution refutation of a formula φ=∧ni=0 ci . Then, the complexity
of Γ is the number of clauses generated for the refutation i. e., k´n.
With this notion of the complexity of a proof, proof systems can be com-
pared to each other. A common tool is to consider families of formulas which
are easy to prove for one, but hard to prove for another proof system.
Definition 2.14 (Separation of proof systems [6]). Let F denote a family of
unsatisfiable SAT formulas, and S1, S2 be two proof systems such that S1
p-simulates S2. Furthermore, let p1(φ) (p2(φ)) denote a shortest proof for
some formula φ P F accepted by S1 (S2). If there exists a function f such
that |p1(φ)|ď f (|p2(φ)|) for all φ PF, then f separates S1 from S2. If f is expo-
nential, then there is an exponential separation between S1 and S2.
Given this notion, we discuss the relative strength of different restricted
versions of resolution, and relate them to algorithms which yield proofs in the
respective proof system.
In order to characterise these different resolution refinements, it is helpful
to describe the resolution proof as a directed, acyclic graph [58]. The nodes are
labelled with clauses derived in the proof and clauses from the input formula.
For each clause derived by resolution, there are two edges pointing to the
clauses that it was derived from. These edges are labeled with the variable that
was removed in the respective resolution step.
General Resolution
General resolution proofs are sometimes also called unrestricted [109]: Here,
the proof is just a sequence of clauses, beginning with the original formula,
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such that every clause generated for this proof is the resolvent of two clauses
which either belong to the original formula, or have been derived before. Haken
proved in 1985 that there is a family of formulas for which the shortest general
resolution proof has exponential size [113]. These formulas are often referred
to as “pigeonhole principle”, as they seek for an one-to-one mapping of n+1
pigeons to n holes. Alternatively, this can be seen as the question for a n-
colouring of a complete graph Kn+1. It has been shown that clause learning
SAT solver are as strong as general resolution [181].
Accordingly, every SAT solver based on the CDCL algorithm requires an
exponential running time on the pigeon hole formulas.
Next, we will consider restricted forms of resolution refutations, discuss
their respective strengths, and relate them to the DPLL and DP algorithm,
respectively.
Tree Resolution
In tree-like resolution refutations, the DAG of resolutions steps without the
clauses of the original formula is a tree [37]. This kind of resolution refutations
is sometimes called Davis-Logemann-Loveland, as it is closely related to refu-
tations given by the DPLL algorithm. Each propagation performed during a
run of the DPLL algorithm can be explained in terms of a resolution step, as
depicted in Example 2.15. Thus, a tree-like resolution proof can be generated
from the run of the DPLL algorithm [37]. Hence, the running-time of the DPLL
algorithm is lower-bounded by the shortest refutation in tree-like resolution.
Example 2.15. Consider the following, unsatisfiable formula on 4 variables.
( a_b)^ (a_ b) ^( b_ c)
(b_ c)^ ( c_d) ^( c_ d)
(c_d)^ (c_ d)
Branching on a yields the propagations a ñ b, b ñ c, c ñ d and c ñ d ,
which is a contradiction. Backtracking and branching on  a yields  añ b,
 b ñ c,  c ñ d and  c ñ d , a contradiction. Figure 2.4 shows a tree-
like resolution proof which follows the branching of the DPLL algorithm. For
example, consider the right branch starting at the root of the tree, labeled with
H, which derives the clause (a). Here, (a) is derived from (b) and (a_ b),
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H
( a)
( b)
( c)
( c_ d) ( c_d)
( b_ c)
( a_b)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(c_ d) (c_d)
(b_ c)
(a_ b)
Figure 2.4. Tree-like resolution proof represented as DAG
which can be related to the unit propagation a ñ b in the run of the DPLL
algorithm. ä
The weakness of tree-like resolution refutations can be seen analogously to
the weakness of the DPLL algorithm, which cannot learn from failed search in
one part of the search space, and therefore repeatedly performs similar work.
Tree-like resolutions may not re-use clauses from one part of the derivation
tree in another part.
There are families of formulas for which tree-like resolution proofs have size
2
Ω
(
n
logn
)
, where n denotes the size of the input formula. On the contrary, there
exist general resolution proofs of size O(n) for these formulas [37]. As every
tree-like resolution proof is also a general resolution proof, general resolution
p-simulates tree-like resolution, hence general resolution is strictly stronger
than tree-like resolution.
We will reconsider this gap between the respective proof systems in Chap-
ter 3, as backtracking algorithms for CP solving have the same weakness as the
DPLL algorithm, and are thus outperformed by clause learning solvers.
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Regular Resolution
Regular resolution proofs (REG) are a subset of general resolution proofs. Here,
on every path in the respective DAG which starts from the empty clause, every
variable may appear at most once as label of an arc.
This can be further restricted to ordered resolution proofs [108], where
the variables occurring on paths starting from the empty clause are ordered
according to the same ordering. These proofs are also called Davis-Putnam,
as they correspond to proofs generated by the DP algorithm. There exists a
family of formulas for which proofs in ordered resolution have size nO(log(logn)),
whereas general resolution proofs of size O(n4) exist [108]. This result was im-
proved by Bonet et al., and later Urquhart, who gave an exponential separation
between regular and general resolution [50, 208]. As ordered resolution proofs
are also regular, this implies an exponential separation between ordered and
general resolution, which may be seen as a theoretical explanation for the
better performance of CDCL based SAT solvers, compared to the DP algorithm.
Extended Resolution
Contrary to the previously described resolution refinements, extended reso-
lution (ER) extends general resolution. It is based on the idea by Tseitin of
introducing new variables, and relating them to formulas built from variables
of the input formula [205], denoted the extension rule.
Example 2.16. Let φ denote a SAT formula such that x, y P var s(φ), and z ∉
var s(φ). Then, one may define
zØ (x_ y)
which can be expressed by the clauses
( x_ z)
( y_ z)
( z_x_ y)
ä
Formally, an extended resolution proof for some formula φ is a general
resolution proof for φ1, where φ1 is obtained from φ by repeated application of
the extension rule.
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Interestingly, this yields a stronger proof system. Intuitively, this corre-
sponds to the size of SAT encodings: By the Tseitin encoding, every propo-
sitional formula can be encoded in conjunctive normal form without asymptot-
ically increasing its size by introducing new variables, whereas the encoding of
simple formulas may become exponentially large if no new variables are used.
In resolution proofs without the extension rule, only clauses are derived, but
no addition of new variables is allowed.
Cook proved that there exist polynomial size proofs for the pigeon hole
principle using extended resolution [76]. However, if there were polynomial
size extended resolution refutations for every unsatisfiable SAT formula, this
would imply N P = coN P [50]. Thus, there has been work both in deepening the
understanding of extended resolution [142] and in proving super-polynomial
lower bounds on the proof size [206].
The strength of ER has attracted interest in using it in SAT solvers. Au-
demard et al. modified their SAT solver GLUCOSE, allowing it to apply the
extension rule [14]. While successful on some formulas, it appears hard to
decide when to apply the extension rule in general. Furthermore, the solver
has to be forced to preferably use the newly introduced literals in propagations
and conflict analysis.
Example 2.17. Consider a formula φ which contains the constraint (a_b)ñ
(c^d) represented by the clauses ( a_ c), ( a_d), ( b_d) and ( b_d).
One may seek to introduce a new variable x which indicates that independently
of whether a or b are set to true, this implies c and d . x can be defined by
terms of the extension rule ( x_a_b), ( a_x) and ( b_x). Then, resolution
yields
( b_x)
( a_ c) ( x_a_b)
( x_b_ c)
( x_ c)
Equivalently, x ñ d can be derived. Once a clause learning solver detects a
conflict during its search, it may use x in the newly learned clause rather than
a or b, which is a more general no-good. However, propagation is typically im-
plemented as a breadth-first search [89], thus, setting a or b to 1 will propagate
c and d without considering x, a problem that was encountered in [14]. ä
Chu et al. used problem-specific knowledge to find good definitions for
which they applied extended resolution in [65].
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Furthermore, it has been suggested to use the extension rule as inspiration
of a preprocessing step, denoted by Bounded Variable Addition (BVA) [154].
2.3 Techniques & Implementations
We will now consider techniques which were presented in seminal papers,
and are used in practically all modern SAT solvers. These techniques consider
learning clauses, efficient data structure for propagations, branching, restarting
and the deletion of learned clauses.
2.3.1 Preprocessing via Bounded Variable Elimination
The DP algorithm is hardly used anymore, mainly due to the large number of
resolvents it produces. However, it is noteworthy that many SAT solvers run it
for some iterations as a preprocessing step called bounded variable elimination
(BVE) [88, 204].
Let
φ1 = r es(φ, x)
= (φzφx )Y{c 1 = c1Y c2z{x, x}|x P c1, x P c2,c’ is no tautology}
denote the formula obtained by adding all non-tautologous clauses generated
by resolving on x, and removing all clauses containing x or  x.
Let φ denote a SAT formula in CNF, and φ`,φ ` denote the clauses con-
taining ` and  ` for some literal `. As in the DP algorithm, all resolvents
c = c1Y c2z{`, `} for c1 Pφ` and c2 Pφ ` are computed and added to φ un-
less they are tautologies. In this way, some variables can be eliminated from
the input formula, which yields an equisatisfiable formula.
As the DP algorithm is only used as a preprocessor here, the blow-up of the
formula size can be avoided: If the number of newly created clauses exceeds
the number of clauses that may be removed by a fixed value, the variable is
not removed. Interestingly, on some industrial formulas many of the resolved
clauses are tautologies and thus do not have to be added.
The resulting formula is equisatisfiable to the input formula. Let φ denote
the input formula, and φ1 = r es(φ, x) for some variable x. Furthermore, assume
that φ1 is satisfiable, and let β1 denote a satisfying assignment for φ1. A satis-
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Algorithm 6: Bounded Variable Elimination
Data: Propositional formula φ in CNF, integer k
Result: An equisatisfiable formula
1 if φ=H then
2 return φ;
3 if HPφ then
4 return φ;
5 if {`} P F then
6 return BVE(φ|`=1);
7 if D`@c Pφ.` ∉ c then
8 return BVE(φz{c|` P c});
9 Choose Variable x P vars(φ)s.t .|r es(φ, x)|ď |φ|+k;
10 if Such variable exists then
11 return BVE(r es(φ,k));
12 else
13 return φ;
fying assignment β for φ can be derived from β1 efficiently, if during BVE the
eliminated clauses were stored. Assume that (C_D) was derived by resolving
(C_x) and (D_ x). Now all variables from C and D are assigned to 1 or 0 by
β1. As β1 is satisfying, at least one of the literals in (C_D) is assigned to 1. If
both C and D are satisfied by β1, the assignment for x can be chosen indepen-
dently of them. Otherwise, only either C or D can be unsatisfied, therefore, x
can be chosen such that the other clause is satisfied.
2.3.2 Watched Literal Scheme
It is crucial for the performance of a SAT solver to achieve a high speed in
terms of decisions made per time. Both DPLL and CDCL interleave branching
with the repeated application of the unit clause rule, which is interrupted
when either a clause is found to be in a conflict state, or all literal assignments
implied by the branches have been found. This propagation process takes
up to 90% of the overall running time, thus, it is important to implement it
efficiently. A common approach is the use of lazy data structures, as suggested
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Algorithm 7: Naïve BCP
Data: Propositional formula φ in CNF, literal ` to propagate
Result: Conflicting clause c if conflict occurred, and null otherwise
1 prop_queue := {`};
2 while prop_queue is not empty do
/* Take next literal from queue */
3 Take ` P prop_queue;
4 prop_queue := prop_queuez{`};
5 val(`) := 1;
/* Check all clauses containing  ` */
6 for c Pφ ` do
7 if D`1 P c.val (`1)= 1 then
/* Clause is already satisfied */
8 continue;
/* Count number of literals assigned to false */
9 falseLits := |{`1 P c|val (`1)= 0}|;
10 if falseLits = |c| then
/* Clause is in conflict */
11 return c;
12 else if falseLits = |c|´1 then
/* Unit propagate */
13 Choose `1 as unassigned literal from c;
14 prop_queue := prop_queue Y{`1};
15 val(`1) := 1;
16 return null;
in [162]. A naïve implementation may keep a list for each literal, containing
the clauses in which the negation of this literal is contained. Once the literal
is set, either by branching or implication, each of the clauses in this list is
checked: If all but one literals in it are set to 0, the remaining literal is implied
and propagated, unless it is set to true already. If all literals are assigned to
false, a conflict is detected. The pseudocode for the propagation of one literal
is given in Algorithm 7.
Here, we assume a function val which returns the current valuation of a
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l1 l2 l3 = 0@1 l4 l5
Figure 2.5. One clause with watched literals l1 and l2. When assigning l3 to 0, this clause
is not considered by the propagation algorithm, as both l1 and l2 are not assigned any
value yet.
l4 l2 l3 = 0@1 l1 = 0@2 l5
Figure 2.6. The clause from Figure 2.5 after assigning l1 = 0. As this is watched, a new
watched literal is sought, in this case l4, and swapped to the front of the clause.
literal as 1, 0 or “undefined”. The drawback of this routine is that it considers
every clause containing the currently propagated literal, and visits the literals
within each clause repeatedly. Early implementations cached the number of
literals set to 1 and 0, respectively [162]. However, this still requires visiting
all clauses, and resetting the counters during backtracking. Moskewicz et. al
therefore suggested a lazy approach. It is based on the observation that clauses
will not participate in any propagation or conflict unless at most one of their
literals is unassigned, and all others are assigned to false. Therefore, they sug-
gest to watch two literals from each clause, the “watched literals”, cf. Figure 2.5.
During propagating a literal, only clauses are considered which are watched by
this literal. If one of the watched literals is set to false, and the other one is not
set to true, a new watched literal is sought, which, on success, replaces the old
one, as depicted in Figure 2.6. Otherwise, unit propagation or conflict analysis,
respectively, are triggered.
This technique brings several advantages. Firstly, if a variable is assigned a
value either by branching or propagation, it is not necessary to check all clauses
which contain it or its negation. Secondly, it is not necessary to reset any data
structures for backtracking, as the choice of watched literals remains feasible.
Thirdly, this approach takes advantage of the CPU caches, as the watched
literals are stored as the first two literals in a clause, thus, they fit into one
cache line [62].
Currently, solvers do not use this scheme in a strict sense, as it does not
make sense for binary clauses [179]. Here, special data structures are used,
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where the watch lists contain the other literals in the respective clause rather
than a pointer to the clause.
2.3.3 Branching
The DPLL algorithm described in Section 2.2.3 contains the line “Choose vari-
able x. . .” in which the decision is made how to branch next. There is no expla-
nation here how to make this choice. A deterministic polynomial-time algo-
rithm that, when given a propositional formula φ, returns a literal ` such that
φ|` is equisatisfiable to φ would imply P =N P .
Thus, several heuristics have been suggested to find good literals for branch-
ing. Jeroslaw and Wang suggested in [129] to choose a literal ` which maximises∑
cPφ:`Pc 2´|c|, where φ is the input formula. The idea behind this choice is that
picking a literal which occurs often on short clauses will satisfy them, and
leave some other literals in long clauses such that it is likely that these can be
satisfied as well. One may either compute these values statically, or dynamically
before every branching decision [196]. The latter heuristic, dynamic largest
individual sum (DLIS) considers the fact that branching and subsequent unit
propagations may significantly change the importance of different literals. For
example, occurrences in a clause should only be counted if the clause is not
already satisfied under the current partial assignment.
These heuristics come with some drawback: Either it is computationally
expensive to compute the ranking of each literal before every decision, or it is
static and does not consider learned clauses.
The solver ZChaff [162] introduced a new technique, called variable state
independent decaying sum (VSIDS). Here, there is a counter for every literal.
Whenever a (learned) clause is added to the database, the counter for each
literal in it is incremented. When branching, the literal with the highest counter
value is chosen. To emphasise on conflict clauses learned recently, these coun-
ters are divided by some constant c > 1 periodically. As the counter values can
be stored in a priority queue, implemented as a heap, it is significantly faster to
find a new branching literal. Furthermore, it proved beneficial for SAT solvers
to focus on recent conflicts. Most current SAT solvers use variations of this tech-
nique [17, 44, 89]. Here, the counter is often called activity of a variable. These
variations include the choice of literals for which the activity is increased [17],
the amount of increase, or the frequency of decrease [89]. Interestingly, VSIDS
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seems to be able to identify important variables in the formula, and lead the
solver to consider these preferably [134, 149].
Another important extension is phase saving. Assume a formula φ=φ1^φ2
with vars(φ1)Xvars(φ2) =H. Furthermore assume that a solver has found a
partial assignment β1 satisfying φ1. Then, a bad branching decision which is not
compatible with β1 may force the solver to perform unnecessary work to find
a satisfying assignment for φ1 again. Therefore, Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche
suggested to store the last polarity that a variable was assigned to, and re-use it
in the next branching decision [180].
2.3.4 Conflict Driven Clause Learning
The concept of CDCL was briefly introduced in Section 2.2.4. In theory, a SAT
solver may resolve any two fitting clauses, and add them to its database, which
would yield an algorithm similar to DP, except for the order in which clauses
are learned. However, CDCL solvers run a search to find a solution for the
input formula, and learn clauses during this process. Thus, when the result is
UNSAT, this is proven by a resolution proof which was led by the search for a
SAT result. This works surprisingly well, and current SAT solvers implement
several techniques to increase their efficiency. In this section, we will review
some techniques related to the learning process.
Clause Minimisation
The minimisation of learned clauses was introduced in [202]. Consider again
the learned clause from Example 2.11. It contains all literals set at the decision
levels 1 and 2, which in fact is not necessary. The literal d was set due to the
binary clause ( a_d). Now  a is also contained in the learned clause, thus,
we may remove  d from it. The reason for this is just a resolution step
( a_ b_ d_ e_ f ) ( a_d)
( a_ b_ e_ f )
This is called self-subsuming resolution, as the result subsumes the learned
clause. Thus, the subsuming clause can be added instead of the firstly learned
clause. Furthermore, this step can be repeated for e, gaining
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( a_ b_ e_ f ) ( b_e)
( a_ b_ f )
In this example, only binary clauses were used, but this technique can also
handle non-binary clauses.
Literal Block Distance
The literal block distance (LBD) was introduced in [19] to estimate the value
of learned clauses. Consider a learned clause in the moment when it was
learned, i. e., before a backjump was performed. Then, all literals in this clause
are assigned to 0 at different decision levels. The LBD value is defined as the
number of different decision levels on which literals from this clause were
assigned.
The idea is that literals which were assigned at the same decision level,
called a block, are likely to be linked together directly. Thus, a learned clause
creates some connection between the blocks in it, which is considered helpful.
The authors call learned clauses with a LBD of 2 “glue clauses”, as in these
clauses there is exactly one literal from the decision level on which the conflict
occurred; all other literals were assigned at the same decision level. Therefore,
this creates a strong link between the asserting literal and the remaining literals.
These so-called “glue clauses” inspired the name of the solver GLUCOSE.
The LBD value of learned clauses is used for determining which clauses are
worth being kept in the clause database of a CDCL solver, as we will discuss
in the next section. Furthermore, it is used to trigger solver restarts (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3.5) and to control communication in parallel solvers (cf. Section 2.5.1).
Clause Deletion Strategies
CDCL based SAT solvers learn many clauses during a solver run. On the one
hand, this is beneficial as these learned clauses allow for more propagations
during search, and they are the foundation of UNSAT proofs, as shown in the
previous section. On the other hand, keeping a lot of learned clauses slows
down the propagation process, and may even cause the solver to run out of
memory. Therefore, solvers clean their learned clause database regularly and
delete some of the learned clauses [19, 111, 126, 169].
MINISAT uses an activity value for each clause, similar to the activities
used for variables in the VSIDS heuristic. The activity of clauses seen in the
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analysis of conflicts is increased by some value, and this value is multiplied
by a constant c > 1 after every conflict analysis, which emphasises on recently
learned clauses. If the size of the learned clause database reaches some thresh-
old, which depends on the number of clauses in the input formula, half of the
clauses with smaller activities are deleted if their size is larger than two. Binary
clauses are kept forever.
On some large formulas, MINISAT allows for a large amount of learned
clauses. In the case of formulas which require a large proof this behaviour is
extremely beneficial, as we will show in Chapter 4.
On the contrary, GLUCOSE is quite successful using a totally different strat-
egy. Here, clauses are ranked by their LBD value as primary key. “Glue clauses”,
i. e., clauses with a LBD value of 2, are never deleted. Furthermore, cleaning of
the clause database is triggered according to some slowly increasing sequence
which is independent of the size of the input formula. On many formulas, this
idea works very well. One reason can be seen in the fact that many learned
clauses propagate once — just after they have been learned — and are hardly
used afterwards [18, 19]. Therefore, it may be a reasonable decision to reduce
the clause database aggressively.
In [169], both strategies were mixed. The solver keeps clauses with very low
LBD value forever, whereas clauses with higher LBDs are managed based on
their activities.
Another approach is the freezing of clauses [15]. The authors suggest a
dynamic measure, denoted by “phase saving based quality measure” (psm) to
estimate the importance of a learned clause in the current part of the search
space. Given a set of assigned literals P, the psm of a clause c is defined as
psm(c,P)= |PX c|. If this value is large, then it is considered unlikely that the
clause will propagate, as many of its literals are likely to be satisfied. Hence, it
is also unlikely that it will be involved in conflict analysis, thereby contributing
to a proof. If the psm value is small, clauses are not deleted immediately, they
are set to an intermediate state, which the authors call frozen, and can be
reactivated if the psm value becomes smaller again. Clauses are only deleted if
they have not been reactivated for some time.
LBD seems to be a rather strong measure especially on formulas created
from Bounded Model Checking (BMC) problems. However, it does not always
help: In some cases, considering the activity or size of learned clauses works
better. The solver we submitted to the SAT Competition 2016 used the size of
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learned clauses rather than their LBD value, unless they were glue clauses, as
we will discuss in Section 2.4.
Furthermore, the decision of how, and how often, to clean the clause
database is non-trivial already for sequential solvers. The portfolio solvers
we will discuss in Section 2.5.1 can learn a very large amount of good clauses,
and it is not clear how to manage them.
2.3.5 Restarts
Modern SAT solvers restart their search after some time for different reasons.
Assume again that φ is a SAT formula, and ` a literal occurring in φ. If a solver
makes a bad decision during branching, i. e., it branches on ` such that φ^`
is unsatisfiable, whereas φ itself is satisfiable, then the solver must prove that
φ^` is unsatisfiable before searching for a solution for φ^ `. Thus, it may
be beneficial to restart the search after a while. Here, restarting means a back-
track to decision level 0, i. e., undoing all branches. Other information gained
during search like learned clauses, variable activities or phase information is
not deleted. Thus, the solver continues its search by branching on the vari-
able with the highest VSIDS activity. This behaviour has also proven helpful
on unsatisfiable formulas, as it allows the solver to focus on hard parts of the
formula [19].
MINISAT uses the Luby sequence to trigger restarts [89]. The Luby sequence
is given by
ti =
{
2k´1 , if i = 2k´1
ti´2k´1+1 , if 2k´1ď i < 2k´1
This is, after i restarts, MINISAT triggers a new restart after cti conflicts,
were c is a constant which equals 100 in MINISAT.
Figure 2.7(a) shows the resulting restart intervals. Heule found that us-
ing a smaller constant reduces the average number of conflicts required to
solve a formula [112, 183]. Biere used another restart-scheme, called “inner-
outer-restarts". It uses two exponentially growing sequences, where the “inner"
sequence determines the length of one restart interval. The “outer” sequence is
used to reset the values of the inner sequence in order to favor short intervals
between restarts, as shown in Figure 2.7(b). After k restarts, the pair of inner
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Figure 2.7. Intervals between subsequent restarts based on (a) the Luby sequence, and
(b) the inner-outer-scheme.
and outer values is given by
(i ,o)0 = (i0,o0)
(i ,o)k =
{
(i ˚ ci ,o) , if i ď o
(i0,o ¨ co), , else
In PICOSAT the constants are chosen as i0 = o0 = 100 and ci = co = 1.1 [45].
These rapid restarts improved the performance of SAT solvers; however,
they use a static scheme which may restart the solver just before finding a solu-
tion. A later version of PICOSAT therefore comes with a dynamic strategy [43].
It measures how often variables are assigned to a value which is the negation
of the value stored for phase saving. If this happens often, the solving process
is considered agile, and no restart is necessary. Conversely, if the solver is stuck
on a small subproblem, this agility value is likely to be small, thus PICOSAT
triggers a restart.
Audemard et al. used different heuristics to dynamically trigger or block
restarts [20]. Their solver GLUCOSE keeps track of the LBD values of learned
clauses. As long as these are low, the solver is considered to make progress, as
it learns good clauses. On the contrary, if average LBD values increase quickly,
a restart is triggered. Furthermore, they consider the decision levels the solver
reaches. If these rise to high values, it is likely that the solver is just about to
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l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 ¨ ¨ ¨
dl1 dl2
Figure 2.8. The trail of a SAT solver. The arcs indicate the literals which were branching
decisions, whereas the other literals were propagated.
find a solution, and therefore restarts are blocked.
After this introduction, we now present the first result we obtained on
sequential SAT solving. Afterwards, we will turn to the parallelisation of SAT
solvers.
2.4 SAT Competition 2016
The SAT competition is an event which takes place every second year, inter-
leaved with SAT races1. Participants submit their SAT solvers, which are tested
on a wide range of different benchmarks from different categories, and winners
are determined for each of them. We submitted a solver to the “GLUCOSE hack
track". Here, participants are asked to “hack" the solver GLUCOSE 3.02 and im-
prove its performance as much as possible. In order to enforce small changes,
the Levenshtein distance [147] between original and submitted source files
is upper-bounded by 1,000. The idea behind this limitation is to encourage
people to participate without writing a complete solver themselves. Moreover,
this allows to come up with small but good ideas that might be beneficial for
the whole SAT community. We applied two changes to the solver we submitted,
which will next be discussed in detail.
2.4.1 Refining the Restart Strategy
As discussed in Section 2.3.5, GLUCOSE blocks restarts if the solver seems to
be deeper in the search space than on average, as this might indicate that it is
close to finding a solution. To define “deep in the search space", Audemard et al.
used the trail size as an indicator. An example of a trail is shown in Figure 2.8. It
1A history of competitions and races is available at http://www.satcompetition.org/.
2Available from http://www.labri.fr/perso/lsimon/glucose/.
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contains the literals that are assigned to some value in the order in which they
were assigned. In this example, the literals l1, l2 and l3 were either contained
in the input formula or learned as unit clauses, they are fixed. The variables set
at decision level 1 are l4 and l5, where l4 was a branching decision, and l5 was
propagated. The trail size is simply the number of literals on the trail.
Whenever a conflict occurs, GLUCOSE stores the trail size. Furthermore, it
computes the average of the last 5,000 stored trail sizes. If the solver reaches a
trail size which is “deep" in the search space, this is considered interesting, and
restarts are blocked for a while. In the default settings, this is the case if the trail
size exceeds the average of stored trail sizes by a factor of 1.4 [20]. This strategy
has helped GLUCOSE to overcome the weaknesses on satisfiable benchmarks
that the early versions suffered from.
However, many benchmarks contain a lot of unit clauses, and even more
can be found quickly by the solver. Therefore, the trail consists of a static part
— the literals l1, l2 and l3 in Figure 2.8 — and a dynamic part. We adapted
the restart blocking strategy of GLUCOSE to consider the size of the dynamic
part rather than the overall trail size, allowing the solver to decide more pre-
cisely when to block restarts. It especially becomes more likely that restarts are
blocked, as we kept the same constants.
We tested the modified solver on the 300 benchmarks used in the main track
of the SAT Race 2015. According to the argumentation in [20], one might expect
that the modified restart behaviour would lead to an improved performance on
satisfiable formulas, and decreased performance on UNSAT cases. Interestingly,
this is not the case. Figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(b) show scatter plots which compare
the performances of the original version of GLUCOSE, and the modified version,
on satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulas. In the case of satisfiable inputs, the
modified version is slightly faster on average, which can also be seen in the
cactus plot in Figure 2.10(a).
On the contrary, the original solver can solve 5 benchmarks in the given
time limit of 5,000 seconds that the modified version cannot solve, whereas
the modified version solves only 4 benchmarks uniquely. The sum of execu-
tion times is slightly reduced from 173,294 to 146,908 seconds. Surprisingly,
the modified solver is significantly stronger on unsatisfiable inputs, cf. the
scatter plot 2.9(b) and the cactus plot 2.10(b). The overall running time for
benchmarks that at least one of the solvers could solve is reduced from 79,617
to 53,161 seconds, and more instances can be solved. These results correlate
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Figure 2.9. Pairwise comparison: Original solver vs. solver with modified restart strategy
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Figure 2.10. The impact of the modified restart strategy as cactus plots.
with [43], where the author conjectures “frequent restarts may also be harmful,
particularly on unsatisfiable crafted instances”.
2.4.2 Re-considering LBD
The second change we made was concerned with the management of the
learned clause database. GLUCOSE used the LBD value of learned clauses as
primary metric to decide which clauses to keep, and which to delete. We found
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Figure 2.11. Pairwise comparison: Original solver vs. solver with modified clause
database management
that LBD is in fact a good measure, especially if the values are rather small, and
especially on benchmarks from benchmarks considered “application”. These
are typically benchmarks with a clearly defined community structure [9, 10,
107]. Therefore, we kept this measure for “glue clauses”, i. e., clauses with a LBD
value of 2. For other clauses, we used the number of literals as a measure, and
preferably kept short clauses. Additionally, we removed clauses whenever their
activity dropped to 0, meaning that they have not been used in conflict analysis
for some time. As this was too aggressive with the default settings, we increased
the parameter “cla-decay” to 1´10´4. This parameter is used to control how
fast the value added to the activity of a clause is increased over time, which in
return emphasises the activity of clauses used recently. We reduced the increase,
which means that the clause activities do not emphasise on recent conflicts too
much. As the activities are only used for tie breaking, contrary to MINISAT [89]
where the activity was an important measure, this appeared reasonable. If the
activity of a clause is increased to a value larger than 1020, all clause activities
are multiplied by 10´20 in MINISAT. This is necessary as otherwise the activity
values might grow larger than the value range of float variables. If a learned
clause is not used between some rescaling steps, its activity may drop to 0.
Thus, modifying the increase of learned clause activities lead to numerically
smaller clause activities, which delayed the rescaling, and therefore increase
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Figure 2.12. The impact of the modified clause database management as cactus plots.
the time until activities might eventually drop to 0.
The impact on satisfiable instances is shown in the scatter plot 2.11(a) and
the cactus plot 2.12(a). The overall running time on benchmarks solved by at
least one of the original and the modified version, decreased from 138,060
to 106,201 seconds. The modified solver is especially faster on formulas of
medium hardness, but solves 4 less benchmarks. On the contrary, the overall
running time on unsatisfiable inputs decreases only slightly from 79,617 to
74,157 seconds, but the modified solver is able to solve 5 more benchmarks.
These results coincide with [12] where short clauses are found to be more useful
on satisfiable formulas, and LBD is considered more important on unsatisfiable
instances.
The performance of the submitted solver, compared with original GLU-
COSE, on satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulas is shown in the scatter plots in
Figs 2.13(a) and 2.13(b). Again, some diversification on satisfiable benchmarks
can be observed, and an improved average running time. In the case of unsatis-
fiable benchmarks, the modified solver clearly outperforms the original version.
The performance on both satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances is shown in
Figure 2.14, with a clearly improved overall performance.
These performance gains could also be seen in the SAT Competition 2016 [27],
where our solver won the gold medal as best GLUCOSE hack solver in the main
track.
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Figure 2.13. Comparison between original GLUCOSE and the hack with both optimisa-
tions enabled.
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Figure 2.15. Medal won at the SAT
Competition 2016
After presenting this first result, we now turn to parallel SAT solvers. Firstly,
we will give an overview over existing techniques for parallel SAT solving and
actual implementations, before presenting results that were published in [97].
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2.5 Parallel SAT
The success of SAT solvers has attracted interest in their parallelisation. This is
not because they naturally lend themselves to parallelisation, in contrary, there
is no obvious way to parallelise modern SAT solvers. With the improved perfor-
mance of SAT solvers, they are more and more used to solve hard problems,
which in return leads to an interest in even more improved performance, and
more efficient usage of modern, especially parallel, hardware.
We will start by discussing an approach which uses additional computa-
tional resources to strengthen learned clauses. Next, we discuss the two most
prominent parallelisation techniques, and pose some related research ques-
tions. Afterwards we discuss one result we published in [97], which tackles one
of these questions.
In sequential SAT solving, learned clauses are minimised, and then added to
the learned clause database, as discussed in Section 2.3.4. The authors of [213]
suggest to use a “solver-reducer-architecture". The solver sends learned clauses
to the reducer, which tries to drop some of the literals, i. e., derive a subsuming
clause. If successful, this minimised clause is sent back to the solver. This
approach improves the performance especially on unsatisfiable formulas, but
its scalability appears limited.
Another way to parallelise a SAT solver is the Shannon Expansion [195]3.
Let φ denote a propositional formula, and x P vars(φ). Then,
φ” (φ^x)_ (φ^ x).
This is, if φ is satisfiable then there is at least one solution with x assigned to
0, or x assigned to 1. Thus, one may split the formula into two subformulas
φ1 =φ^x and φ2 =φ^ x, and solve these two formulas in parallel. Obviously,
this expansion can be used recursively on the subformulas φ1 and φ2. The con-
junctions that define the subformulas are often referred to as cubes [124], and
the principle of decomposing a formula with cubes is called Cube&Conquer.
Early parallel SAT solvers used this splitting approach together with load
balancing implemented as work stealing [49, 215]. The authors report an effi-
ciency of 95% on 256 CPUs. These solvers were based on the DPLL algorithm,
thus, such results can be expected as there are only efficiency issues if some
CPUs are idle: As depicted in Section 2.2, the DPLL algorithm does not re-use
3This expansion was mentioned already in 1848 by George Boole [51].
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any information gained in one part of the search space in other parts. Fur-
thermore, on satisfiable formulas a super-linear speed-up can be expected
from this approach, if the solutions are located in a small part of the search
space [184].
By contrast, splitting the formula statically contradicts the techniques de-
scribed in the previous section such as restarts and activity based search. Con-
sider the formula ((a_b)^φ)^ ((a_ b)^φ) [13], where φ is unsatisfiable. A
DPLL based solver will have to consider the cases b = 0 and b = 1 separately,
which both simplify to φ^a, whereas a clause learning solver can solve one
of the cases, and deduce unsatisfiability of the other case from its learned
clauses easily. If b is used to split the formula, this advantage is lost unless the
parallel solvers are allowed to exchange learned clauses. Furthermore, if a is
used to split the formula, the subformula φ| a can be proven unsatisfiable by
unit propagation. This imbalance in the hardness of the subformulas makes it
necessary to use some work balancing technique like work stealing.
In order to avoid redundant work on similar subformulas, learned clauses
can be exchanged between the solver processes. Unfortunately, this approach
seems to be of limited success in current solver implementations. In [145],
learned clauses of size at most 2 are exchanged. This threshold on the size of
learned clauses is chosen dynamically in [153], but the performance gains are
limited.
Interestingly, for some hard combinatorial problems this approach seems
to work. The authors of [124] propose an approach where the expansion is per-
formed such that the resulting subformulas become small after unit propaga-
tion, and every subformula is solved by a CDCL solver. They report a speed-up
from this approach, even if a sequential solver is used to solve one subformula
after another. Unfortunately, it is not clear if e. g., a clause database manage-
ment which is tuned to hard, combinatorial formulas might have neglected
this effect.
Another parallel solver which splits the search space is pMiniSAT [66]. It is
based on a master-slave architecture, and the splitting is executed dynamically.
If one solver is asked for a new cube, it creates one using the literal which it
branched on the lowest decision levels. Assume it was working on the cube
`1^`2, and its first branching decisions were `3 and `4. Then it may extend
its own cube to `1^ `2^ `3^ `4, and return the cubes `1^ `2^ `3 and
`1^`2^`3^ `4. Thus the solver splits on variables that seemed interesting
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to the VSIDS heuristic on the subformulas. Furthermore, the authors note that
this approach yields many cubes which can be refuted with 1´10 conflicts.
Thus, they suggest to keep a queue of cubes at the master process, which allows
for distributing new work quickly without waiting for the reply of another slave
where new work is stolen from.
This approach reduces the idle time of slaves, but it comes with another
drawback. If working on a satisfiable formula, the master may send cubes to
the slave such that every subformula which is being processed is unsatisfiable,
and the cubes defining subspaces which actually contain a solution are in the
work queue. Such problems are overcome in solvers like AmPharos [16], which
clearly outperforms other Cube&Conquer solvers on application benchmarks.
Here, slaves work on one cube for a short time. If they neither find a solution
nor prove it unsatisfiable, they pick another cube. This comes with the advan-
tage that clauses which were learned when working on one part of the search
space, are also used for other parts. Furthermore, cubes leading to a satisfiable
subspace will eventually be considered.
These kind of problems do not arise with the other, currently more promi-
nent approach in parallel SAT solving.
2.5.1 Portfolio-based Parallel SAT Solving
The portfolio approach for parallel SAT solving is based on the observation that
the performance of sequential SAT solvers is very sensible to small changes on
some parameters, e. g., concerning the restart strategy, or the increase of VSIDS
activities.
This is exemplified by some results shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.16. We
ran GLUCOSE on the benchmarks used in the main track of the SAT Competi-
tion 2016. In the first run, we used the default random seed, and in the second
run, we ran it 64 times with different random seeds. In both cases, a timeout of
5000 seconds was used. When using a preprocessor and the default random
seed, 61 satisfiable, and 83 unsatisfiable benchmarks could be solved. Without
preprocessing, the results are slightly worse, with 59 and 79 solved instances.
When using different random seeds and a preprocessor, 81 satisfiable bench-
marks could be solved by at least one of the configurations. Without running
the preprocessor, the number of solved satisfiable formulas increased from 59
to 86. In the case of unsatisfiable benchmarks, some performance gain can
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Table 2.1. Number of benchmarks from the SAT Competition 2016 which were solved
by GLUCOSE when running it repeatedly with different random seeds.
Configuration Presolved no Preprocessing
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
default 61 83 59 79
64 different random seeds 81 89 86 88
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Figure 2.16. Comparison of default GLUCOSE and a portfolio solver with different ran-
dom seeds. The running times are given in milliseconds.
be observed, but it is not as significant. This is not too surprising as in theory,
satisfiable benchmarks can be solved efficiently if the solver starts with a fitting
guess on variable assignments, whereas it always has to provide a resolution
proof for unsatisfiable inputs.
The solver MANYSAT [116] won the parallel track of the SAT Race 20084,
taking advantage of this instability. Here, the authors used different settings for
the restart strategy, branching, and clause learning. Furthermore, they found
that the exchange of learned clauses significantly improves the performance.
Clauses that one of the parallel solvers learns can be added to the clause
database of other solvers, as they are implied by the input formula. Experimen-
tally, the authors found that for MANYSAT, the performance was best when
clauses with a size of at most 8 were exchanged. Later, the authors observed
that the clauses a solver learns tend to become longer over the time the solver is
4http://baldur.iti.uka.de/sat-race-2008/
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running. Therefore, they suggested to adapt clause exchange dynamically [115].
If only few short clauses are learned, the solvers increase the export threshold,
and vice versa.
Most current portfolio-based SAT solvers also consider the LBD values for
determining which clauses to exchange. PLINGELING shares clauses with LBD
of at most 8, and size of at most 30 [44]. Furthermore, the solvers PENELOPE
and SYRUP, based on GLUCOSE, use several techniques concerned with the
management of clause sharing. PENELOPE [12] implements freezing of clauses,
as described in Section 2.3.4. Clauses which are imported from other solvers
can either be set to frozen directly, or dynamically. Afterwards, freezing and
reactivating are performed based on the psm measure.
SYRUP [18] performs clause exchange lazily. This is based on the observation
that many learned clauses are seen only a very few times in conflict analysis.
Furthermore, on unsatisfiable formulas many learned clauses are useless in
the sense that they do not appear in the final proof of unsatisfiability [197].
Thus, the authors suggest to lazily export learned clauses when they are seen
in conflict analysis for the second time, and their size and LBD are below
the respective median values of all learned clauses. They also perform lazy
clause import: Imported clauses are watched only by one literal. They are only
promoted to the two-literal-scheme when they are in conflicting state, i. e.,
all of there literals are assigned to false. Thus, they are only promoted if they
prune a part of the search space that was not pruned by other clauses from the
learned clause database.
Other solvers work well, though they do not use as sophisticated techniques
for clause exchange. In HordeSAT [29], the solvers exchange clauses once every
second. Every solver exports clauses with a sum of sizes of at most 1,500
literals, where short clauses are preferred. Furthermore, it uses hashing to filter
duplicate clauses. By this, they report a super-linear speed up for up to 512
processes, each of which running 4 solver threads. However, these values also
depend on they way they are computed — with the evaluation scheme used
in [97], the speedup on 2,048 threads would have only been 4.4, and lower than
the speed up on 1,024 threads.
There are several challenges arising in the field of parallel SAT solving.
Hamadi and Wintersteiger [117] named seven challenges, including the ques-
tion whether the variations of the CDCL approach are an appropriate basis for
parallel solvers, or if these should be based on a totally new paradigm.
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We will state some more challenges in the field of parallel SAT solving,
mainly focussed on the portfolio approach. Afterwards, we present results for
one of them, which were published in [97].
11 Challenges in Massively-Parallel Portfolio SAT Solving
1. The first questions deals with the question of how to measure the speed-up
of a parallel solver. It is common to evaluate solvers on benchmarks from
SAT Competitions. These sets typically contain benchmarks that are easy,
i. e., can be solved within less than a second by most sequential solvers,
as well as hard benchmarks which can hardly be solved in a reasonable
amount of time, even by parallel solvers. On the first kind of formulas, paral-
lel solvers typically do no achieve better results than sequential ones, e. g.,
because they spend some time forking MPI processes. As parallel solvers
are intended to solve hard problems, this is not necessarily bad, but it is
important to be aware of this, and decide whether they should be consid-
ered in an evaluation with the same weight as harder formulas. In [97], we
used the some of running times on our benchmark set for the computation
of speedups. This correlates to the user-experience: It compares the time
required to solve all benchmarks with a solver on n cores with the time
required to solve these formulas with n sequential solvers, but allowing for
parallel execution of solvers on different benchmarks. Thus, this approach
is somewhat realistic, but it is still pessimistic, as it does not consider the
fact that a timeout has to be used especially for the sequential reference
solver. If the sequential solver cannot solve a given formula, but the parallel
version solves it, this version of computing speed-ups is biased towards
the sequential solver. On the contrary, the authors of HordeSAT [29] com-
puted speed-ups based only on benchmarks that their parallel solver could
solve. Furthermore, they computed the overall speed-up as the arithmetic
mean of the speed-ups observed on the single inputs. By this measure, they
achieved super-linear speedups on hard formulas, whereas according to our
way speed-up computation, it would have only been 4.4 on 1,024 threads.
We do not claim that our approach is the best, actually it is biased against
parallel solvers. Still, it is clear that no arithmetic means should be used, as
they emphasise good results on single tests.
Question 1. What is a fair evaluation scheme for parallel SAT solvers on a
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mix of easy and very hard benchmarks?
2. It is often claimed that the scalability of portfolio solvers is limited as
the search of the single solvers synchronises over time [13]. However, it
is not clear how this claimed synchronisation is defined. Considering VSIDS-
activities may lead to a false-positive result: Comparing variables with high
activities between the single solvers might lead to the insight that all solvers
focus on a similar subset of variables. However, this due to the nature of
VSIDS, which tends to pick central variables [134]. We conducted some tests
with a student, Dennis Sen, in his Bachelor’s Thesis [194]. Here, we consid-
ered the polarity vectors of the different solvers, and compared them to each
other. In these tests, we found these vectors highly volatile, and could not
find evidence of a synchronisation between solvers.
Finally, one might consider learned clauses as a criterion for the possible
synchronisation of solvers: If clauses learned by one solver are redundant for
other solvers, i. e., do not prune the search space of other solvers, this might
be seen as a hint for synchronisation. However, checking for redundancy is
computationally expensive, and it is not clear if this effort pays off.
In case synchronisation is detected, the first approach might be to add some
randomisation. The easiest way for this is random branching. Solvers like
GLUCOSE allow for both choosing variables randomly, and branching on
a randomly chosen polarity. Using both sources of randomisation contra-
dicts the idea of polarity vectors, and may, in the worst case, just result in
superfluous work.
Question 2. How can a lack of diversification in portfolio based SAT solving
be defined and detected?
3. There is some evidence that the scalability of portfolio SAT solvers is limited
by the structure of resolution proofs [210]. The author discusses the depth of
resolution proofs in the sense that the proofs require learned clauses which
can only be resolved from other learned clauses, which induces a sequential
structure in the proof. This would imply a bound on the parallelisability of
portfolio solvers [133]. However, it is not clear if this is only true for some
artificially created formulas, or if it also concerns so-called “real-world”
problems.
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Question 3. How deep are proofs of relevant formulas?
4. Both sequential and parallel solvers clean their databases for learned clause
regularly. In the case of sequential solvers, this process is fine-tuned towards
benchmarks from competitions. However, parallel SAT solvers typically re-
use these heuristics. Parallel portfolio solvers on hundreds of cores learn a
huge amount of clauses, and share many of them. Still, they use the same
heuristics as in the sequential case.
It is not clear how to determine a good size of the clause database of each
of the solvers. Furthermore, there is a dependancy between clause exchange
and clause management strategies. Assume a solver removes 50% of its
learned clauses whenever it cleans its clause database. Then, exchanging
more learned clauses may influence the choice of clauses kept, i. e., a higher
clause exchange allows the solver to keep more clauses of medium quality.
Question 4. What is a good clause database cleaning strategy for massively-
parallel portfolio solvers?
5. Which learned clauses are a good choice for exporting? This question was
already considered in several papers [18, 115], and is one of the seven
challenges in [117]. This question involves both the amount of clauses ex-
changed, and the actual choice of a subset of learned clauses. If solving
unsatisfiable formulas, clause exchange seems to have a larger positive im-
pact [29], which coincides with results from sequential SAT solving [169], and
results from our tests [97]. Most portfolio solvers export short clauses clauses
with small LBD values, i. e., based on static measures, whereas PENELOPE
export clauses lazily if they are involved in conflict analysis, and thus seem
interesting. However, these measures relate the clauses to set of learned
clauses the exporting solver is operating on; It is not clear whether this is a
good measure for the usefulness for other solvers.
Question 5. What is a good clause export policy, both for satisfiable and
unsatisfiable formulas?
6. Restarts are crucial for the performance of sequential CDCL solvers [20, 43,
96, 112]. However, most portfolio based SAT solvers just re-use the restart
policies of the sequential solvers they are based on.
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(a) The dynamic restart policy of GLUCOSE triggers restarts if the average
LBD of learned clauses increases. More aggressive restarts might lead
to more clauses with small LBD, thus turning the solvers into clause
producers [20], which in turn create clauses that “glue” the formula. Is
such an increased amount of learned clauses helpful?
(b) Let us consider the work performed by one solver between two subse-
quent restarts. The solver branches on some literals `1,`2, . . . ,`k , and is
faced with conflicts. If k1 is the lowest decision level on which a conflict
occurs, this may be seen as the refutation of the cube `1^`2^ . . .^ lk1 .
In some still unpublished experiments we found that this can be used
as a hint whether portfolio solvers are better suited for some formula
than Cube&Conquer solver or vice versa: If k1 is small, this indicates
that a Cube&Conquer solver might be a good choice, whereas large
values for k1 indicate that the formulas is not well suited for being
split by short cubes. We think that this is worth a more profound re-
search: does it make sense to dynamically switch between portfolio
and Cube&Conquer solving?
(c) The activity values of the VSIDS heuristic are highly volatile [18]. Is this
also a good choice for massively-parallel portfolio solvers, or does it
make sense to slightly decrease the volatility? On the one hand, forcing
solvers to remain in one part of the search space might lead to learn-
ing more clauses which are relevant for this particular subspace, thus
allowing them to learn stronger lemmas. On the other hand, this may
lead to learning longer clauses [190] or clauses with a larger LBD value,
which would reduce the amount of exported clauses.
Question 6. Are common restart-strategies well-suited for portfolio solvers?
Can information about the solving progress be used to guide the parallel
solver?
7. Wieringa and Heljanko suggested a parallel solver on two cores in which one
solver is just used to strengthen the clauses learned by the other solver [213].
Given one learned clause, the “reducer" branches its literals to 0, and uses
BCP and the analyzeFinal-routine of MINISAT to check for a subsuming
clause such that its negation unit-propagates to a conflict. This technique,
which is also referred to as asymmetric branching or clause vivification [178],
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or a similar technique might be use to minimise learned clauses before
exporting them. However, the search for a subsuming clause somewhat con-
tradicts the core idea of 1UIP learning which aims at encoding the reason
for a conflict rather than just the decisions which, together with their im-
plications, led to the conflict. Still, we consider it interesting to strengthen
learned clauses before sharing them with potentially hundreds of other
solver threads.
Question 7. Does it pay off to spend more effort in clause minimisation?
8. The notion of “clause sharing" is somewhat misleading, as portfolio solvers
typically send copies of these clauses to other solver incarnations. Thus, if
several solvers run on the same node, clauses are stored multiply on this
node. On the contrary, rather old solvers like MIRAXT [148] and SARTAG-
NAN [140] physically share clauses between threads on a shared memory
machine. This comes with several advantages.
Ź If the solver runs on a hard formula, proofs may become large, which
may become a problem if several solvers are executed on the same node.
Therefore, a physically shared memory reduces the memory footprint
significantly. Furthermore, the amount of memory available on hardware
like Intel’s Xeon Phi is limited, thus this may even be mandatory when
running parallel SAT solvers on this kind of hardware.
Ź Communication between solver threads is easier on a shared memory
machine, which can be used to exchange information about e. g., sub-
sumed clauses, as described in [140].
Ź Consider a hierarchical portfolio solver which consists of portfolio solvers
which work on a physically shared clause database on shared memory
systems, and communication between nodes is performed via MPI. Then,
a learned clause could be placed in the shared clause database first, and
be sent to other nodes if it is considered relevant by other solver threads,
which would result in a less local version of the lazy clause exchange
policy described in [18].
On the other hand, using a physically shared clause database prohibits some
of the techniques used to improve cache efficiency [63, 89, 156], especially
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the dynamic reordering of literals in a clause. We still believe that a care-
fully designed implementation can be fast enough, such that the benefits
outweigh the decreased single thread performance.
Question 8. How can the benefits of a physically shared clause database be
taken advantage of in a (hierarchical) portfolio solver?
9. How can the usefulness of a received clause be checked? In sequential SAT,
a learned clause explains a conflict, and may render formerly learned clause
useless. Even there, it’s not clear
Ź How to check if old clauses can be removed efficiently, except for sub-
sumption checks.
Ź How, in the case of unsatisfiability, the finally proof is made, and which
clauses contribute to it [197].
Question 9. How can the usefulness of both a single clause and clause
exchange in general be detected during a solver run?
10. Preprocessing [88, 154, 204] and inprocessing [128, 155] are important tech-
niques, especially in sequential SAT solving. Parallel bounded variable elim-
ination was implemented and evaluated on a shared memory machine
in [104]. However, this approach requires a synchronisation between the
preprocessing-threads which is likely to prevent this approach from scaling
beyond shared memory machines. However, bounded variable elimination
is not only useful because of the decrease in number of variables and clauses,
but also as it derives subsuming clauses which improve the propagations
possible by BCP. It might be an interesting research direction to exchange
short clauses derived in the process of variable elimination rather than
actually eliminating the variable on all nodes.
We conjecture that techniques which add clauses or variables are better
suited for distributed parallel SAT solving.
Question 10. Which preprocessing or inprocessing techniques are helpful
in a (massively-parallel) portfolio solver?
11. Most portfolio solvers perform communication in an all-to-all manner: A
clause learned by one solver is, if so, sent to all other solvers. For a large
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scale of parallelism this will lead to a prohibitive amount of communication.
In [97], we suggested to limit the communication in terms of a communi-
cation graph such that only some pairs of solvers are allowed to exchange
clauses, which will be described in the remainder of this section.
Question 11. How can the communication in a portfolio solver be con-
trolled such that the solver still benefits from learned clauses, and the
amount of communication does not become prohibitively large?
TOPOSAT: Communication Structures for Portfolio SAT Solvers
In this section, we present and discuss experiments which aim at answering
Question 11. If a portfolio solver is run on n processes, and every solving pro-
cess is allowed to send some of its learned clauses to all of its neighbours, the
amount of information exchanged grows by θ(n2). For large n, this becomes
prohibitive both due to the amount of information transmitted through the
connecting network, and the limited ability of the single solvers to handle an
arbitrary amount of clauses. This information exchange can be limited by ad-
justing thresholds on when to export a clause, e. g., the maximum size or LBD
value. Another approach is to create some locality in the parallel solver, and ex-
change information locally rather than globally. This is especially advantageous
if the network is heterogeneous, for example if two fast networks are connected
by a relatively slow interconnect. We therefore limited the communication by
terms of a communication graph. Let p1, . . . , pn denote the processes a portfo-
lio solver is made up from. For some graph G = (V ,E) with V = {p1, . . . , pn}, we
let the solver process pi send its clauses to the processes it is connected to by
an edge in G , i. e., NG (pi ), if the LBD is at most 4, a value which is quite small
compared to the clause exchange policies e. g., used by PLINGELING [44], but
seems reasonable [169]. In the case of unary and binary clauses, i. e., clauses
of size at most 2, we allowed solvers to forward them if they were not known
already, which can be checked by a simple look-up in O(1) time for unit clauses,
and O(log(n)) for binary clauses. In this way, we made sure that these clauses,
which we believe to significantly contribute to the solving process, eventu-
ally reach all solver processes. Furthermore, we considered it unlikely that the
exchange of these clauses would overload the network.
In our solver, denoted TOPOSAT after the underlying graph topology which
determines its communication, each solver processes runs two threads, one of
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Figure 2.17. Architecture of a TOPOSAT process.
which performs the actual solving, whereas the other one handles the commu-
nication via MPI, as depicted in Figure 2.175.
The communication threads synchronise in configurable intervals, and
exchange clauses, we used 5 seconds in our experiments. Each solver is allowed
to send at most 214 literals in each communication cycle. If there are too many
clauses in the send buffer, clauses with small LBD are preferred, ties are broken
by the clause sizes. Note that HordeSAT [29] uses a similar scheme, but limits
the send buffer to 1,500 literals. When clauses are received, their hash value
is computed, and compared to the hash values of clauses received earlier. In
5The design of the processes and communication cycles was implemented by Philipp Sieweck,
PhD student at the Dependable Systems Group, Kiel University.
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Table 2.2. Results for pure portfolio, running times are given in minutes.
cores time(min) speedup timeouts
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
1 2789 2324 1.00 1.00 32 25
2 2379 2258 1.17 1.03 23 25
4 1961 2207 1.42 1.06 15 25
8 1693 2152 1.64 1.08 15 23
16 1498 2046 1.86 1.14 14 22
32 1136 1994 2.45 1.17 10 22
case the hash has been seen already, the clause is not added to the clause
database. This approach worked well in our experiments, but comes with some
difficulties we well discuss in the end of this section. In order to diversify the
search, the random seed of the solver with MPI rank i is 9.16483e+07+ i ; we
just use the sum of GLUCOSE’s default random seed and the MPI rank.
Experimental Results
We extensively tested TOPOSAT with different topologies and clause exchange
policies on a subset of the benchmarks used in the SAT Competition 2013,
a list of the files used is given in the Appendix A.1. We did not use the full
set for two reasons: Firstly, cryptographic like the ones provided by Vegard
Nossum [25, 168] are extremely hard for SAT solvers, and it is not clear if clause
exchange is helpful on them. Second, we only chose some benchmarks from
families of benchmarks created in a similar manner, as we did not expect too
many insights from highly similar formulas. Thus, we preferred to use our
computational resources for more tests on different solver settings rather than
running the solver repeatedly on benchmarks it probably will not solve.
As a baseline, we ran GLUCOSE 3.0 32 times with random seeds (1,2, . . . ,32)
on this benchmark set, analogously to the experiments we presented in the
beginning of Section 2.5.1. Here, we used a timeout of 1 hour. In order to
simulate what we called a “pure” portfolio solver, i. e., a solver which does not
exchange clauses at all, let ti .b denote the time required by the solver run with
random seed i on benchmark b. Then, we estimated the running time of a
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Table 2.3. TOPOSAT: Grid topology, sharing only unit clauses.
cores time(min) speedup timeouts
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
1 1974 2069 1.00 1.00 19 18
2 1595 1688 1.23 1.22 17 18
4 1400 1542 1.40 1.34 12 15
8 1199 1438 1.64 1.44 12 14
16 917 1342 2.15 1.54 8 13
32 604 1241 3.26 1.67 3 10
64 547 1137 3.60 1.82 4 9
128 321 1050 6.10 1.97 1 6
256 269 1003 7.33 2.06 1 6
pure portfolio solver with n processes on a benchmark b as the minimum of
the first n random seeds,
Tn,b = min
1ďiďn ti ,b
The results are given in Table 2.2. The first column shows the number of cores
used, and the next two columns show the sum of running times
∑
b Tn,b both
for satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulas. The speedup, given in Columns 3 and
4, is quite limited, especially in the case of unsatisfiable benchmarks. However,
using 32 cores only 10 satisfiable benchmarks remain unsolved, which is a clear
improvement compared to 32 unsolved benchmarks on 1 core. As discussed
in the beginning of this section, this is the expected behaviour on satisfiable
formulas. In the case of unsatisfiable benchmarks, 3 more cases can be solved
within the given time limit when comparing the configurations on 32 and 1
cores, respectively.
However, in both cases the results are rather disappointing.
We slightly increased the amount of information exchange in the next
experiment, for which TOPOSAT was used. Here, we allowed for the exchange of
unit clauses only. The communication structure was chosen as a 2-dimensional
grid, and solvers forwarded unit clauses. The results are given in Table 2.3.
Interestingly, TOPOSAT was significantly faster than GLUCOSE 3.0 also when
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Table 2.4. TOPOSAT: Results for 2-dimensional grid and clauses with LBD ď 4 ex-
changed.
cores time(min) speedup timeouts
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
1 1974 2069 1.00 1.00 20 19
2 1460 1641 1.35 1.42 16 14
4 1182 1053 1.67 1.96 9 10
8 938 889 2.10 2.32 7 5
16 676 626 2.92 3.30 5 3
32 542 557 3.64 3.70 4 2
64 483 328 4.09 6.31 0 2
128 279 414 7.08 4.30 0 1
256 273 397 7.23 5.46 0 1
using only one core. There are mainly two reasons for this: The tests were run
on a SGI UV system, equipped with Intel E5-4640 CPUs. In the first experiments,
we ran 8 GLUCOSE solvers in parallel on each CPU, hence the solvers had to
share the memory bus and caches, whereas in the second experiment, the
solver could use the hardware alone. Second, TOPOSAT uses a different random
seed which may have been a better choice for these benchmarks. Comparing
the configuration on 32 cores, TOPOSAT solves 7 more satisfiable, and 12 more
unsatisfiable benchmarks. Furthermore, the more solvers are used, the more
benchmarks can be solved, and some speedup can be observed.
Next, we increased the amount of communication. We left the communi-
cation topology unchanged, but increased the thresholds on exported clauses,
we allowed clauses with LBD at most 4 to be exported. The results are given in
Table 2.4. In the case of 32 cores, this configuration is 10% faster on satisfiable
inputs, but one more formula remains unsolved. On unsatisfiable benchmarks,
the speedup is 4 compared to 1.67 when only exchanging unit clauses, and 8
more formulas can be solved. On satisfiable benchmarks, the increased amount
of communication has some, but limited, positive impact. This configuration
is slightly faster in all but the case of 256 cores, and solves more benchmarks
in all but the case of 32 cores. The impact is much stronger on unsatisfiable
formulas, where e. g., the configuration on 128 cores is 2.5 times faster than the
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Table 2.5. Results with a complete graph as communication topology.
cores time(min) speedup timeouts
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
1 1974 2069 1 1 20 19
2 1460 1641 1.35 1.26 16 14
4 1253 1095 1.58 1.89 9 10
8 992 842 1.99 2.46 10 4
16 594 584 3.32 3.54 6 2
32 449 372 4.39 5.56 2 0
64 330 241 5.98 8.59 1 0
128 302 356 6.54 5.81 1 1
256 - - - - - -
previous one.
Thus, we sought to improve the performance on unsatisfiable formulas by
increasing the amount of clause exchange. We therefore changed to topology
to a complete graph, allowing solvers to send their learned clauses to all other
solvers. Again, a threshold of 4 on the LBD of exported clauses was used. As
expected, this came with a clear benefit on unsatisfiable formulas, as shown in
Table 2.5.
Here, the configuration on 32 cores was able to solve all unsatisfiable for-
mulas in an overall time of 372 minutes, faster than the solver on 256 cores in
a grid topology, which required 397 minutes, and left one formula unsolved.
On satisfiable inputs, the results are mixed, the increased clause exchange does
not seem to pay off. The scatter plot in Figure 2.18 compares the results for
the grid, and complete all-to-all topology, both on satisfiable and unsatisfiable
inputs, for 64 cores. This plot emphasises on the positive impact of increased
communication on unsatisfiable formulas, and the mixed results for satisfiable
cases.
The last row in Table 2.5 does not give values for the test on 256 cores,
as TOPOSAT was not able to handle the amount of communication in this
case. Table 2.6 shows the time required to complete one communication cycle
on the benchmark SAT_dat.k80.cnf. On 64 cores, the maximum time for one
cycle was 32.9 seconds, and the average time 1.5 seconds. Here, the benchmark
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Figure 2.18. Scatter plot for grid and complete topology.
could be solved within 10 minutes. On a larger number of cores, the commu-
nication times became prohibitive, and prevented the solver from solving the
benchmark.
So far, the results are as expected: The exchange of learned clauses is benefi-
cial, especially on unsatisfiable formulas. On satisfiable benchmarks, it does not
harm unless the amount of communication causes extremely large latencies.
We thus sought a configuration which is still scalable, and allows for enough
clause exchange to speed up the creation of large proofs for unsatisfiable for-
mulas.
First, we considered a configuration in which the degree of each node in
the communication graph depends on the total number of cores used. Every
solver was connected to O(log(n)) neighbours. For the solver with MPI rank i ,
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Table 2.6. Durations of communication cycle of TOPOSAT on the formula SAT_-
dat.k80.cnf
Cycle time (msec)
Procs. Kn edges max. avg. Runtime (min)
64 2016 32885 1500 10.18
128 8128 400000 336630 -
256 32640 - - -
we used the neighbours with MPI ranks
N (i )= {(i + j ) mod n|´nď j ď n, | j |ď log(n), j ‰ 0}
Again, unit clauses were forwarded. This sparse topology was especially fast
for large numbers of solver processes, and satisfiable formulas. On 128 cores,
all satisfiable formulas could be solved in 202 minutes, which is a speed-up of
1.62 compared to the configuration on 64 cores, and the fastest configuration
for satisfiable benchmarks presented so far. Using 256 cores, this configuration
was slower on satisfiable formulas than when using 128 cores. As all these tests
were run only once, we conjecture that this is due to the volatility of execution
times on satisfiable benchmarks rather than a clear insight.
On unsatisfiable benchmarks, the solver using 64 cores is slower than its
pendant on a complete communication graph. On the contrary, it scales when
more cores are used, and outperforms the solver using a complete communi-
cation graph even on unsatisfiable formulas on 128 and 256 cores.
Next, we slightly increased the amount of communication, and used 16
and 32 neighbours for each node, if sufficiently many solver processes were
used. For small numbers of cores, this thus corresponds to a complete com-
munication graph. Thus, we did not run the tests repeatedly, and the results
equal those from Table 2.5. Furthermore, for 256 cores the configuration with
maximum node degree ∆(G)= 16 equals the above configuration with O(log(n))
neighbours.
The configuration with 32 neighbours is faster in almost all cases, except
for the configuration on 128 cores, where it is slightly slower than the one with
16 neighbours for each solver. Comparing the solver with ∆(G)= 16 to the one
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Table 2.7. Results for a topology with ∆(G)=O(log(n)).
cores time(min) speedup timeouts
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
1 1974 2069 1.00 1.00 20 19
2 1460 1641 1.35 1.26 16 14
4 1255 1179 1.57 1.75 10 9
8 852 900 2.31 2.30 9 4
16 712 674 2.77 3.07 7 3
32 517 466 3.82 4.44 3 2
64 327 358 6.03 5.78 1 0
128 202 272 9.77 7.60 0 0
256 209 221 9.45 9.36 0 0
Table 2.8. Results for a topology with ∆(G)= 16.
cores time(min) speedup timeouts
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
1 1974 2069 1.00 1.00 20 19
2 1460 1641 1.35 1.26 16 14
4 1253 1095 1.58 1.89 9 10
8 992 842 1.99 2.46 10 4
16 594 584 3.32 3.54 6 2
32 542 413 3.64 5.01 3 1
64 345 329 5.72 6.29 2 0
128 247 287 8.00 7.21 1 0
256 167 275 11.82 7.52 0 0
with ∆(G)=O(log(n)), which uses a very similar communication graph on 128
cores, and the same graph on 256 cores, shows the volatility of the running
times. On 256 cores, the first one is significantly faster on satisfiable, but slower
on unsatisfiable formulas.
The different topologies discussed in this section are compared in Fig-
ure 2.19 for all, and in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 for satisfiable and unsatisfiable
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Table 2.9. Results for a topology with ∆(G)= 32.
cores time(min) speedup timeouts
SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT SAT UNSAT
1 1974 2069 1.00 1.00 20 19
2 1460 1641 1.35 1.26 16 14
4 1253 1095 1.58 1.89 9 10
8 992 842 1.99 2.46 10 4
16 594 584 3.32 3.54 6 2
32 449 372 4.39 5.56 2 0
64 251 265 7.87 7.80 0 0
128 270 224 7.23 9.24 0 0
256 147 209 13.4 9.90 0 0
formulas. The grid topology performs significantly worse than the others on
large numbers of processes used. The densest topology used, a complete com-
munication graph, performs well on up to 64 cores, but does not scale further.
On larger numbers of processes, the topologies with a large, but limited amount
of communication perform best.
We may conclude that communication is helpful, as long as it does not
overload the communication threads.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the execution times of our parallel solver
are quite volatile. We exemplify this volatility by a comparison of the running
times seen for the configuration on O(log(n)) neighbours for each node using
128 and 256 cores. For each benchmark b, we considered the speedup
t 128b
t 256b
,
where t 128b and t
256
b denote the running time of the solver on 128 and 256 cores,
respectively. The arithmetic mean of these speed-ups is 1.44 on satisfiable,
and 1.12 on unsatisfiable benchmarks, cf. Table 2.10. However, on satisfiable
benchmarks, the minimum speed-up is 0.03. and the maximum 19.7, with a
variance of 3.9. For unsatisfiable instances, the variance is significantly lower.
This volatility on some formulas is also shown in Figures 2.22(a) and 2.22(b),
which compare the running times on 64, 128 and 256 cores. In both cases,
some speed-up can be observed on the vast majority of benchmarks, and some
instances on which one of the configurations significantly outperforms the
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Table 2.10. Comparison of the performance on 128 and 256 cores: Speedups on SAT
and UNSAT instances.
cores average min max variance
SAT 1.44 0.03 19.7 3.9
UNSAT 1.12 0.89 1.54 0.02
ALL 1.32 0.03 19.7 2.42
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Figure 2.22. TOPOSAT: Comparisons using O(log(n)) neighbours.
A Note on Clause Hashing
In the above experiments, the hash values for received clauses were computed
by sorting the literals within the clauses increasingly, and applying the hash
function of Boost6 afterwards. Although this worked well, we found later on
that there is some serious concern with this approach. We exemplify it by the
following experiment: Given three integers 0ď x0 < x1 < x2 < n, we computed
the hash values for all triples and different values of n. It is in the nature of
hashing the hash collisions occur in such an experiment. However, we found
that the hash function used resulted in a huge amount of collisions. Table 2.11
shows the number of triples considered, and the number of distinct hash values.
It can clearly be seen that the hashing creates a huge number of collisions,
which in return may result in the unintended rejection of short clauses. In
6cf. http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_38_0/doc/html/hash/reference.html.
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Table 2.11. Distinct hash values
n triples hashes
100 161,700 141,588
200 1,313,400 541,532
300 4,455,100 948,578
500 20,708,500 1,746,207
1,000 166,167,000 3,796,138
HordeSAT [29], the authors compute 4 distinct hash values for each received
clause, and reject clauses only if each of the computed hashes has been seen
before.
2.5.2 Subsequent Implementations
It is expected that communication will become a major concern for sufficiently
large numbers of processes used, and on dense communication topologies in-
dependent of the implementation used. However, it is noteworthy that portfolio
solvers like the prototype we submitted to the SAT competition 2016 [96] scale
further. We conjecture that there are two problems with the approach used in
TOPOSAT. Firstly, TOPOSAT imports received clauses similar to MANYSAT [116].
If clauses are received between two restarts, they are imported, which involves
choosing appropriate watched literals, and backtracking in case one of the
imported clauses is in conflicting state. As found in subsequent experiments, it
is not necessary to import clauses as fast as possible. Therefore it appears suffi-
cient to import clauses when the solver preforms a restart. This is especially
interesting as in the implementation of TOPOSAT, the solver thread and the
communication thread compete for the lock protecting the receive buffer.
Second, the communication threads in TOPOSAT synchronise each time
communication is performed. Thus, all communication is performed at the
same time, resulting in much traffic at some times, whereas the MPI network is
idle at other times, which may decrease the overall throughput.
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2.6 Conclusion and Open Questions
In this chapter, we gave an overview on SAT, the satisfiability problem in propo-
sitional logic, and discussed proof systems. This discussion emphasised the
importance of clause learning for the performance of SAT solvers, which can
be related to the difference in strength of tree-like and unrestricted resolution.
This is relevant both for the subsequent results and questions presented in this
chapter, and also for the next chapter which deals with the parallelisation of
CP solvers which use a learning scheme similar to the one used in SAT solvers.
Furthermore, extended resolution was discussed. It is hard to implement it in
SAT solvers, therefore, we introduced predicates in hard formulas in Chapter 4
before handing them to a SAT solver, which significantly reduced the size of
the proofs created there.
Next, we discussed core techniques used in state-of-the-art SAT solvers. We
presented the changes we made in our hack version of GLUCOSE 3, which won
the gold medal of the GLUCOSE Hack Track of the SAT Competition 2016, and
discussed the impact of each of the changes.
Afterwards, we turned to the parallelisation of SAT solvers, with a strong
focus on the portfolio approach. After discussing the state of the art, we posed
11 questions to point at further research directions in this field. One of them
was considered in the remainder of this section, where we presented and
discussed the impact of communication on the performance of a portfolio
solver on up to 256 cores. The results showed that the exchange of learned
clauses strictly pays off, and that a speed-up is achievable also on unsatisfiable
problems. When using more than 64 cores, communication in an all-to-all
manner resulted in an amount of traffic that TOPOSAT was not able to handle,
thus, it became necessary to limit the amount of communication, which we
did by restricting clause exchange to some local neighbourhood of each solver
process.
Future Work
Due to the versatility of SAT, problems from different domains are encoded in
propositional formulas, which makes it hard to find a configuration for a SAT
solver that works well on all possible inputs. This concerns both sequential
and parallel solvers, but we conjecture that the difference is even larger in the
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Table 2.12. Running times of a portfolio solver on the benchmark snw_17_9_CCSpreOp-
tEncpre.cnf
cores running time learned clauses
4 10104 5358847
8 4643 5438918
16 2176 5337328
32 1234 5676733
64 1212 6495350
parallel case. Table 2.12 shows results when running the parallel solver which
we submitted to the SAT Competition 2016 on a certain formula which could
not be solved by any of the participating solvers, both in the sequential and
parallel tracks. This formula encodes the non-existence of a sorting network
with specific properties, which we will consider in Chapter 4.
Here, we disabled cleaning the clause database, and exchanged clauses
with LBD at most 30, and size at most 100, effectively sharing about 90% of
the learned clauses. This configuration is an extremely bad choice for most
formulas, but worked surprisingly well here, gaining a linear speed-up on up
to 32 cores. Furthermore, the overall number of clauses learned by all of the
solvers involved remains stable up to 32 cores. Thus, the learned clauses are fit
together to a proof of unsatisfiability without enlarging the proof in this case. It
would be interesting to detect such good strategies automatically.
The 11 questions from Section 2.5.1 point to further research directions
in portfolio SAT solving. Out of these, we especially consider the design of a
hierarchical solver, which uses a shared clause database on nodes with shared
memory, for interesting, as it allows for different further optimisations.
Furthermore, a good clause exchange strategy will be crucial when scaling
the solvers on a higher number of cores.
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Chapter 3
Parallelising Constraint
Programming with Learning
“Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it.”
JORGE AUGUSTÍN NICOLÁS RUIZ
DE SANTAYANA
3.1 Introduction
Constraint Programming (CP) is a declarative way to describe solutions of
problems [188]. For example, the set of constraints
allDifferent(x1, . . . , xn)
xi ě 1 @1ď i ď n
xi < n @1ď i ď n
xi PN @1ď i ď n
describes the problem of finding a set of n natural numbers between 1 and
n´1 which are pairwise non-equal. The possibility to state constraints like
“allDifferent” without encoding it to e.g. SAT formulas or linear programs makes
CP an easily accessible technique. Furthermore, in many cases this kind of
encoding keeps high-level structure which might be lost when translating
to SAT [203]. Thus, Constraint Programming has become an active field of
both research and applications, e. g., in artificial intelligence, planning and
operations research.
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The above problem describes the pigeon hole problem PHP n+1n . As seen
in the previous chapter, this problem is extremely hard for SAT solvers. On the
contrary, CP solvers like GECODE [105] can solve this problem efficiently, as
they use specialised propagators — algorithms designed to handle constraints
like “allDifferent” efficiently.
In this chapter we will describe the parallelisation of the CP solver CHUFFED [62],
which is a CP solver with learning, i. e., it uses clause learning techniques
as used in CDCL SAT solvers. The results from this research were published
in [100].
We will begin with an introduction on Constraint Programming and solvers
for it in Section 3.2. Next, we discuss the lazy clause generation (LCG)-approach
in Section 3.3, which extends CP solvers by clause learning. Finally, we discuss
our work in parallelising CHUFFED.
3.2 Constraint Programming
Constraint Programming includes the description of Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSP) as well as search strategies for finding solutions for these. We
will firstly introduce CSPs, give some motivating examples of how they are used,
and then turn to techniques for finding solutions efficiently.
3.2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems
We will mostly follow the notation from [188] in this section. A Constraint Satis-
faction Problem (CSP) is given by a triple P= (X ,D,C ) where X = (x1, . . . , xn) is
a n-tuple of variables. The domains of these variables are D = (D1, . . . ,Dn). The
set of constraints C is a t-tuple (C1, . . . ,Ct ). Each constraint Ci = (RSi ,Si ) is a
tuple where Si = scope(Ci ) is the set of variables appearing in Ci , and RSi is a
relation on the variables in Si .
Example 3.1. Consider the CSP P= (X ,D,C ) with two variables and two con-
straints.
X = (x1, x2)
D = ({0, . . . ,5}, {2,3})
C = (x1ě 1, x1+x2ď 4)
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The scope of the constraints is given by
scope(x1ě 1)= {x1}
scope(x1+x2ď 4)= {x1, x2}.
ä
A solution to a CSP is a n-tuple A = (a1, . . . , an) such that
ai PDi @1ď i ď n
A |ùRSi @1ď i ď t
where the second constraint denotes that the projection of A on the variables
in Si satisfies RSi . In most cases, the constraints are given implicitly. The set
of all solutions to P is denoted solns(P). In Constraint Programming, we may
consider the decision problem solns(P)‰H, compute the set of all solutions,
or search a solution which maximises some objective function σ : X ÞÑQ.
It can be seen that C SP P N P if, given a solution, every constraint can
be checked in polynomial time. Furthermore, NP-complete problems as SAT
can be encoded as CSP easily, thus, solving the decision problem of a CSP is
NP-hard.
3.2.2 Applications
Constraint Programming is used in a wide field of applications, among which
there are lots of real-world problems. Nurse rostering [177] asks for shifts for
nurses, and is considered in a plethora of research papers. Other problems
are vehicle routing [110] both in general of specific settings. For example, the
optimisation of routes used for snow plowing in Pittsburgh is solved using
constraint programming [135].
Earth observation management [36] manages the pictures taken by satellites
in order to minimise overlaps. This is a computationally challenging problem
which was solved using constraint programming.
The train lines connecting Australian coal mines with harbours were anal-
ysed and optimised in [118]. More examples like network planing or scheduling
can be found in [188].
MiniZinc is language which is widely used in constraint programming [165].
Listing 3.1 shows the pigeon hole problem PHP n+1n in MiniZinc.
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Listing 3.1. PHP n+1n in MiniZinc.
1 include "globals.mzn";
2 int: n;
3 int: pigeons=n+1;
4 int: holes=n;
5 array[1..pigeons] of var 1..holes: ar;
6
7 constraint alldifferent(ar);
8
9 % n can be defined here, or in a data file
10 n=5;
11 solve::int_search(ar, input_order, indomain_min, complete) satisfy;
First, integer variables for the number of pigeons and holes are created.
Next, an array “ar” variables for the hole that pigeons are assigned to. The
constraint “alldifferent” assures that all variables in this array take pairwise
different values, so no two pigeons may be located in the same hole. The next
line defines the value n. This may also be done in a separate data file, which
allows for separating the problem description from the concrete data. In the last
line, the desired solving process is given. The keyword “int_search” describes a
backtracking search on integer variables. In this case, variables from the array
“ar” are branched on. The order of branchings is “input_order”, so variables
are chosen according to their order in the array. The first value chosen for
branching is the minimum value in their domain, denoted by “indomain_min”.
Complete is a parameter describing a complete search — no other value is
actually supported here [35]. Finally, the keyword satisfy makes this search a
decision problem.
MiniZinc serves as modeling language which is easy to understand for users.
When the modeling is done, it is translated to FlatZinc, a low-level language
that many different solvers can parse. During this compilation process, global
constraints like “allDifferent” can either be rewritten to a trivial encoding, or be
replaced by a constraint the respective solver supports. The translation of the
above PHP-example is shown in Listing 3.2. Here, the constraint “alldifferent”
has been replaced by “g12fd_int_all_different”, as the libraries of the g12 solver
were used in the compilation process.
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Listing 3.2. PHP 65 in Flatzinc.
1 predicate g12fd_int_all_different(array [int] of var int: x);
2 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_0;
3 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_1;
4 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_2;
5 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_3;
6 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_4;
7 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_5;
8 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_6;
9 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_7;
10 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_8;
11 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_9;
12 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_10;
13 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_11;
14 var 1..12: X_INTRODUCED_12;
15 array [1..13] of var int: ar:: output_array([1..13]) = [X_INTRODUCED_0,
16 X_INTRODUCED_1,X_INTRODUCED_2,X_INTRODUCED_3,X_INTRODUCED_4,
17 X_INTRODUCED_5,X_INTRODUCED_6,X_INTRODUCED_7,X_INTRODUCED_8,
18 X_INTRODUCED_9,X_INTRODUCED_10,X_INTRODUCED_11,X_INTRODUCED_12];
19 constraint g12fd_int_all_different(ar);
20 solve :: int_search(ar,input_order,indomain_min,complete) satisfy;
3.2.3 Consistency and Propagators
An important concept in constraint programming is consistency. As we will
discuss in the subsequent section, it is crucial for the performance of CP solvers.
In Example 3.1, the domain of variable xi is given by {0. . . ,5}. However, the
constraint x1ě 1 forbids the assignment x1 = 0, thus, the value 0 can be deleted
from the domain of x1 without deleting solutions. Formally, a CSP is denoted
node consistent if for every unary constraint, i. e., constraints ck = (RSk ,Sk ) with
scope(ck )= {xi } for some i , the domain Di is a subset of the values allowed by
the relation Rsk , i. e.,
scope(Ck )= {xi }ñDi ĎRSk
holds. A CSP P = (X ,D,C ) easily be transformed in a node consistent CSP
P1 = (X ,D 1,C ) by removing all values from variable domains which cannot be
part of a solution due to some unary constraint. Formally, D 1 can be computed
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as follows.
D 1i =Di X
⋂
{Rk : scope(Ck )= {xi }}
Example 3.2. The CSP from Example 3.1 can be turned into a node consistent
CSP P1 = (X ,D 1,C ) by removing the value “0” from the domain of x1.
D 11 = {0, . . . ,5}X {c PD1.c ě 1}
= {1, . . . ,5}
ä
A stronger form of consistency is arc consistency. In this case, binary con-
straints are considered. Let Ck be a constraint on variables xi , x j . If there exists
a value in c PDi such that Ck cannot be satisfied when assigning c to xi , c can
be removed from Di without reducing the set of solutions of the respective CSP,
as depicted in the following example.
Example 3.3. Consider again the CSP from Example 3.2. From the second
constraint, we can derive
x1ď 4´x2
ď 2 because x2ě 2
and so the CSP P2 = (X , ({1,2}, {2,3}),C ) has the same solutions as P. ä
There are further, stronger forms of consistency. Obviously, the concept of
node- and arc consistency can be extended to constraints of arbitrary cardinal-
ity. More forms of consistency together with a detailed analysis and algorithms
can be found in [188].
With the concept of consistencies, we may now consider propagators. A
propagator is a function f (X ,D,C )= (X ,D 1,C ) such that the set of solutions re-
mains unchanged, and the domains are not extended [170]. Thus, propagators
create some form of consistency.
D 1i ĎDi
solns(X ,D,C )= solns(X ,D 1,C )
The drawback of this definition is that the identity function is also a valid
propagator. Furthermore, a propagator may also be a decision procedure which
returns empty domains for all variables if the problem is unsatisfiable. Thus,
this definition includes both trivial and coNP-hard problems.
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x1
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2
Figure 3.1. Bipartite graph for an alldifferent constraint.
There exist propagators which consider more than one constraint. For exam-
ple, [4] uses a preprocessing step to incorporate implications into propagators
for linear inequalities. In the following, we will restrict our viewpoint to local
consistencies. This is, propagators fc are connected to some constraint c, and
only check if variable domains are consistent with respect to this constraint.
For example, for the alldifferent constraint there exist propagators which
are based on graph matchings[87]. Figure 3.1 shows a bipartite graph for the
constraint alldifferent(x1, x2, x3) with x1, x2, x3 P {1,2}, which is PHP 32 .
While it is extremely hard for SAT solvers to prove unsatisfiability of this
problem, CP solvers can handle it efficiently. The core idea is that every feasible
solution is a maximum matching on a this graph which covers all variable
nodes. By the theorem of Hall [114], such a matching cannot exist in the above
case as the cardinality of the left-hand side is larger than the one of the right-
hand side of the graph. Some CP solvers as GECODE [105] come with very strong
propagators for this constraint, allowing them to massively prune variable
domains. In the case of pigeon hole problems PHP n+1n , GECODE can prove
unsatisfiability for n = 106 in 3 seconds on a standard computer, whereas
n = 15 is intractable for SAT solvers.
Another global constraint which is frequently used is a linear inequality∑
i ci xi ď k for constants ci and variables xi . The MiniZinc homepage lists
numerous global constraints [1]. Furthermore, very specialised constraints
exist. For example, [207] discusses propagators for finding Steiner trees on
graphs.
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Algorithm 8: Solving a CSP by Backtracking
Data: CSP P= (X ,D,C ), Propagators F
Result: SAT and a solution, if there is a solution, UNSAT and H otherwise
1 if HPD then
2 return (UNSAT, H);
3 if |di | = 1@di PD then
4 return (SAT, D);
/* Check if some propagator applies */
5 if D f P F. f (P)= (X ,D 1,C )^D 1(D then
6 return backtrack((X ,D 1,C ));
/* Branch, if no propagator applied */
7 Choose xi with |Di | > 1 ;
8 Choose c ĂDi with |c| > 0;
9 if backtrack((X ,D,CY {xi P c}) = (SAT, A) then
10 return (SAT, A);
11 return backtrack(X ,D,CY {xi ∉ c});
3.2.4 Backtracking
We now turn to algorithms for finding solutions to CPs. In the following, we
will assume finite variable domains. In this case, one might check all ΠxiPX |Di |
possible variable assignments until a solution is found, or all assignments have
been checked. Thus, if the constraints can be checked in polynomial time, this
variant of CP is NP-hard. This approach is only feasible for small numbers
of variables, and small variable domains. Hence, backtracking algorithms for
constraint programming interleave the search, performed by the backtracking,
with reasoning in the form of propagations, similarly to the DPLL algorithms
described in Section 2.2.3.
Algorithm 8 shows the concept of interleaving search and reasoning. It per-
forms propagations until no more variable domain can be shrunk, i. e., a fixed
point has been reached. If this does not yield neither a solution nor unsatisfia-
bility, a branch is done by splitting the domain of one variable in two disjoint
subdomains, and searching for solutions in both of them. In this example, it
is not specified which variable is chosen to branch on. The above-mentioned
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Algorithm 9: Solving a CSP by Branch&Bound
Data: CSP P= (X ,D,C ), Propagators F , objective function o
Result: SAT if there is a solution, UNSAT otherwise
1 (s, a) := backtrack(P, F , o);
2 while s‰UNSAT do
3 objective := o(a);
/* Tighten the bound on the objective value */
4 P := (X ,D,CY {o(x)< ob j ect i ve});
5 (s1, a1) := backtrack(P, F , o);
6 if s’ ‰ UNSAT then
7 (s, a) := (s1, a1);
8 return (s, a);
rule “in_order" would choose xi such that |D j | = 1 for all j < i . Other rules
may e. g., choose a variable with minimum domain size. Analogously, there
are different strategies to split the variable domains. In Figure 3.1, the rule
“indomain_min" branches by the assignment xi =minDi , assuming that there
is some ordering on Di . The effectiveness of this approach heavily depends
on the ability of the propagators to prune the search space. Using sufficiently
strong propagators, some problems can be solved without any search, e. g., the
above mentioned problem PHP n+1n . Still, this approach suffers from the same
weakness as the DPLL algorithm. After searching one branch of the search
tree, no information learned during this search is re-used when continuing
search. Techniques which allow for overcoming this weakness will be discussed
in Section 3.3.
3.2.5 Backtracking and Branch&Bound
In the previous section, we considered the question whether there exists a
solution for a CSP P= (X ,D,C ). Such algorithms can easily extended to deal
with optimisation problems. Here, an objective function o : X ÞÑQ is given, and
a solution which minimises o is sought. Maximisation problems can be turned
into minimisation problems by minimising ´o(x). An optimum solution x for
a COP is a solution such that for all other solutions x1, o(x)ď o(x1).
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1 var 1..5: a;
2 solve maximize a;
1 a = 1;
2 ----------
3 a = 2;
4 ----------
5 a = 3;
6 ----------
7 a = 4;
8 ----------
9 a = 5;
10 ----------
11 ==========
Figure 3.2. Example for slow convergence of the Branch&Bound routine. The left-hand
side shows a tiny MiniZinc example of an optimisation problem, and the right-hand
side the output of the G12lazy solver when run on it.
A simple algorithm for solving constraint optimisation problems (COP) by
Branch&Bound is given in Figure 9. Here, the backtrack procedure is called
repeatedly. If it finds a solution, a tightened bound on the objective value is
added to ensure a convergence towards solution closer to the optimum. In
practice, the tightened bound may be added to the CSP within the backtracking
algorithm. This prevents the backtracking routine from searching parts of the
search space repeatedly1.
However, also the convergence speed towards an optimum solution may
be quite slow, as the solver only solves decision problems repeatedly without
considering the objective value. Figure 3.2 shows an artificial example for this.
By default, the solver searches for solutions by branching on minimum values
within the variable domain. In this case, the complete domain for variable “a"
is traversed, and the bound on the objective value is decreased by 1 in every
iteration.
Figure 3.3 shows data collected during a run of CHUFFED on an optimisa-
tion benchmark from the MiniZinc Challenge 2013 [100]2. In both plots, the
horizontal axis represents the time, and the vertical axis shows the current
1Cf. the source code of solvers like CHUFFED (https://github.com/geoffchu/chuffed) or GECODE
http://www.gecode.org/.
2see also http://www.minizinc.org/challenge.html.
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bound on the objective value. In the example on the left-hand side, denoted
cargo, many solutions are found, and the objective value is improved in many
small steps. Finding an optimum solution and proving its correctness takes
almost 1,500 seconds. The example on the right-hand side, queens, is different.
Here, a solution with objective value 6 is found in 3 seconds. Afterwards, prov-
ing optimality of this solution, i. e., traversing the search space and concluding
that no better solution exists, takes another 150 seconds.
A reason for these convergence behaviours can be seen in the following
experiment. For both problems, we injected an artificial bound on the objective
value. Then, we solved the respective decision problem. Figure 3.5 shows
the running times depending on the injected bounds for the first problem,
cargo. Here, the maximum solving time is 30 seconds, many calls to the solver
terminated within at most 3 seconds. Furthermore, the proving that no solution
with objective value better than 714 exists is extremely fast. This matches the
result seen in Figure 3.3, where the solver terminates short after having found
an optimum solution.
Figure 3.6 shows the results for this experiment on the benchmark “mqueens”.
Here, finding some solution is fast. On the contrary, proving that no solution
with objective value at most 6 exists is the hardest problem.
These different hardnesses make it hard to give a good strategy for a
Branch&Bound solver. In the first example, it appears promising to speed
up the solving process by conducting a binary search on the objective value.
However, when solving a formula similar to the second example this may be a
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bad approach, as one might hit the hardest, and unsatisfiable case first. In the
worst case, the solver might time out without finding any solution, although
finding suboptimal solutions is not too hard in many cases. Running time
distributions as in the second example can be found in many applications,
e. g., [39, 150]. We will show solutions for this problem in Section 3.5.
3.3 Constraint Programming with Learning
Supplementing Constraint Programming with learning is a very active field of
research. We restrict this section to a brief overview about some techniques
and results as necessary for the subsequent sections.
The methods described so far — interleaving search with propagations —
allow for an efficient traversal of the search space. Nevertheless, it suffers from
the same weakness as the DPLL procedure for propositional logic. The solver
does not learn from its search, and thus repeats searching similar parts of the
search space. In Chapter 2, the CDCL technique (Conflict Driven Clause Learn-
ing) was described as a way to overcome this weakness. Similar approaches
were considered in Constraint Programming more than two decades ago [86].
They were used in two different ways. Firstly, new constraints were added when-
ever the solver had to backtrack, trying to avoid repeated search. Second, it is
crucial to remember which parts of the search space were visited already when
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restarting the solver. This can e. g., be done to change the variable ordering, or
to switch to a different search strategy [192]. Unfortunately, it is hard to find
good reasons for conflicts, and store them efficiently [86, 132]. Hence, Codish
et al. [170] suggested to use a resolution based approach as in CDCL clause
learning. The naïve approach would be a direct translation of the respective
CSP to SAT in CNF, which in some cases is prohibitive because the SAT encod-
ing may grow extremely large. Furthermore, high-level structures of a problem
may be lost by this translation.
Instead, they suggested a lazy translation, denoted LCG (Lazy Clause Gener-
ation). Similarly to the architecture in SMT solving [167], propagators are pro-
vided for each constraint. Whenever branching or propagations yield variable
domains that allow for deriving implied bounds from the respective constraints,
these propagators shrink variable domains accordingly. Furthermore, when a
conflict occurs, these propagators are capable of explaining their propagations
in terms of clauses.
Whenever a conflict occurs, these clauses are used to derive a conflict clause
by resolution. Consider the following example from [203].
Example 3.4. Let x, y, z denote integer variables such that x, y, z P [0,6], and
boolean variables b, c. Furthermore, let the following constraints be given.
z ě y (1)
bñ y ‰ 3 (2)
cñ y ě 3 (3)
cñ x ě 6 (4)
4x+10y +5z ď 71 (l i n)
Figure 3.7 shows the implication graph of a possible run of a CP solver on
this problem. The solver first branches on [x ě 5], marked in blue letters. This
causes the propagator for the linear inequality “lin” to propagate [y ď 5]. The
next branch, b, implies [y ‰ 3]. Next, the third branch on c triggers further
propagations, which yield [y ě 4], [x ě 6] and [z ě 4], which is infeasible with
respect to the linear inequality.
As in Section 2.2.4, this implication graph can be analysed to create a 1UIP
conflict clause. Here, a possible conflict clause is (c^ [y ‰ 3])Ñ f al se, which
is ( c_[y = 3]) in clausal form. The solver may then backtrack by one decision,
and propagate the newly learned clause to  c.
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Figure 3.7. Implication graph and conflict analysis.
Sufficiently smart propagators may even yield stronger conflict clauses, see
e. g., in [101]. Here, the linear propagator for the linear inequality can derive a
stronger explanation with respect to the branch x ě 5 as follows:
4x+10y +5z ď(yďz) 4x+15y
ď(xě5) 15y +20
ď 71
Thus, one may derive that y ď b 5115 c = 3, and the nogood x ě 5ñ y ď 3 can be
learned, which allows for a backtrack to the first decision level, and propagating
y ď 3. ä
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show architectures for this scheme. In the first case, the
SAT solver performs the search, as in the DPLL(T) approach [167]. Decisions
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and propagations of the SAT solver are given to the CP solver, which in return
computes propagations and conflicts, respectively. Feydy et al. changed the
roles, and made the CP solver3 control the search process [102]. Thus, their
solver can use search strategies given by the user, and uses the SAT solver only
as a propagator for learned clauses. CHUFFED is more flexible. Here, the search
can be driven by both solvers, and this choice can be flipped during the solver
run [192].
In order to use these learned clauses, the embedded SAT solver must under-
stand its predicates. LCG solvers therefore introduce boolean variables x ě c,
i. e., they use an unary encoding. If the variable domains are large, this can cre-
ate a huge amount of variables and constraints. Therefore, solvers like CHUFFED
create these variables lazily [102].
3In their paper the solver is called FD (Finite Domain) solver. For consistency, we denote it CP
solver here.
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Among other solvers, this approach is implemented in CHUFFED [62], which
we will use in the subsequent sections.
Despite the elegance of the lazy propagation approaches, both in SMT and
LCG, it is important to note that the implementation of efficient propagators is
highly non-trivial, and in some cases, using pure propagations is even harm-
ful. Propagators only explain themselves in terms of clauses. Even for simple
constraints like XOR, a purely clause-based encoding has exponential size,
cf. Section 2.1.3. Thus, the propagator may return an exponential number of
different clauses as explanations for its propagations. Therefore, it is important
to choose whether to encode a constraint directly, or to propagate it [5]. Some
solvers try to automate this choice: They start with a propagation based ap-
proach. If a the propagator for a constraint is used often, a direct SAT encoding
for this single constraint is added lazily [3].
3.4 Parallel Constraint Programming
There are different approaches to parallelising constraint programming solvers.
We will first consider some approaches for parallel implementations of classi-
cal CP solvers, i. e., solvers without learning, and then briefly repeat the core
insights of parallel SAT solvers, as they use learning mechanisms. Afterwards,
we present some results on parallel CP with learning in the next section.
A quite straightforward approach in parallelising CP solvers is the portfolio
approach: Run different solvers in parallel, and abort once the first solver has
finished. In case there are more solvers available than computational resources,
[7] discusses approaches to choose a good subset of the available solvers. In the
context of optimisation problems, the solvers running in parallel may exchange
bounds on the objective value, as it is done in [8]. Additionally, the authors
showed that some solvers are faster than other in different phases of their run:
Some are faster in finding some solutions, whereas others are faster in proving
optimality.
Another prominent approach is to split the search space, and run solver
instances in parallel on the respective subspaces. This can be done by creat-
ing sets of cubes, i. e., conjunctions of predicates. For example, let x denote
an integer variable with lower and upper bounds lb(x) and ub(x) such that
D(x) Ď [lb(x),ub(x)]. Then, one might split the search space by the cubes
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Figure 3.10 shows the scaling behaviour of GECODE, which follows this
approach, when run on the benchmarks queens for up to 8 cores. As can be
seen, the solver scales almost linearly. In [185, 186], the search space is split
in a huge amount of disjoint parts, and every solver receives a list of cubes.
Therefore, the solvers can start working independently from each other, and
no more communication is required. This approach is tuned for optimisation
problems in [159]. Here, the authors assume that the search strategy given with
the CP problem is good in many cases, and very good solutions can be found
in parts of the search space that are somewhat close to solutions that would be
found by the respective search strategy, which often simulates the behaviour of
greedy algorithms. The suggest to measure the discrepancy between a solver
and the given search strategy by the number of branches in which the solver
does not decide as provided by the strategy. This allows them to assign solver
processes to different discrepancy, and run them in parallel without further
communication.
The confidence in the search strategy provided is used in [64] to decide how
to split the search space. On the one hand, the search for good results may be
sped up significantly if a good search strategy is used, and all solver processes
run on parts of the search space which are somewhat close to the path given
be this branching behaviour. On the contrary, if the given strategy is bad, sig-
nificantly speedups can be achieved by also sending solvers to different parts
of the search space. In some cases, the authors report super-linear speedups
with this approach.
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Besides the domain of “classical" CP, some research has been conducted in
parallelising solvers in similar domains.
Wintersteiger et al. presented a parallel version of their SMT solver Z3
in [214] which basically transfers the ideas of ManySAT [116]. This is, they
allow for exchanging some short clauses between the solver threads running
in parallel, and initialise variable activities randomly. The results are rather
mixed, and only 4 threads are used. Furthermore, they used a set of quite easy
benchmarks, which does not sufficiently show the usability of their approach
on harder problems. Jordan et al. use a search space splitting approach without
any knowledge exchange, and report significant improvements on up to 64
threads [130].
In the field of quantified boolean formulas (QBF), Balyo et al. used a portfo-
lio approach [28], similar to the one they used in [29] and report super-linear
speedups. Unfortunately, most of this improvement can be achieved with 2
nodes, each of which uses 4 processes with 4 solver threads, which is 32 threads
altogether. The authors do not report results for lower numbers of threads. Us-
ing more cores yields a little more speedup, but the improvements are very
limited.
Altogether, splitting the search space is the predominant approach for CP
solvers, whereas some knowledge exchange is used more often in domains
which build upon SAT solver techniques.
3.5 Parallel Constraint Programming with Learning
In [100], we built upon the parallel version of CHUFFED developed in [64] to
test if, and how well, a constraint programming solver with learning can be
parallelised. As CHUFFED is both kind of a SAT and CP solver, it is not clear how
to parallelise it. The authors of the parallel CP solver presented in [185] write:
Our approach relies on the assumption that the resolution time
of disjoint subproblems is equivalent to the resolution time of the
union of these subproblems. If this condition is not met, then
the parallelization of the search of a solver (not necessarily a CP
Solver) based on any decomposition method, like simple static
decomposition, work stealing or embarrassingly parallel methods
may be unfavorably impacted.
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Figure 3.12. suite: scaling of port with
number of cores.
In the case of learning solvers, this is clearly not the case, as clauses learned
from conflicts in one part of the search space are used to avoid redundant work
in subsequent search.
On the other hand, learning constraint programming solvers typically do
not create large resolution-based proofs. Here, the learned clauses are rather
used to avoid repeated search in a local part of the search space. In CHUFFED,
for example, the maximum size of the learned clause database is fixed to a
maximum of 100,000 clauses, contrary to SAT solvers where the maximum
database size is increased over the time to yield a complete solver.
In the remainder of this section, we present different approaches of par-
allelising CHUFFED, and discuss results on a set of 110 benchmarks, denoted
suite. These are optimisation benchmarks taken from the MiniZinc Challenges
2013 and 2014, respectively4. The benchmarks files can be found on github5.
3.5.1 Portfolio-based Parallel LCG
The first approach we present here is a portfolio as it is commonly used in
SAT solving. It is based on a master-slave architecture where communication is
performed via MPI, which is used throughout this chapter. The VSIDS activities
are initialised randomly and differently for each solver process, and some
clause exchange between the solvers is allowed. Clauses learned by one solver
4http://www.minizinc.org/challenge.html
5https://github.com/the-kiel/CP_benchmarks
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are sent to the master process, which dispatches them to the other solvers.
Whenever a solver process finds a solution, this induces a new bound on the
objective value, which is send to the other processes as unit clause. We will
denote this configuration by port.
Figure 3.11 shows a scatter plot, which compares the running times on our
benchmark suite between a sequential, and a portfolio solver on 64 cores, with
a timeout of 300 seconds. On benchmarks with sequential running times of
at most one second, only little speedup can be observed. Here, the overhead
of starting 64 MPI processes does not pay off, as the sequential solver is fast
enough.
On the contrary, for harder problems, the portfolio solver clearly outper-
forms the sequential version, and is able to solve 9 more problems to optimality,
i. e., finding a solution and proving that no better solution exists. The scaling
behaviour is given in Figure 3.12 as a cactus plot. The more processes are
used, the faster the solver gets. The drawback of this presentation is that only
some of the benchmarks give meaningful insights: The easiest 40 benchmarks
can be solved quite fast by all solver configurations, whereas the hardest 40
benchmarks time out on all configurations. We therefore discuss the results
in this section in a two-fold manner. Firstly, we measure speedups in terms
of pure running times. Secondly, we ask how fast the parallel solver is when
asked to provide a better solution than the sequential solver. We therefore con-
ducted the following experiment: For every benchmark, the sequential solver
is run with a timeout of 10,800 seconds. We both record the running time,
and the objective value of the best solution found within this time. Next, we
run the parallel solver, and abort it once a better solutions than the one from
the sequential solver has been found. In case the sequential solver found the
optimum solutions, the parallel solver thus had to prove optimality in order to
show that no better solution exists.
Table 3.1 shows the result from this setup. The middle columns of the table
show the geometric mean and median of the speedups on all benchmarks.
On the whole benchmark set, the configuration using 64 cores achieves a sub-
linear average speedup of 9.1. However, this result already indicates that it is in
fact possible to use CHUFFED in a portfolio configuration.
The right-hand side considers the speedups obtained on hard benchmark.
Here, we considered a benchmark as hard if the sequential version of CHUFFED
could not solve it to optimality within 300 seconds. In this way, we got 51 hard
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Table 3.1. suite: speedups when searching for good solutions with a portfolio solver.
#CPUs easy all hard
avg median avg median avg median
4 0.9 1.2 3.2 2.0 13.4 4.3
8 1.2 1.8 4.7 3.7 23.5 9.0
16 1.2 1.6 6.1 4.5 39.4 14.6
32 1.3 1.7 7.7 7.4 62.1 38.0
64 1.3 1.7 9.1 10.1 84.6 42.0
problems, out of which sequential CHUFFED could solve 15 within 3 hours, and
36 timed out. On these hard problems, super-linear average speedups can be
observed for all tested configurations, with a maximum of 84 when using 64
cores. Conversely, the left-hand side shows speedups for the easy benchmarks
only. Here, the sequential solver performs quite well, and the overhead of
starting MPI processes and collecting results afterwards prevents speedups.
In parallel SAT solving, clause exchange strategies [18, 97, 115] are crucial
for the performance of portfolio based SAT solvers. Thus, we were interested in
the impact of the amount of clauses exchanged between solvers. Figure 3.13
compares the result of a portfolio solver with clause exchange, and a solver
which only communicates bounds on the objective value.
Except for two cases, clause sharing seems to have a positive impact. Unfor-
tunately, the impact appears limited. Sharing clauses of size 2 clearly helps, but
further experiments showed mixed results when using more communication.
We may conclude that the portfolio-based approach works surprisingly
well, even though clause sharing does not work as smoothly as in the case of
parallel SAT solving.
3.5.2 Splitting the Search Space
Next, we consider the more classical parallelisation approach in constraint pro-
gramming, which is to explicitly split the search space into disjoint subspaces,
and solve them independently. In CHUFFED, this is implemented by a work
stealing approach in a master-slave-architecture. Consider a solver instance
which has branched on literals d1, d2, d3, as depicted in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.13. suite: impact of clause sharing on port with 64 cores.
d1
d2
d3
 d1
 d2
 d3
Figure 3.14. Work stealing in CHUFFED: Red nodes denote roots of the search tree on
the search space induced by the newly created cubes, whereas the blue nodes restrict
the search space of the solver from which work was stolen.
If the master sends a work stealing request to this solver, it will add the
conjunction d1^d2^d3 to the guiding path which describes its part of the
search space, denoted by the blue node, and return the new cubes  d1, d1^
 d2 and d1^ d2^ d3, marked by red nodes. The choice of choosing the
topmost 3 literals is originated in [64], where branching to the “left" side was
seen as branching in the direction of a search strategy. In our experiments, this
approach worked well, and changing it had no impact on the results.
Analogously to the last section, a comparison between the parallel solver
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Table 3.2. suite: speedups when searching for good solutions with a SSS solver.
#CPUs all hard
avg median avg median
4 2.8 2.0 10.6 4.5
8 5.0 3.8 25.5 9.7
16 6.7 5.9 41.2 19.5
32 9.6 8.0 72.5 58.9
64 12.7 15 136.8 104.0
on 64 cores and the sequential version of CHUFFED is shown in Figure 3.15.
Compared to the portfolio approach, the search space splitting solver, which
we will refer to as SSS, yields stronger results, and solves 12 more benchmarks
than the sequential solver. The scaling behaviour is shown in Figure3.16. Here,
the difference between the setting on 32 and 64 cores seems quite small.
Table 3.2 shows the results obtained when trying to find better solutions
than the sequential solver. Here, a maximum average speedup of 136 can
be observed on 64 cores, and both average and median speedups are super-
linear for the hard benchmarks in every configuration. Furthermore, the solver
scales smoothly to 64 cores, and performance improvements can be observed
whenever more computing resources are used. When considering the complete
set of benchmarks, the results are sub-linear, but stronger than those achieved
using the portfolio solver.
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This is also reflected in the scatter plot in Figure 3.17, where the portfolio
and search space splitting solver on 64 cores are compared. The work stealing
solver performs better in average. On the other hand, the portfolio solver is
faster on some benchmarks, and can solve 2 benchmarks within the time limit.
It is noteworthy that it appears highly beneficial for the solver performance
to exchange bounds on the objective value. For experimental reasons, we ran
the SSS configuration twice. In one case, we disabled any communication
except for work stealing. In the other setting, we allowed the solver to commu-
nicate information about the best solution found so far. In both cases, 64 cores
and a timeout of 10,800 seconds was used. The results are shown in a scatter
plot in Figure 3.19: The solver which shares the bound information clearly
outperforms the configuration without communication, as all solver processes
can operate on a smaller subset of the search space by pruning it with these
bounds. The geometric mean of speedups between these configurations is 2.3
for all benchmarks, and rises to 14 when considering only benchmarks that
could not be solved within 300 seconds by the non-communicating version.
These results emphasise the idea of [64] where the authors argue that it is
important for the performance of parallel solvers to find good solutions quickly,
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sharing in SSS with 64 cores.
contrary to other approaches [186] which try to avoid any communication,
where new bounds on the objective value are not given to the solvers while
they are working on one cube.
One weakness of the SSS solver is shown in Figure 3.18, exemplified by the
number of conflicts that occur when solving the benchmark queens, which
was already mentioned in Section 3.2.5. In this example, the solver finds an
optimum solution very fast, and most work is spent proving its optimality.
However, the number of conflicts that the parallel solvers face increases with a
rising number of processes used. This indicates that clause learning works less
efficient if the search space is split into many small parts, as it gets less likely
that learned clauses are helpful in other parts of the search space.
3.5.3 Objective Probing
The experiments presented in Section 3.2.5 indicate that for some optimisation
problems, finding a good solutions is similarly hard as finding any solutions.
Furthermore, when bounds on the objective value are used that are much lower
than the optimum objective, the resulting subproblems can be solved quite fast
in many cases. Moreover, finding good solutions early is important for parallel
solvers, as it prunes large parts of the search space, and therefore redundant
work can be avoided [64].
The results shown in Figures 3.21 and 3.20 substantiate this argumentation.
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Figure 3.21. cargo: Development of in-
cumbent bounds for search space splitting
parallel solving.
Here, we monitored the run of both a port and SSS configuration on the bench-
mark cargo. The figures show how the best objective value improves over time.
In both cases, this improvement is quite slow, and many sub-optimal solutions
are found. The scaling behaviour is limited: The SSS configuration on 64 cores
terminates after 315 seconds, and the port configuration after 344 seconds,
which is a speedup of 4.6 and 4.2, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.5, even a
sequential solver can find close-to-optimal solutions for this problem in less
than 10 seconds.
Thus, one may try to push a parallel solver towards good solutions. In a
sequential setting, a binary search on the objective value may be a bad choice,
as the solver can get stuck on a subproblem slightly below (or for maximisation
problems, slightly above) the optimum value, as these problems tend to be
hard to solve. On the contrary, this is not as bad in a parallel setting. Here, one
may seek a trade-off between avoiding work by pushing the solver towards
good solutions, implying tighter bounds on the objective and therefore stronger
pruning, and some redundant work spent with too tight bounds.
We therefore created subproblems based on the objective value. If lower and
upper bounds lb and ub on the objective value are given, and n parallel solver
are used for probing, we enumerate the solvers with indices i P {0, . . . ,n´1},
and compute a bound
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bound(i )= l b+ i ub´ lb
n
for solver i , which is used as upper bound on the objective value in case of
minimisation problems, and as lower bound otherwise. If one of the solvers
find a solution which satisfies its bound, this is communicated to other solvers
as common. Conversely, if it proves that there is no solution satisfying this
bound, this implies a new lower bound on the objective value. In both cases,
the solver can either compute a new bound on the objective, or continue
working without artificial bounds. In our experiments, we used half of the
available cores for probing on the objective value, and the other half was run
in portfolio or SSS configuration, respectively. The solvers running objective
probing guessed new bounds twice, and afterwards joined the other solver
processes. This setting works well on a wide range of problems, however, it
might be interesting to try and choose the number of probing solvers or the
number of re-tries automatically.
Figure 3.22 shows the impact of this approach when solving the benchmark
cargo. Here, the 64 cores were used, out of which 32 performed objective
probing, and the others were configured as portfolio solvers. An optimum
solution can be found in 3 seconds in this setting, which is a speedup of 114.7
compared to the normal portfolio setting on 64 cores, cf. Figure 3.21, and 483
compared to the sequential version of CHUFFED.
Figure 3.25 compares the plain portfolio configuration with the one us-
ing probing, denoted by portP. On some benchmarks, the performance is
slightly decreased, whereas significant speedups can be observed on many
others. Similarly, we observe super-linear speedups compared to the sequential
solver, presented in Table 3.3. On 64 cores, the speedup on hard benchmarks is
increased from 84.6 to 152, and the median from 42 to 133.6.
We implemented an analogous approach with search space splitting, called
SSSP. Here, one half of the solvers guess objective values, and the other half
runs a search space splitting approach with work stealing. Again, the probing
solvers do at most 2 guesses, and join the other solvers afterwards. A scatter
plot comparing the sequential version of CHUFFED with this approach is given
in Figure 3.23, which clearly shows the positive impact of the parallelisation.
The speed-ups for both all and hard benchmarks are shown in Table 3.3. Also
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good solutions with objective probing
SSSP on 32 cores.
Table 3.3. suite: speedups when searching for good solutions.
#CPUs SSSP portP
all hard all hard
avg median avg median avg median avg median
4 3.7 3.2 15.5 7.4 4.3 2.4 18.2 7.4
8 6.2 4.0 41.8 20.2 6.1 4.2 33.9 8.4
16 9.6 7.6 78.9 34.6 9.2 7.0 68.4 26.9
32 12.7 13.3 121.3 58.5 11.4 8.9 107.5 77.4
64 15.6 13.8 193.8 107.0 13.6 14.6 152.0 133.6
here, the combination of objective probing and search space splitting pays off,
the speed-up on 64 cores is increased from 136.8 to 193.8 when using 64 cores.
3.5.4 Further Diversification
We also compared the performance of the portfolio and the search space split-
ting configuration. Figures 3.26 and 3.27 show that the search space splitting
configuration appears stronger in average. Conversely, there are some prob-
lems that can be solved by the portfolio configuration, and time out on the
search space splitting solver. Thus, it appeared promising to build a portfolio
of parallel solvers.
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Table 3.4. suite: speedups for hybrid when searching good solutions.
#CPUs all hard
avg median avg median
4 4.3 3.3 18.4 6.3
8 6.3 4.7 38.2 19.9
16 9.6 6.4 79.9 43.0
32 11.7 8.8 116.0 62.4
64 15.7 16.0 196.0 140.0
We therefore split the solver processes in a similar way as before: One third
of the processes ran objective probing, one third was run as portfolio solver,
and one third ran search space splitting. After their second guess, the objective
probing solvers joined the search space splitting solvers. When considering the
speed-ups for computing good solutions, this configuration, denoted hybrid, is
slightly faster than the SSSP configuration on 64 cores, as depicted in Table 3.4.
3.6 Conclusion and Open Questions
In this chapter, we gave a brief introduction to constraint programming, and
discussed the parallelisation of the clause learning CP solver CHUFFED.
Both a portfolio approach and the typical approach in constraint program-
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tween hybrid and SSS solver, 64 cores.
ming, the splitting of the search space into disjoint subspaces, work well. To-
gether with some optimistic probing on the objective value, we achieved signif-
icant speed-ups, especially in the search for good solutions. Here, all configura-
tions we tried gave a super-linear speed-up.
However, there were many choices regarding that worked well in our ex-
periments, but were done without a clear reason. This includes the amount of
solvers used for objective probing, the number of re-guesses, and the splitting
between portfolio and search space splitting solvers in the hybrid approach.
It might be interesting to either find better choices here, or find a reason why
these choices worked well.
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We do not see as impressive results when parallelising the proof of optimal-
ity. Here, splitting the search space performs better than the portfolio approach,
however, the speed-ups are sub-linear, even when the solver are allowed to
exchange clauses. We consider this the main open problem: Parallelise learning
solvers such that they scale on unsatisfiable formulas.
This work was conducted by the author during his stay in Melbourne,
Australia, with Peter J. Stuckey. Furthermore, the author would like to thank
Graeme Gange for many helpful discussions.
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Chapter 4
Sorting Networks
“alea iacta est.”
GAIUS IULIUS CAESAR
4.1 Introduction
Sorting is a fundamental and well-studied problem in Computer Science. Given
a sequence a = (a1, . . . , an), one seeks to order the elements in some permuta-
tion Π such that Π(a)i ďΠ(a)i+1 for 1ď i ď n´1 and some ordering ď.
There are many algorithms which solve this problem. A rather simple sort-
ing algorithm is Insertion Sort [80, p. 26]. The idea of this algorithm is to insert
elements into a sorted prefix of the input sequence, cf. Algorithm 10. Here, a
rather simple version of the algorithm is given which requires O(n2) compar-
isons on every input sequence of length n, wheras smarter version require only
a linear number of comparisons when run on sorted sequences.
More sophisticated sorting algorithms are often based on the principle of
Divide&Conquer. A prominent example for this is Merge Sort [80, p. 30]. Here,
the input is split in two subsequences of (almost) equal size, which are sorted.
Afterwards, the results are merged to a single sorted sequence. It can easily
be seen that the merging step can be implemented using a linear number
of comparisons, and thus the overall running time is O(n log(n)). In fact, this
running time is optimal for sorting algorithms which operate by comparing the
elements of the input sequence [80].
At a first glance, the Divide&Conquer approach of Merge Sort seems to lend
itself to a trivial implementation. The recursive calls to Merge Sort can be run
in parallel, and the results are merged sequentially afterwards. An analysis of
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Algorithm 10: Insertion Sort
Data: Array a of length n
Result: a is sorted
1 if n > 1 then
/* Sort the first n´1 elements */
2 sort(a[0. . .n-2]);
/* Insert the last element at the right position */
3 for i = n´1 to 1 do
4 if a[i] < a[i-1] then
/* swap */
5 swap(a, i-1, i);
Algorithm 11: Sorting algorithm for 4 elements
Data: Array a of length 4
Result: a is sorted
1 compareAndSwap(a, 0, 1);
2 compareAndSwap(a, 2, 3);
3 compareAndSwap(a, 0, 2);
4 compareAndSwap(a, 1, 3);
5 compareAndSwap(a, 1, 2);
the running time reveals that the running time T can be analysed to be
T (1)= 1
T (n)=max{T
(⌈n
2
⌉)
,T
(⌊n
2
⌋)
}+O(n),
which yields a linear running time. Here, the final call to Merge is the bottleneck,
as it requires O(n) comparisons.
In this section we will consider one possible approach for parallel sorting al-
gorithms, so-called Sorting Networks. Sorting Networks are data-oblivious sort-
ing algorithms, as the sequence of comparisons they perform is independent of
the input sequence. An example for such algorithms is given in Algorithm 11.
Here, a procedure compareAndSwap is used to compare two elements and
swap them, if necessary. From this presentation it is not obvious that this
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Figure 4.1. A comparator.
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Figure 4.2. A sorting network on 5 channels, operating on the input (5,4,3,2,1).
algorithm actually sorts all possible inputs in increasing order. In fact, checking
this is a co-NP complete problem [173]. As we will discuss shortly, in order to
ensure the correctness of a data oblivious sorting algorithm for inputs of size
n, it is sufficient to check if all 2n input vectors containing only the values 0
and 1 are sorted.
It is common to present Sorting Networks as Knuth diagrams [139], as
shown in Figure 4.2. Here, the input values are connected to some channels on
the left-hand side of the diagram. A vertical connection between these channels
denotes a comparator, as depicted in Figure 4.1. Each comparator compares its
input values, and writes them in sorted order to the channels on its right-hand
side.
Here, the vector (5,4,3,2,1) is given as input at the left-hand side of the
network. The left-most, upper-most comparator compares its inputs, 4 and
5, and writes them in a sorted order on its output channels. In this way, the
sequence becomes more and more sorted from the left to the right side of
the network, and the outputs on the right-hand side of the network are sorted
increasingly, when read from top to bottom.
Figure 4.3 shows an Insertion Sort, represented as sorting network. The first
comparator on the left-hand side creates a sorted subsequence on the first two
channels. The next two comparators insert the value from the third channel
into this sorted sequence, and this process is repeated until every element has
been inserted.
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Figure 4.3. A Sorting Network performing an Insertion Sort.
Figure 4.4. A Sorting Network performing an Insertion Sort in parallel steps.
As this implementation is data-oblivious, comparators have to be provided
for every comparison that might occur in the software implementation, thus,
this network consists of 15 comparators. In fact, this is sub-optimal, as there ex-
ist sorting networks for 6 input values which only require 12 comparators [139].
Each of the comparators in this network can be shifted to the left or right
inside the interval between other comparators touching the same channels.
Figure 4.4 shows the result of such shifts. Here, the comparators are divided
into some layers, depicted by dashed vertical lines. All comparators in such a
layer perform compare-and-swap operations on disjoint channels, thus they
can be implemented to run in parallel. This network sorts 6 inputs in 9 parallel
steps. The fact that the operations performed by a sorting network are known
independently of the input data, and some of them can be performed in paral-
lel, arose interest in using sorting networks for the implementation of parallel
sorting algorithms in hardware.
Capannini et al. implemented a sorting network-based sorting algorithm
on graphics cards [61], whereas Skliarova and Sklyarov used FPGAs [200]. These
implementations are used e.g. for median filtering, and are promoted by FPGA
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manufacturers [24].
In software implementations of Merge Sort or QuickSort, it is common
to fall back to naïve algorithms like Insertion Sort on small inputs or as base
case in recursive calls. Codish et al. replaced this base case by a software
implementation of optimal sorting networks [72]. Here, each comparator can
be represented by conditional move (CMOV) instructions, and therefore the
algorithm can be implemented without any branch instructions.
In the application of SAT solving, Cardinality Networks, which are simplified
versions of Sorting Networks, are used to encode cardinality constraints [11].
Given a constraint
∑n
i=0 li ď k for some literals li , the literals are used as inputs
of a sorting network. The network itself can be encoded using O(n log2(k))
clauses and variables, which outperforms e.g. sequential counters, which re-
quire O(nk) additional clauses and variables [198]. Furthermore, this encoding
enforces arc consistency: If some k1 literals are set to 1, unit propagation is
sufficient to set the highest k1 outputs to 1 as well. If k1 > k, this leads to a
conflict, and the solver can backtrack without performing further search in this
part of the search space.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, we will discuss
the construction of efficient sorting networks in Section 4.1.1. Next, we will
introduce some notation which is necessary to reason formally about sorting
networks. Unfortunately, there is a flaw of precision in the literature on sort-
ing networks, which is mostly based on different interpretations of notations.
Therefore, we present correct and consistent versions of some theorems and
their proofs in Section 4.2. Next, we turn to SAT encodings of sorting networks,
which can be used both to find sorting networks of minimum depth, i. e., mini-
mum number of parallel sorting steps, and prove lower bounds on the numbers
of layers required to sort some n inputs. We show how the aforementioned
theorems help to remove symmetries from the search space, and decompose
the occurring problems into subproblems, which can be solved independently.
We improve upon the SAT encodings used in former papers in Section 4.3,
and show how a closer analysis of the symmetries on sorting networks can be
used to set up an optimisation problem which effectively minimises the size of
the SAT formulas generated to encode the existence of sorting networks with
certain properties. This leads to new upper bounds, presented in Section 4.4,
and the main result, a new lower bound on the depth of sorting networks for
17 elements.
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Algorithm 12: Bubble Sort
Data: Array A of length n
Result: A is sorted
1 for i = n-1 to 1 do
2 for j = 0 to i do
3 if A[ j ]> A[ j +1] then
4 swap(A, j, j+1);
Figure 4.5. A Bubble Sort implemented as sorting network.
4.1.1 Construction of Sorting Networks
As seen in the introduction, the easiest way of constructing a sorting network
is to re-use data oblivious sorting algorithms like Bubble Sort as depicted in
Algorithm 12. Figure 4.5 shows the Bubble Sort for 6 elements represented as
sorting network. Again, we can shift the comparators to gain layers of data-
independent comparators.
Interestingly, this shift yields exactly the same sorting network as the one
that was created from an Insertion Sort.
A drawback of this network is that only one layer is maximal in the sense
that no further comparator can be added. This problem is overcome in the
odd-even-transposition sort, shown in Figure 4.6.
These networks consists of n layers, each of them filled with comparators
connecting channels (2i ,2i +1) in odd, and (2i +1,2i +2) in even layers, where
the layers are numbered from left to right, beginning with 1. Thus, the time
required to sort the inputs is O(n).
It is well-known that there exist sorting algorithms like Merge Sort or Heap-
Sort which require O(n log(n))) comparisons. Thus, the question arose if it
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Figure 4.6. Odd-even-transposition sort.
is possible to construct sorting networks which use the same magnitude of
comparators.
In 1968, Batcher presented the first algorithms to construct sorting net-
works for which the number of comparators, denoted sn , is bounded by sn P
O(n log(n)2) and the number of layers, or depth, dn , is O(log(n)2) [32]. In order
to discuss these networks, the following theorem is helpful.
Theorem 4.1. (0/1-principle [139]) If a network on n input lines sorts all 2n
sequences of 0s and 1s into nondecreasing order, it will sort any sequence of n
numbers into nondecreasing order.
Thus, it is sufficient to consider only binary input vectors to reason on the
correctness of sorting networks. Batcher gave two algorithms for constructing
sorting networks, Bitonic Merge Sort and Odd-Even- Merge Sort. Here we
will present only the latter one. For simplicity, we assume that the input is a
sequence of length n = 2k for some k PN.
Similar to the well-known Merge Sort algorithm, it applies a merge pro-
cedure on sorted sequences, gaining larger and larger sorted sequences until
eventually the whole input is sorted. By the 0/1-principle, it is sufficient to
consider binary input sequences. Figure 4.7(a) shows a binary input sequence
for a merge: The upper, and lower halves are sorted. The sequence of 0s is
drawn as a white box here, whereas 1s are represented by a black box. In a first
step, Batcher’s odd-even Merge Sort sorts the subsequences consisting of all
entries with even and odd indices, respectively. The core insight behind this is
that the number of ones in the odd and the even subsequences differ at most
by 2. Thus, after sorting the odd and even subsequences, the result is either
sorted already, or almost sorted, as depicted in Figure 4.7(b). In the latter case,
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(a) First (b) Second (c) Third
Figure 4.7. The input of the merge procedure( 4.7(a)), after sorting the odd and even
subsequences (4.7(b)), and sorted result after final step(4.7(c))
Algorithm 13: Odd-Even- Merge Sort
Data: Array A of length 2k
Result: A is sorted
1 if k ě 1 then
2 OddEvenMergeSort(A[0 . . .2k´1´1]);
3 OddEvenMergeSort(A[2k´1 . . .2k´1]);
4 OddEvenMerge(A);
the data can be sorted by comparing adjacent elements, and sorting them, if
necessary.
In fact, the odd and even subsequences do not have to be sorted, as both of
them consist of two sorted subsequences. Therefore, it is sufficient to merge the
subsequences recursively. The odd-even Merge Sort is shown in Algorithm 13,
and the respective merging routine OddEvenMerge in Algorithm 14 [193].
The running time for the merging step can be seen by a recurrence relation.
For an input array of size 2 exactly one comparison is performed. For some 2k
inputs, there are two recursive calls, which can be done in parallel. Afterwards,
one further parallel comparison step is performed, which runs in time O(1).
Therefore, we get
Tm(2)= 1
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Algorithm 14: OddEvenMerge
Data: Array A of length 2k , A[0..2k´1´1] and A[2k´1..2k´1] are sorted.
Result: A is sorted
1 if k > 1 then
2 OddEvenMerge(A[0]A[2] . . . A[n´2]);
3 OddEvenMerge(A[1]A[3] . . . A[n´1]);
4 for i=0 to 2k´1´1 do
5 compare(A[2i+1], A[2i+2]);
6 else
7 compare(A[0], A[1]);
Figure 4.8. An odd-even Merge Sort network on 8 channels.
Tm(2
k )= 1+Tm(2k´1)
Tm(2
k ) P θ(k)
which is θ(log(n)) for n elements. Analogously, it can be seen that the time
required by odd-even Merge Sort is θ(log2(n)), and the number of comparators
required is θ(n log2(n)).
Figure 4.8 shows an odd-even Merge Sort for 8 elements as a sorting net-
work. The first 3 layers sort the first and last 4 inputs independently of each
other. Afterwards, the results are merged in another 3 layers.
These networks reduced the gap to sorting networks of size O(n log(n))
significantly. As no further progress was seen for some years, Donald E. Knuth
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Table 4.1. Optimal size (sn ) and depth (dn ) of sorting networks on n inputs, for nď 12.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
sn 0 1 3 5 9 12 16 19 25 29
35 39
33 37
dn 0 1 3 3 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8
conjectured in [139] that sn P θ(n log(n)2) was the optimal asymptotic bound
on sorting network sizes. This conjecture was refuted in 1983 by Ajtai, Komlós
and Szemerédi who presented a construction of size sn PO(n log(n)) and depth
dn PO(log(n)), thus closing the gap between upper and lower bound. This was
a fundamental result as it showed that data oblivious sorting algorithms can be
as fast as less restricted sorting algorithms.
However, their construction, called AKS network, is infamous for the large
constants hidden in the big-O notation. Paterson gave a simplified construc-
tion and improved analysis in 1990, yielding an upper bound on the network
size of sn ď 6100n log(n) [176]. For n ě 227, this was further improved to
sn ď 1830log(n)´58657, cf. [67]. These big constants make Batcher’s Merge
Sort, and other asymptotically suboptimal approaches like Parberry’s Pairwise
Sorter [175], superior to the AKS network for all practically relevant input sizes.
4.1.2 Bounds on Depth and Size of Sorting Networks
Further research has focussed on determining the optimal size and depth of
small sorting networks. This is not only of theoretical interest, as minimally
small sorting networks can used as base case e. g., in the odd-even Merge Sort.
Table 4.1 shows the optimal size and depth of sorting networks on 1ď nď 12
channels. The optimum depth values can be found in [137], and the lower
bound on 9 and 10 channels was proven by Ian Parberry in 1989 [172]. The last
optimum values on the size of sorting networks for 9 and 10 inputs were found
by Codish et al. in 2014 [71].
For more than 10 inputs, there remains a gap between lower and upper
bounds on the size of sorting networks. The most recent results here are due
to Valsalam and Miikkulainen [211], who improved the upper bounds on 17 to
20 channels. These new sorting networks were found by a evolutionary search
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Table 4.2. Lower bounds on the depth of sorting networks, derived from lower bounds
on the number of comparators.
n 37 55 79 119 165 245
dˆn 10 11 12 13 14 15
Table 4.3. Best known values and bounds on optimal size (sn ) and depth (dn ) of sorting
networks on n inputs, for 13ď nď 24. The contributions of the publications discussed
in this chapter are shown in boldface.
n 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
sn
45 51 56 60 71 78 86 92 103 108 118 123
41 45 49 53 58 63 68 73 78 83 88 93
dn 9 9 9 9 10
11 11 11 12 12 12 12
10 10 10 10 10 10 10
which especially considered symmetries in sorting networks.
Lower bounds on the number of comparators can be used to derive lower
bounds on the depth of a sorting network. On n channels, each layer may
contain at most bn2 c comparators. If sˆn and dˆn denote lower bounds on the
number of comparators and layers, respectively, this yields
dˆn ě
⌈
sˆn
bn2 c
⌉
Using the optimality result that sorting 10 inputs requires 29 comparators [71],
and the following inequality by Voorhis [212]
sˆn ě sˆn´1+dlog2(n)e,
this yields lower bounds on the number of layers, some values are shown
in Table 4.2
Sorting networks for up to 16 channels with optimum depth can be found in
“The Art of Computer Programming” from 1973 [139], however, their optimality
was only proven by Bundala and Závodný in 2014 [56]. They used a SAT-based
approach which took advantage of properties of the first two layers of sorting
networks, this will be discussed in detail in the next sections.
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An improved sorting network for 18 channels was found by Al-Haj Baddar in
2009 [22]. She used a tool, SortNet, to assist her in hand-crafting this network.
Further improved sorting networks for 17, 19 and 20 channels were found
by Ehlers and Müller in 2014 [93]. The improved upper bounds on 23 and
24 inputs were found by applying techniques from [71] to create a good pre-
fix, and completing it to a complete sorting network using a SAT solver [90].
The optimality for the case of 17 channels could be proven by a SAT-based
approach [94].
All new bounds that this thesis is involved with are marked in bold in
Table 4.3.
4.2 Properties of Sorting Networks
In this section we will discuss properties of sorting networks. These will be
helpful to break symmetries in the search space in the following sections. None
of the theorems in this section were proven by the author of this thesis, however,
there is a flaw in precision in the literature. Thus, we fix some notation, and
then give consistent and correct proofs for the theorems presented here.
4.2.1 Notation and Definitions
Let us first fix some notation. Given a sequence s = (s1, . . . , sn), we will denote
its length by |s|. Its i -th element is si , for 1 ď i ď |s|. Given two indices i
and j , the subsequence starting at index i and ending at index j is s[i , j ] for
1ď i ď j ď |s|. A prefix of a sequence s = (s1, . . . , sn) is a sequence s[1,k] for
k ď n, and a suffix is a sequence s[k,n] for k ě 1. Given two sequences a and
b, their concatenation is defined as ab = (a1, . . . , a|a|,b1, . . . ,b|b|). The k-wise
concatenation of a is denoted by ak .
We will denote permutations which swap the elements at indices i and j ,
leaving all other elements at the same positions, by (i , j ).
We will denote comparators connecting channels i and j as a tuple (i , j ).
This comparator will sort its smaller input value to the channel i , and the
larger value to channel j . The length of a comparator (i , j ) is |i ´ j |. In the
introduction, we considered only comparators which sort their inputs such
that the numerically smaller input is sorted to the upper, and the larger input
is sorted to the lower output.
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Definition 4.2 (Standard Comparator). A standard comparator is a tuple (i , j )
such that i < j .
In the sorting networks presented so far, all comparators were standard
comparators.
Definition 4.3 (Standard Comparator Network). A standard comparator net-
work S on n channels is a sequence of standard comparators ck = (ik , jk ) such
that 0ď ik < jk < n for each comparator.
This definition does not actually require the network to sort its inputs -
the empty sequence is also a standard comparator network. To describe that a
comparator network sorts its inputs, we next consider the definition of outputs
of a comparator network.
Definition 4.4 (Outputs of a Comparator Network). Let I denote the inputs of
a comparator network C on n channels. By the 0/1-principle, it is sufficient to
consider IĎ {0,1}n . Let outputs denote a function which maps a comparator
network and a set of input vectors to the set of output vectors. This function
can be defined inductively by computing the impact of the first comparator
on C on the inputs, and applying the suffix of C to the result. If C is the empty
sequence, nothing is sorted, and therefore the outputs equal the inputs.
outputs(ε,I)= I
Otherwise, let (i , j ) denote the first comparator of C , i. e., C = (i , j )C 1. With-
out loss of generality we may assume that i < j . We obtain I1 by applying the
comparator (i , j ) on all elements of I, and then apply C 1 on I1. Formally, if we
apply a comparator (i , j ) on some a P {0,1}n , the result is
app((i , j ), a)=
{
a, ai ď a j
a[0 . . . i´1]a j a[i+1. . . j´1]ai a[ j+1. . .n´1],else
With this, we may give the outputs of a comparator network as
outputs((i , j )C 1,I)= outputs(C 1, {x|x = app((i , j ), x1), x1 P I})
Definition 4.5 (Standard Sorting Network). A standard sorting network is a
standard comparator network which sorts all possible input sequences non-
decreasingly.
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There exist also sorting networks which a non-standard, e.g. Batcher’s
Bitonic MergeSort [32], as shown in Figure 4.9. These networks sort the first half
of the input sequence non-decreasingly, and the second half non-increasingly.
Afterwards, the resulting bitonic sequence is sorted.
Here, comparators are drawn as arcs, and the higher input value is written
to the channel the arc points to. We will denote such comparators as Max-Min-
Comparators.
Definition 4.6 (Max-Min-Comparator). A max-min-comparator is a tuple (i , j )
such that i > j .
Networks that contain max-min-comparators are called non-standard net-
works.
Definition 4.7 (Non-standard Comparator Network). Non-standard compara-
tor networks are networks created of min-max-comparators and max-min-
comparators.
The outputs of such a non-standard-network can be defined analogiously
to the outputs of a standard comparator network by adjusting the definition of
“app”.
Definition 4.8 (Non-standard Sorting Network). A non-standard sorting net-
work is a non-standard comparator network that sorts all its inputs.
Next, we consider networks which sort up to a permutation. As will be
shown later on, each such network can be transformed into a standard sorting
network.
Figure 4.9. A Bitonic MergeSort on 8 channels.
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4.2.2 Permutations of Sorting Networks
Definition 4.9 (Generalised Sorting Network). A non-standard comparator
network C is called generalised sorting network if, for some permutation Π, all
its outputs are sorted after the application of Π.
Given a standard sorting network, a generalised sorting network can be
obtained by permuting its channels.
Definition 4.10 (Permutations of Sorting Networks). Let C = (c1, . . . ,cs ) de-
note a comparator network, and Π : {1, . . . ,n} ÞÑ {1, . . . ,n} denote a permuta-
tion. We define the permutation of C as Π(C )= (Π(c1), . . . ,Π(cs )), and Π(ck )=
(Π(ik ),Π( jk )).
Lemma 4.11 (Permutation of Generalised Sorting Networks). Let C denote a
generalised sorting network on n channels and d layers. Then, for any permu-
tation Π : {1, . . . ,n} ÞÑ {1, . . . ,n}, the permuation of C under Π, Π(C ), is also a
generalised sorting network.
Proof. ([172]) As C is a generalised sorting network, there exists a permutation
ΠC such that the outputs of C are sorted after applying ΠC on them. Therefore,
applying ΠC ˝Π´1 on the outputs of Π(C ) yields sorted outputs.
Lemma 4.12. Every generalised sorting network which consists only of standard
comparators is a standard sorting network.
Proof. ([174]) By the definition of a generalised sorting network C , there exists
a fixed permutation ΠC such that the outputs of C , permuted by ΠC , are sorted.
Consider the input (1,2, . . . ,n). As C is made from standard comparators, none
of them will swap its input, thus, the output is (1,2, . . . ,n), and therefore ΠC =
i d .
Knuth mentioned in [137, Exercise 5.3.4.16] that non-standard sorting net-
works are no more powerful than standard sorting networks. He furthermore
describes an algorithm, called untangle, which can turn every sorting network
into a standard sorting network. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 15. In
its original version, the algorithm is applied to non-standard sorting networks.
Here, we consider a more general version which applies to generalised sorting
networks.
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Algorithm 15: untangle
Data: Generalised sorting network C = ((i1, j1), . . . , (in , jn)) with
permutation ΠC
Result: A standard sorting network
1 Π := ΠC ;
2 for k = 1 to n do
3 if ik > jk then
/* Swap channels ik and jk by untangling comparators
with higher indices */
4 for l = k to n do
5 if il = ik then
6 il := jk ;
7 else if il = jk then
8 il := ik ;
9 if jl = ik then
10 jl := jk ;
11 else if jk = jl then
12 jl :=ik ;
13 Π := (ik , jk )˝Π;
14 return C ;
(a) Bitonic Merge Sort on
4 channels
(b) Untangled version
Figure 4.10. A bitonic Merge Sort and the result of untangling it.
As an example, Figure 4.10 shows a bitonic Merge Sort on 4 channels, which
is a non-standard sorting network, and a standard sorting network obtained by
untangling.
Next, we prove the correctness of the untangle-algorithm.
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Lemma 4.13. After the k-th iteration of the outer loop, the first k comparators
are min-max-comparators.
[174]. If ik > jk , the channels are swapped. In later iterations, this comparator
is not touched anymore, the claim follows by induction.
Lemma 4.14. After the k-th iteration of the outer loop, C is a generalised sorting
network, and the respective permutation is Π.
Proof. We show that if the claim holds before the k-th iteration, it also holds
after [174]. Before the first iteration, C is a generalised sorting network with
permutation Π=ΠC . If, in iteration k, ik < jk , nothing is done; the claim holds
by induction. Otherwise, the channels ik and jk are swapped after the (k´1)-th
comparator. Thus, also the outputs on channels ik and jk are swapped. As, by
inductive hypothesis, C was a generalised sorting network before this iteration,
applying Π˝ (ik , jk ) on the outputs yields sorted outputs.
Lemma 4.15. The result of the untangle algorithm, denoted C , is a standard
sorting network.
Proof. According to Lemma 4.13, C consists only of standard comparators, and
by Lemma 4.14, it is a generalised sorting network. Thus, it is a standard sorting
network by Lemma 4.12.
We will use these theorems to permute the channels of sorting networks,
and make the results standard sorting networks again by untangling. This is
feasible due to the next Corollary.
Corollary 4.16. Let C denote a standard sorting network. If the channels of C
are permuted by some permutation Π, then untangling yields a standard sorting
network.
4.2.3 Prefixes of Sorting Networks
Next, we consider prefixes of sorting networks. As we will see, if the first layer of
a sorting network is not maximum, i. e., another comparator can be added to it,
this yields another standard sorting network. Thus, we may break symmetries
in the search space by enforcing maximum first layers. The next lemma is based
on the observation that a comparator network which sorts some set I of inputs
also sorts all subsets of I.
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Lemma 4.17 ([172]). Let C = AB denote a standard sorting network.
If outputs(A1)Ď outputs(A) for some prefix A1, then C 1 = A1B is also a sorting
network.
Proof. Assume there was an input x that is sorted by C , but not by C 1. This is,
there must be an output of A1 that cannot be sorted by B . With outputs(A1)Ď
outputs(A), this is a contradiction.
Corollary 4.18 ([172]). Consider a standard sorting network S = L1L2 . . .Ld on
n channels and d layers. If there are two channels i < j which are not connected
to any comparator in the first layer, the comparator (i , j ) can be added to the
first layer.
Proof. Adding a comparator to the first layer does not create any new outputs
for this layer. By Lemma 4.17, S remains a standard sorting network.
The next lemma allows for even stronger symmetry breaks by considering
also permutations on the prefixes.
Lemma 4.19 ([56]). Let S = AC be a standard sorting network, and B denote
a prefix such that outputs(B)ĎΠ(outputs(A)) for some permutation Π. Then
there exists a standard sorting network BC 1, and C 1 uses as many comparators
and layers as C .
Proof. Permuting B by Π´1, we get outputs(B) = Π(outputs(Π´1(B))). Thus,
Π´1(B)C is a non-standard sorting network by Lemma 4.17, which can be
untangled to a standard sorting network by Lemma 4.15.
The next lemma was mentioned in [56] as a hint by Donald Knuth. The
proof for this lemma can be found in [55].
Lemma 4.20 (Reflections). Consider a standard sorting network
C = ((i1, j1), . . . , (ik , jk )) on n channels. C can be reflected to C R = ((n´ j1+1,n´
ii +1), . . . , (n´ jk +1,n´ ik +1)), where C R also is a standard sorting network.
The above definitions were used in [56] to speed up the search for depth-
optimal sorting networks. We decompose the search space by considering only
some prefixes, and checking if these can be extended to a full sorting network.
The next definition was introduced in [71] in the context of minimum-sized
sorting networks, but can be adapted to this case.
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Figure 4.11. First layer as used by Bundala&Závodný (“BZ-style”).
Definition 4.21 (Complete set of filters). Let Fk (n,d) denote a set of k-layer-
prefixes of sorting networks on n channels. Fk (n,d) is a complete set of filters
if, if there exists a sorting network for n channels and d layers, there also exists
one starting with a prefix from Fk (n,d).
If n and d are clear from the context, we may just write Fk . Obviously,
the set of all k-layer-prefixes on n channels is a complete filter. Finding a
size-minimal set of filters is as hard as determining whether a sorting network
on n channels and d layers exists: If this is not the case, the empty set is a
complete set of filters. Otherwise, the prefix of any such sorting network can be
chosen as complete set of filters. Therefore, one seeks to compute small, but
not necessarily minimum sets of filters.
Corollary 4.22. For every maximal layer L, {L} is a complete set of filters on one
layer.
Parberry used this lemma, and considered only first layers of the form
L1P = (2i ,2i +1)[172]. This massively prunes the search space, and significantly
reduces the size of the SAT formulas we will present in the next section, as only
outputs of this first layer have to be considered in subsequent search.
Bundala and Závodný extended this approach to the first two layers of
sorting networks. They considered a set F2B Z (n) where all prefixes started with
the first layer L1B Z = ((0,n´1), (1,n´2), . . .), cf. Figure 4.11. Furthermore, they
shrank the set such that no dominated prefixes remained, and no prefixes
which could be obtained from each other by permutations and reflections.
Formally, let F2(n) denote the set of all 2-layer prefixes on n channels. If,
for two prefixes A,B P F2(n), the outputs of A are a strict subset of the (possibly
permuted) outputs of B , then B can be removed by Lemma 4.19.
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outputs(A)(Π(outputs(B))ñB ∉F2B Z (n)
Furthermore, if A can be obtained from B by permuting the channels and
untangling, only one of these prefixes has to be considered, this is
outputs(A)=Π(outputs(B))ñ (A ∉F2B Z (n)_B ∉F2B Z (n))
Lastly, reflections were removed.
A =B R ñ (A ∉F2B Z (n)_B ∉F2B Z (n))
To generate this set, they enumerated all possible 2-layer-prefixes beginning
with a fixed, maximal first layer, and reduced this set by pairwise comparing
the outputs. This approach is computationally expensive, and was used only for
generating prefixes on 13 channels. In [74], Codish et al. presented an efficient
algorithm to generate 2-layer-prefixes of depth-optimal sorting networks. This
algorithm can easily generate the set F2B Z for 20 and more channels.
4.2.4 Suffixes of Sorting Networks
Another symmetry break was introduced by Codish et al. in [73]. The most
important observation here is that it is sufficient to restrict the last two layers
of sorting networks to short comparators, as long comparators in these layers
would be redundant, i. e., they would never swap their inputs. Furthermore, it
is sufficient to consider only few different structures here.
4.3 SAT-based Search for Improved Bounds
Although already Parberry used a SAT solver in [172], most SAT encodings cur-
rently used for the modeling of sorting networks are extensions of the encoding
presented by Morgenstern and Schneider [160]. Here, we present the encoding
from [70], which fixed some flaws in the presentation by Bundala and Závodný.
Afterwards, we discuss an improved version of this encoding, which we firstly
presented in [94].
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We aim to encode the proposition “There exists a sorting network C dn on
n channels, which uses at most d layers”. A sorting network is a comparator
network that sorts all its inputs. Therefore, we reformulate the proposition to
“There exists a comparator network C dn on n channels, which uses at most d
layers, and sorts all of its inputs”.
In this encoding, we use boolean variables g ki , j to denote that the channels
i and j are connected by a comparator in layer k. By definition, each channel
must be used at most once in each layer, which can be encoded as
onceki (C
d
n )=
∧
1ďi‰ j‰`ďn
(
 g kmin(i , j ),max(i , j )_ g kmin(i ,`),max(i ,`)
)
valid(C dn )=
∧
1ďkďd ,1ďiďn
onceki (C
d
n )
usedki (C
d
n )=
∨
j<i
g kj ,i _
∨
i< j
g ki , j
Therefore, a comparator network is valid if “once” holds for every channel and
every layer. A channel i is used in layer k if one comparator (i , j ) or ( j , i ) is
connected to it. To encode that a comparator network is actually a sorting
network, we create a formula
φdn = valid(C dn )^
∧
xPBn
sorts(C dn , x)
which describes that C dn sorts all its inputs. To encode that a single input x is
sorted, we introduce vectors v0, . . . , vk PBn . The vector v0 encodes the input,
and v i describes the output of i -th layer. Furthermore, let y denote a sorted
permutation of x. Then, we connect v0 with the input, vd with the sorted
output, and the other values via an update constraint.
sorts(C dn , x)=
∧
1ďiďn
v0i Ø xi
^ ∧
1ďkďd ,1ďiďn
updateki (C
d
n , v
k´1, vki )
^ ∧
1ďiďn
(vdi Ø yi )
This update constraint describes how the comparators update the values
within the comparator network. If a channel is not connected to a comparator,
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it just transports its value from left to right. Otherwise, the value is updated.
updateki (C
d
n , v, w)=
(
 usedki (C dn )Ñ (w Ø vi )
)
^∧
1ď j<i
(
g kj ,i Ñ
(
w Ø (v j _ vi )))^
∧
i< jďn
(
g ki , j Ñ
(
w Ø (v j ^ vi )))
In many cases, we will fix a prefix P of a comparator network. Then, only the
outputs of this prefix have to be sorted by the suffix of the network. Therefore,
it suffices to consider only outputs of P rather than all possible inputs in the
SAT encoding. Then, these constraints can be reduced to
φdn (P )= valid(C d´|P |n )^
∧
xPoutputs(P )
sorts(C d´|P |n , x)
Furthermore, another optimisation was suggested by Donald Knuth, and
used in [56]. Consider an input of the form 0x where the input of the first
channel is set to 0. This is, no comparator will change the value on the first
channel, and this can be hard-coded in the SAT formula. This equivalently
holds for inputs of the form 0l x1t .
Corollary 4.23. Consider an input 0l x1t . The output of each possible prefix of
a standard comparator network working on this input has the form 0l x11t .
We will refer to the prefix 0l as leading zeros, and the suffix 1t as tailing
ones. The number of unsorted elements in the infix of the input, x, is also
called windows size.
Alternatively, such situations can be detected by Failed Literal Branch-
ing [151].
This encoding was used in [56] to prove a lower bound of 9 layers for sorting
networks on ně 13 channels. As sorting networks for 13 to 16 channels were
known which actually used 9 layers, this settled their optimality.
Provided longer prefixes, it was also strong enough to compute faster sorting
networks for 17 and 20 channels [93]. We will discuss these new upper bounds
in the next section.
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Improved SAT Encoding
In order to prove the new lower bound for sorting networks on more than 16
channels, we improved this encoding. The following example from [70] will
show the basic idea.
Example 4.24. Consider a sorting network on n = 6 channels, an input se-
quence x0 = (0,1,0,1,0,1), and the output of the first layer, denoted by x1 =
(x11 , x
1
2 , x
1
3 , x
1
4 , x
1
5 , x
1
6). Figure 4.12(a) illustrates this setting, where a “?” on an
input value indicates that we do not know whether a comparator will be placed
somewhere on the corresponding channel. This situation can be seen as a node
in the search tree of a SAT solver, where no variable determining whether one
of the comparators is used has been assigned yet. By Corollary 4.23, x11 = 0
and x16 = 1, so x1 = (0, x12 , x13 , x14 , x15 ,1), as indicated in the second layer of Fig-
ure 4.12(a).
Now consider the value of x14 . Clearly, the only first level comparator that
will change the value on the fourth channel is (4,5), any other comparator will
leave this value unchanged.
Therefore, adding any other comparator on channel 5 determines that
x14 = 1 and one could specifically add propagation clauses of the form g 1i ,5Ñ x14
for 1ď i < 4. Figure 4.12(b) illustrates the situation where comparator (3,5) is
placed in layer 1. Channels 3 and 5 are now in use, hence the “?” is removed
from the corresponding input values. The values of x13 and x
1
5 are determined
by the comparator. Moreover, as argued above, the value of x14 is set to 1.
Figure 4.12(c) illustrates the situation if a second comparator, (1,4), is added to
layer 1. The value x12 = 1 is determined by an argument similar to the one that
determined x14 = 1. ä
In order to encode the reasons for values on channels to remain unchanged,
for every layer k and every pair of channels (i , j ) we introduce propositional
variables oneDownki , j and oneUp
k
i , j , which indicate whether there is a com-
parator g k
`, j for some i ď `< j or g ki ,` for some i < `ď j , respectively.
oneDownki , j Ø
∨
i<`ď j
g ki ,` noneDown
k
i , j Ø oneDownki , j
oneUpki , j Ø
∨
iď`< j
g k`, j noneUp
k
i , j Ø oneUpki , j
To make use of these new propositional variables, given an input
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0 ?
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0 ?
1 ?
0 ?
1
x15
x14
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x12
0
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0
1 ?
0
1 ?
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1
0
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0
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0
1
0
1 ?
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.12. Propagations for the first layer of a sorting network on 6 channels deter-
mined from the input sequence 010101 (see Example 4.24).
~x = (0,0, . . . ,0, xt , xt+1, . . . , xt+r´1,1,1, . . . ,1), for all t ď i ď t + r ´1 and at each
layer k, we add the following constraints to the definition of sorts.
∧
1ďkďd
vk´1i ^noneDownki ,t+r´1Ñ vki∧
1ďkďd
 vk´1i ^noneUpkt ,i Ñ vki
These new definitions hence generalise the reason why the value on one
channel remains unchanged. Furthermore, they allow to remove some clauses
from the original encoding.
Example 4.25. Consider one of the new constraints. It says that, if the value
on some channel i equals 1, and there is no comparator in this pointing down-
wards within the respective window of this input, then the value on this channel
will be unchanged by this layer.
(vk´1i ^noneDownki ,t+r 1´)Ñ vki
( vk´1i _ noneDownki ,t+r 1´_ vki ) (as clause)
If the original encoding contains a constraint
(vk´1i ^ g kj ,i )Ñ vki
( vk´1i _ g kj ,i _ vki ) (as clause)
this clause becomes redundant in the new encoding, and can be removed. This
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can be seen by the following resolution steps.
( g kj ,i _ oneDownki ,t+r 1´) (oneDownki ,t+r 1´_noneDownki ,t+r 1´)
( g kj ,i _noneDownki ,t+r 1´)
Another resolution step yields
( vk´1i _ noneDownki ,t+r 1´_vki ) ( g kj ,i _noneDownki ,t+r 1´)
( vk´1i _ g kj ,i _ vki )
Thus, the clause from the original encoding became redundant, and may be
removed. This holds symmetrically for the predicates “noneUp". ä
These new predicates come with some advantages. Firstly, they allow for
more propagations, as depicted in Example 4.24, which increases the consis-
tency of nodes in the search tree. Secondly, the size of the number of clauses
in the resulting SAT formulas can be reduced significantly, as we will detail
in the next section in Table 4.6. Thirdly, these predicates generalise on the
reason why the value on one channel remains unchanged. As discussed in
Section 2.2.5, such generalisations allow for smaller proofs. As we will discuss
when summarising the impact of all techniques, this effect can be seen when
analysing the statistics of solver runs on these formulas.
Next, we will consider another optimisation technique to reduce the size of
the SAT encoding, and then discuss the impact of both techniques.
4.3.1 Prefix-Optimisation
As discussed in Section 4.2, the channels of standard sorting networks may be
permuted, and untangling the result yields another standard sorting network.
In this section, we will see that different permutations of a prefix are not equally
handy for SAT solvers, a fact that we can use to compute permutations that
yield small SAT formulas, and thus help reducing the running time of the SAT
solver. Let us first consider an example.
Example 4.26. Consider the three prefixes on 6 channels and 2 layers shown
in Figure 4.13. All of them are equivalent in the sense that they are untangled
permutations of each other. The leftmost prefix, P1, starts with the first layer
L1P used by Parberry. Next to it, the set of non-sorted outputs of P1 is given.
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001000
001001
001010
000101
001101
001011
011001
011011
011101
101011
101111
000100
000101
001001
001011
001100
001101
010101
010111
011101
101101
101111
000010
000101
000110
001001
001011
001101
010011
010111
011011
100111
101111
Figure 4.13. Three permutations of the same 2-layer-prefix on 6 channels. C1 (left)
has L1P as first layer, C2 (middle) has L
1
B Z as first layer, and C3 (right) is optimised to
minimise total window size in the outputs from the prefix. Each prefix is accompanied
by the set of its non-sorted outputs.
Encoding all 11 outputs with all their channels would create 66 channels to
consider in the SAT encoding. Leading zeros, and tailing ones are underlined —
these do not appear in the SAT encoding. Thus, we may hard-wire 31 channels,
and keep only 35 channels in the SAT encoding on which the respective values
are variable.
The prefix in the middle, P2, starts with a first layer L1B Z as used by Bundala
and Závodný [56]. Here, one more channel can be hard-wired, and only 34
channels have to be encoded.
The last prefix was permuted such that the number of leading zeros and
tailing ones was maximised. In this case, only 28 channels have to be consid-
ered.
We will first consider the impact of this observation on the outputs of sets
of prefixes, and the resulting SAT formula. Afterwards, we show a simple, yet
effective approach to optimise prefixes.
Table 4.4 shows the number of channels to consider when using L1P and
L1B Z as prefix, respectively. For all values of n, the first layer L
1
B Z requires less
channels than L1P . The intuition here is that L
1
B Z contains more long compara-
tors, which have a stronger impact on the windows size. For example, every
input 1x0 will be turned into 0x11 by L1B Z . Alternatively, the comparators L1P
connect channels of the form (2i ,2i +1), thus the windows size of an input can
be reduced at most by 2 by this prefix.
When considering prefixes on 2 layers, we consider the set of filters begin-
ning with L1P and L
1
B Z , together with permutations of those which were created
to minimise the number of channels to consider, cf. Table 4.5. Also here, the
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Table 4.4. Number of channels to consider in the encoding after the first layer.
n 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
L1P 44 84 233 408 1,016 1,704 4,013 6,564 14,948 24,060 53,585 85,296 186,992
L1B Z 36 72 196 358 876 1,524 3,532 5,962 13,380 22,128 48,628 79,246 171,612
Table 4.5. Average number of channels (over the complete set of filters) to consider in
the encoding after the second layer.
n 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
FP 20 43 110 196 456 786 1,651 2,715 5,534 9,094 17,808 28,581 55,314
FB Z 18 40 97 178 402 714 1,480 2,483 5,014 8,406 16,332 26,633 51,221
Fopt 17 35 89 156 362 619 1,328 2,168 4,503 7,371 14,711 23,496 46,331
prefixes beginning with L1B Z are superior to those beginning with L
1
P , and both
yield larger encodings than the optimised prefixes. The numbers given here
refer to the prefixes generated by the algorithm of Codish et al. [74] and are
just examples for sets of prefixes beginning with L1P and L
1
B Z . For example, ap-
plying the permutation (0,2)(1,3) on prefixes beginning with L1P yields another
prefix with the same first layer, but possibly a different second layer, and thus
different properties.
The impact of the combination of the new SAT encoding and different
prefix styles can be seen in Table 4.6. Here, we compare formula sizes which
encode a sorting network on 17 channels and 9 layers, with 2000 distinct inputs.
Table 4.6. Sizes of the SAT formula depending on choice of prefix and encoding.
Prefix type Encoding # variables #clauses
FP old 115,815 4,861,186
FB Z old 104,769 4,260,513
Fopt old 89,057 3,438,352
FP improved 117,446 2,803,674
FB Z improved 106,393 2,270,755
Fopt improved 90,513 1,598,509
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Choosing an optimised prefix reduces the number of both clauses and variables
significantly. The improved encoding adds a few variables, but decreases the
number of clauses. In the combination of new encoding and optimised prefix,
the number of clauses is reduced by a factor of 3. Furthermore, the outputs of
the permuted prefixes come with smaller window sizes. As comparators which
are longer than the maximum window size of all outputs will never swap the
values on the channels they are connected to, they could in theory be removed
from the encoding, yielding a equisatisfiable formula. We experimentally found
that SAT solvers detect this fact, the VSIDS activities of variables denoting the
use of a long comparator are extremely low.
We will now turn to the techniques used to compute the improved pre-
fixes. In the subsequent sections, the computation of new upper and lower
bounds will be discussed, together with the impact of these improvements in
the respective settings.
In order to compute a permutation which minimises the sum of windows
sizes of the outputs of a prefix, one might try all possible permutations, and
inspect the outputs of the respective permutation of the prefix. For n channels,
the running time of this naïve approach is Ω(n!2n), which is intractable even
for small values of n.
Given a prefix P on n channels and a permutation, one may evaluate the
sum of window sizes of its outputs by first permuting and untangling the prefix.
Then, iterate over all 2n input sequences, to compute the set of outputs of the
permuted prefix, and count the windows sizes. This approach was chosen in
the first implementation [94]. However, if several permutations of the same
prefix have to be evaluated, it is smarter to compute the set of outputs once.
When untangling the prefix with respect to some permutation, the untangle
algorithm (Algorithm 15) can be used to compute the permutation which the
prefix permutation induces on the set of outputs. A linear-time implementation
of this algorithm is given in the Appendix A.2. As the set of outputs of a prefix
is significantly smaller than the set of inputs, this improves the running time.
Let us now consider the search for a decent, i. e., not necessarily opti-
mal, permutation to apply to a given prefix. In [94], we chose a simple evo-
lutionary algorithm to search for good permutations. An initial population
is created by choosing some permutations uniformly randomly by a Fisher-
Yates-Shuffle [103, 136]. Afterwards, in some iterations offspring are created
by randomly swapping two channels, cf. Algorithm 16. The fitness function is
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Algorithm 16: Evolutionary Algorithm for the Permutation of Prefixes
Data: Prefix P on n channels.
Result: Permuted version of P
1 Pop={P };
/* Create an initial population */
2 for i=0 to 32 do
3 Choose permutation Π : [n´1] ÞÑ [n´1] ;
4 Create P 1 by permuting P with Π and untangling;
5 Pop := PopY {P 1};
6 nextGen := Pop ;
7 for i=0 to 32 do
8 for p P Pop do
9 Choose permutation Π : [n´1] ÞÑ [n´1] ;
10 Create P 1 by permuting p with Π and untangling;
11 nextGen := nextGenY {p,P 1};
/* Choose prefixes with minimum sum of window sizes */
12 Pop := best 32 prefixes from nextGen;
13 return Best prefix from Pop;
computed as the sum of windows sizes of the inputs. After each iteration, half
of the population is removed.
We experimentally found that a population size of 32 and 32 iterations
yielded good results.
However, even better results can be obtained by a gradient descent ap-
proach, cf. Algorithm 17. Again, we start with a uniformly randomly permuted
version of P, and compute the pair of channels which, if swapped, yield the
steepest descent in terms of the sum of windows sizes. Here, a function “eval"
is used to count the window sizes of the outputs of the permuted prefix. This is
iterated until a local minimum has been found.
Experimentally, we found that this approach requires very few attempts
to find a good solution. The source code of the implementation is given in
Appendix A.2. The running times to improve the complete set of filters is shown
in Table 4.7.
Compared to the running time of the SAT-solver we used, these values are
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Algorithm 17: Gradient Descent Algorithm
Data: Prefix P on n channels.
Result: Permuted version of P
1 Choose permutation Π : [n´1] ÞÑ [n´1];
2 P := Π(P );
3 Π := id;
4 bestVal := eval(P, id);
5 repeat
6 Π := i d ;
7 for 0ď i < j < n do
8 obj := eval(P, (i, j));
9 if obj < bestVal then
10 bestVal := obj;
11 Π := (i , j );
12 P := Π(P );
13 until Π = id;
14 return P;
Table 4.7. Running times for improving the sets of prefixes.
n 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
time(s) 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.12 0.68 1.45 10.7 15.8 109 166 1,066
neglectable. When proving the lower bound for n = 17 inputs, the overall CPU
time used was 27 ¨106 seconds, compared to 1,066 seconds for finding good
permutations of the prefixes.
4.3.2 Preprocessing
There exists a plethora of preprocessing techniques for SAT solving [88, 121–123,
152, 154], many of which did not prove helpful in this case. Interestingly, we
found that Failed Literal Branching [151] was helpful, as many literals “failed"
and therefore could be fixed at the root of the search tree. We implemented
Failed Literal Branching in our extension of MiniSAT [89]1. The specific impact
1The source code is available at https://github.com/the-kiel/JCSS.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.14. Generating partially ordered sets for n P {2,4,8,16} inputs.
will be discussed in the next sections.
4.4 Improved Upper Bounds
Several ways have been considered to find new sorting networks of minimum
size and depth. Genetic algorithms appear to be stronger when searching
sorting networks with a small number of comparators [211]. The algorithmic
constructions like the odd-even Merge Sort discussed in the introduction run
in polynomial time, but yield suboptimal networks. Al-Baddar et al. used a tool,
SortNet, which supports the process of hand-crafting sorting networks: Given
some prefix, SortNet computes properties of the set of outputs [21, 23]. With
these insights, new sorting networks for 18 and 22 channels were found.
Morgenstern et al. used a SAT-based approach to construct sorting networks.
However, they were only able to reproduce sorting networks of optimum depth
for up to 10 channels. In this section, we consider a combination of these
techniques. We create a prefix for a sorting network, and use a SAT-solver to try
and extend it to a full sorting network.
A good starting point for good prefixes are so-called Green Filters [139], as
shown in Figure 4.14. Their construction is fairly simple. For n = 2 inputs, con-
nect the two channels with a comparator. For n = 2k for some k > 1, construct
Green Filters on the upper and lower n2 channels, and connect these filters in
the next layer with comparators of length n2 . For 2 channels, the Green Filter
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Table 4.8. Number of Outputs of Green Filters.
n 2 4 8 16
#outputs 3 6 20 168
Figure 4.15. Sorting network for 17 channels of depth 10, starting with a Green Filter on
the first 3 layers.
is a sorting network itself. On larger numbers of channels, Green Filters are
similar to the prefixes of Batcher’s odd-even Merge Sort, cf. Figure 4.8. The
output of such a filter is a partially ordered set [23]. If the input vector contains
at least one 1, then the output channel with highest index will be set to 1, and
analogously for 0s. This can be seen by an inductive argument: The Green
Filter on 2 channels is a sorting network, and for n > 2 the highest and lowest
channels are connected in the last layer.
Furthermore, Green Filters significantly reduce the number of distinct out-
put vectors, as shown in Table 4.8. We conjecture that there are no better
prefixes in terms of number of outputs.
Conjecture 4.27. Let n = 2k . There is no prefix on k layers which yields a lower
number of distinct output vectors than a Green Filter.
A Green Filter on 2k channels and k1 < k layers consists of the first k1 layers
of a Green Filter. We used a Green Filter on 3 layers for our first result in the
field of sorting networks, a new upper bound on the number of layers required
for sorting 17 inputs. The best known sorting network before had 11 layers, and
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Figure 4.16. A sorting network for 20 channels of depth 11. The first 4 layers consist of
a Green Filter on 4 layers, and a complete sorting network on the 4 innermost channels.
could be generated from the network on 18 channels and 11 layers presented
in [23] by removing one channel.
We used a Green Filter on 3 channels as prefix, leaving one channel un-
touched. This prefix had 800 distinct output vectors, which is manageable for
state of the art SAT solvers [93] and the encoding described above. The resulting
network is shown in Figure 4.15. It was found without any of the symmetry
breaks by Codish et al., optimised prefixes or the new SAT encoding.
Similarly, a new sorting network for 20 channels was found. In this case,
we used a Green Filter on 16 channels, and a complete sorting network on
the 4 remaining channels. The Green Filter has 168 distinct outputs, and the
4-channel sorting network 5 outputs. Therefore, 840 distinct vectors have to be
sorted by the suffix of the sorting network. The result, shown in Figure 4.16, uses
11 layers, thus improving the old upper bound by one layer. By monotonicity,
this also gives an improved upper bound for 19 inputs.
These results gave improved bounds, however, the running times were
quite high, as none of the above mentioned improvements was used. Table 4.9
shows the running times when using different combinations of improved tech-
niques [70]. In the general picture, all techniques improve the running times,
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Table 4.9. Impact of the different optimisations in the time required to find the new
sorting networks on 17 and 20 channels [70].
Symmetry Break Improved Opt. Prefix Time/s
(last layers) Encoding n = 17 n = 20
yes yes yes 17 46
yes yes no 78 560
yes no yes 37 13,199
yes no no 265 1,255
no yes yes 64 97
no yes no 838 412
no no yes 3,723 36,159
no no no 9,995 45,596
and their combination yields a speed up of 558 and 991 when computing the
sorting network on 17 and 20 channels, respectively. Yet, the running times
in these cases are unstable as SAT solvers might be lucky to get the “right"
random seed, and find a solution quickly even on a bad encoding. Consider for
example the second and sixth row in Table 4.9. For n = 20 channels, the SAT
solver was slower when using the symmetry break on the last layers.
We submitted some SAT formulas on sorting networks to the SAT Competi-
tion 2016 [95]2. In these, we encoded the search for different sorting networks,
using different combinations of the optimisation described in the previous sec-
tion3. Not all submitted formulas were used, however, in some cases formulas
were used which described the same setting up to one of the above techniques.
This allows to see the impact on 28 different SAT solvers. A summary of all
results is given in the Appendix A.3.
Table 4.10 shows the impact of the different optimisations on satisfiable
formulas which encode the existence of a sorting network on 16 channels and 9
layers. Here, the first column indicates whether the symmetry break by Codish,
Cruz-Filipe and Schneider-Kamp was used. The next columns indicate an
2cf. http://baldur.iti.kit.edu/sat-competition-2016/
3The formulas are publicly available at https://github.com/the-kiel/SAT_benchmarks.
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Table 4.10. Results on satisfiable instances from the SAT Competition 2016. In each
formula, a sorting network on 16 channels and 9 layers was sought.
CCS prefix enc pre solved time time
(all) (solved)
no no no yes 1 4971 4218
no no yes yes 7 4494 2910
no yes no yes 28 1051 911
no yes yes yes 28 767 615
yes no no yes 4 4705 2878
yes yes no yes 28 458 296
optimised prefix, the improved propositional encoding, and if a preprocessor
was used on the formula beforehand, which was the case in all formulas used
in the competition. Here, the optimised prefix has the largest impact. When
used, 28 out of 29 participating solvers were able find a sorting network in
all combinations with other techniques — the 29th solver timed out on all
benchmarks. All other techniques still have some impact. Using the symmetry
break on the suffixes increases the number of terminating solvers from 1 to 4,
the improved encoding yields 7 successful runs.
However, the success in finding new sorting networks still depends on the
choice of a good prefix.
Our last result on upper bounds is a sorting network on 24 channels, and 12
layers, which improves upon the best previously known sorting network by one
layer [90]. Alternatively, the number of inputs sortable by 12 layers is increased
by two. When considering only binary input sequences, this network must sort
all 224 inputs. If the first layer is fixed to L1P , which is a Green Filter on one
layer, the number of inputs to consider is reduced to 312 = 531,441, which is
not tractable for the SAT based approach. Similarly, a Green Filter on two layers
would result in 66 = 46,556 inputs, and 203 = 8,000 for three layers, cf. Table 4.8.
Both is intractable for current encodings and SAT solvers.
We therefore designed a prefix on 12 channels and 5 layers which yields a
small number of distinct outputs, and created a prefix for 24 channels by using
two copies of the smaller prefix.
In [71], Codish et al. computed the set of all prefixes of sorting networks up
to permutation, subsumption and reflections. Their algorithm can be adapted
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Figure 4.17. Prefix of a sorting network on 12 channels, and 5 layers.
Figure 4.18. New Sorting Network on 24 channels. The prefix was permuted to gain an
easier SAT formula.
to also work with layered prefixes. As this does not scale to 12 channels, we
used a greedy approach as follows. The first layer can be chosen as L1P , as any
maximal layer is fine here. Next, we generated the set of all 2-layer-prefixes
beginning with L1P up to permutations, subsumptions and reflections. Out of
this set, we chose the 32 prefixes with minimum number of distinct outputs,
ties were broken randomly. Iterating this process gave the prefix on 5 layers
shown in Figure 4.17. This prefix has 34 different output vectors, duplicating
it yields a prefix for 24 channels with 342 = 1,156 outputs. As the prefix comes
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Figure 4.19. Permutation of the sorting network from Figure 4.18. Here, the optimisation
of the prefix was undone, so the structure of the prefix becomes visible again.
with two unused channels in its last layer, we connected these channels when
creating the final prefix. In order to reduce the running time of the SAT solver,
we permuted the prefix to reduce the size of the SAT formula to solve. The
resulting sorting network is shown in Figure 4.18.
The prefix optimisation step, i. e., permuting and untangling the channels,
makes it hard to understand the structure of this sorting network.
Thus, Figure 4.19 shows the sorting network gained by reconstructing the
original prefix, and untangling the suffix accordingly. This network contains
several redundant comparators, some of which were added by the symmetry
break on the last layers.
A nicer drawing is shown in Figure 4.20, where redundant comparators
were removed. The resulting sorting network has 125 comparators. Thus, this
sorting network improves the upper bound on the number of layers, but there
exist sorting networks on 24 channels using only 123 comparators [211], so the
new sorting network is sub-optimal in that sense.
In this section, we presented improved upper bounds for sorting networks
on 17, 19, 20, 23 and 24 channels. Accordingly, these improved networks can be
used as base cases for recursive constructions as used in the odd-even Merge
Sort and yield better networks for larger numbers of inputs. We next turn to our
main result, a lower bound on the number of layers required to sort 17 inputs,
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Figure 4.20. The Sorting Network from Figure 4.19 without redundant comparators.
Thus, this network has only 125 comparators.
Table 4.11. Results on unsatisfiable instances from the SAT Competition 2016. In each
formula, a sorting network on 13 channels and 8 layers was sought.
CCS prefix enc pre solved time time
(all) (solved)
no no no yes 28 1408 1408
yes yes no no 28 71 71
yes yes no yes 28 47 47
yes yes yes yes 28 59 59
yes no yes no 28 419 419
which settles the optimality of the sorting network on 17 channels presented in
this section.
4.5 Improved Lower Bounds
For nď 16 channels, the gap between lower and upper bounds on the depth of
sorting networks was closed by Parberry [172] and Bundala and Závodný [56].
By monotonicity, this also gave a lower bound of 9 layers for sorting networks
on 17 channels. As shown in the last section, the upper bound for 17 channels
is 10 layers, therefore, we sought to either prove the optimality of this sorting
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network, or find a better one.
Parberry proved lower bounds for 9 and 10 channels by showing that L1P
cannot be extended to a sorting network on 6 channels, therefore, the networks
given in [139] were optimal. As discussed in Section 4.2, this is sufficient as
every sorting network for 9 channels and 6 layers could be transformed into
one having L1P as first layer.
Bundala and Závodný extended this approach to the first two layers. They
generated complete sets of filters, sets of prefixes on 2 layers such that every
sorting network could be transformed into one having a prefix from this set.
Thus, it was sufficient to check whether one of these prefixes could be extended
to a full sorting network.
Following this approach, we generated the complete set of filters for 17
channels using the algorithm by Codish et al. [74]. In a first attempt, we used
the encoding shown in Section 4.3 with a few optimisations. Comparators in
the last layer were restricted to length 1, and comparators in the second-to-last
layer to length 3, referring to a preliminary version of [73]. Furthermore, we
encoded inputs with only one unsorted 0 or 1 in the window of unsorted inputs
as a reachability problem. This attempt was of limited success. We were able to
prove that some of the prefixes could not be extended to a full sorting network,
but for harder cases the SAT solver did not terminate within 50 days, so we
aborted the experiment.
After developing and implementing the ideas of improving the SAT encod-
ing, and permuting the prefixes, we ran the experiments again. The improve-
ments clearly reduced the running times, we were able to prove that no prefix
from F2B Z (17) can be extended to a sorting network on 9 layers. The overall
running time was 27.63¨106 seconds, with a maximum of 97,112 seconds. Thus,
we may state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.28. There is no sorting network on 17 channels which uses less than
10 layers.
In the remainder of this section we present a more detailed analysis of the
impact of the different improvements, and a technique which helped us to gain
a deeper understanding of proofs of the non-existence of sorting networks.
We implemented a refinement-based approach for generating sorting net-
works, similar to techniques used in software verification [69]. The loop, drawn
in Figure 4.21, starts with a SAT formula φ which encodes the existence of a
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SNW generator Counter-Example Generator
New CNW
counter-example
No SNW found SNW found
UNSAT UNSAT
Figure 4.21. CEGAR loop for finding sorting networks
comparator network, without considering any constraints on the relationship
between inputs and outputs. If such a network is found, it is handed to a sec-
ond SAT solver which tries to generate a counter-example to the assumption
that this was an actual sorting network, which is an input that cannot be sorted
by this comparator network. If this is successful, the constraint that this par-
ticular input must be sorted is added to φ, and a new comparator network
is sought. Otherwise, if no counter-example exists, the comparator network
actually is a sorting network, and the loop terminates. On the contrary, if no
more comparator network can be generated after adding some constraints,
this implies that no sorting network exists. This loop was helpful to gain new
insights, especially in finding good numbers of inputs to encode into a formula
when seeking to prove the non-existence of sorting networks.
We will now turn to the impact of these ideas. Table 4.12 shows running
times for the proof that no sorting network on 16 channels and 8 layers exists.
For this proof, all 211 prefixes from the sets of filters FP , FB Z and Fopt had to
be checked. The overall time for this is decreased by a factor of 4 when using
optimised prefixes rather than ones beginning with L1P , and the maximum time
for a single prefix by a factor of 9.
However, it is complicated to draw a clear conclusion of the impact on
single techniques. Firstly, they show a different impact on satisfiable cases,
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Prefix Overall time (s) Maximum time (s)
FP 22,241 326
FB Z 10,927 150
Fopt 5,492 36
Table 4.12. Impact of permuting the prefix when proving that no sorting network for 16
channels with at most 8 layers exists.
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Figure 4.22. Results for optimised prefixes
on 16 channels.
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Figure 4.23. Results for BZ-prefixes on 16
channels.
i. e., cases in which a sorting network is sought and found, and unsatisfiable
cases which show the non-existence of sorting networks of a particular depth.
Secondly, they depend on each other. For example, using the constraints on
the suffix from [73] allows for fixing more variables by Failed Literal Branching.
Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the running times for proving the non-existence
of a sorting network on 16 channels and 8 layers using optimised, and BZ-
style prefixes. The x-axis shows how much inputs are shrunk, i. e., a shrink of
k denotes that only inputs of window sizes at most 16´k were used in the
encoding.
The tests were run using both the improved encoding and the symmetry
breaks on the last layers, only one of them, or none of them. If all inputs
are used, the formulas become quite large, which increases the running time
significantly. Here, the optimised prefixes are clearly beneficial compared to
the prefixes used by Bundala and Závodný. When decreasing the window size
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Table 4.13. The impact of the new SAT encoding: The new variables allow for shorter
proofs, as can be seen by the number of conflicts. Furthermore, the solving times are
reduced significantly.
prefix encoding conflicts time
0 standard 19127761 70700
0 improved 9832380 24476
51 standard 29268392 118128
51 improved 17811760 50699
Table 4.14. The impact of the new SAT encoding when prefixes in BZ-style are used.
prefix encoding conflicts time
0 standard 22179733 76698
0 improved 10686754 23818
51 standard > 60018753 > 428666
51 improved > 59001902 > 428324
if the inputs used, this gap becomes significantly smaller. Furthermore, the
symmetry break on the last layers by Codish et al. has a significantly stronger
impact here than the improved encoding.
We ran similar experiments for the case of 17 channels. Table 4.13 shows
the running times and number of conflicts when proving that two prefixes from
F2B Z (17) cannot be extended to a full sorting network on 9 layers. The prefix
with index 0 was one of the easiest in our experiments, whereas the one with
index 51 was one of the hardest cases.
Here, the optimised version of the prefixes were used. In both cases, using
the improved encoding reduces both the number of conflicts and the running
time. The reduced number of conflicts can be seen as a validation of the idea of
generalising the reasons why the value on a channel remained unchanged, the
SAT solver can benefit from this. The reduced running time is both due to the
reduced number of conflicts, and the smaller encoding. Next, we re-ran these
experiments using prefixes in BZ-style, the results are given in Table 4.14. On
the first prefix, the solver achieves similar results as when using the optimised
version of it, the running time is less than 10% higher here when using the
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standard encoding, and even slightly lower with the improved encoding. In the
second case, the result is different; We aborted this experiment after several
days. Even using the improved encoding, the solver was not able to prove
unsatisfiability in this time. Thus, using the optimised version of the prefix gave
a speed-up of at least 8 in this case.
4.6 Conclusion and Open Questions
In this chapter, we discussed the concept of sorting networks, and some of
their properties. The main subject here was one property, the number of par-
allel sorting steps required to sort an input. We discussed a SAT encoding
which describes sorting networks of bounded depth, and showed how this can
be improved. Furthermore, we used the notion of symmetries of sorting net-
works in a new way, such that we could use an optimisation algorithm which
computes permuted versions of prefixes of sorting networks which in turn
significantly reduce the size of SAT encodings, and the running time required
by a SAT solver on these formulas. This technique has an especially strong
impact when searching for new sorting networks rather than seeking to prove
their non-existence.
We presented new sorting networks, which improve the upper bounds on
the number of layers required to sort 17, 19, 20, 23 and 24 inputs. These net-
works can be used as base case either in software implementations of sorting
algorithms, or when constructing sorting networks recursively e. g., using an
odd-even Merge Sort.
Furthermore, we were able to prove the non-existence of sorting networks
for 17 inputs and 9 layers, which settles the optimality of our sorting network
for 17 inputs, thereby answering the main open question from [73]. Donald
E. Knuth sent us an email congratulating to this result, and shows the sorting
network in [138].
By monotonicity, this result also increases the lower bound on the number
of layers for up to 36 inputs.
Future work
Settling the optimality of a 10-layer sorting network for 17 inputs immediately
gives rise to the question about optimal bounds for 18 inputs. We conjecture
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that either finding a network on 10 channels or proving non-existence is within
reach when using some rather evolutionary than revolutionary improvements.
Ź The symmetry break on the suffix of a sorting network from [73] could be
extended to the last 3 layers. This would both remove further symmetries
from the search space, and allow for fixing more variables in the SAT encod-
ing. We furthermore conjecture that is is sufficient to consider last layers
without “gaps”, i. e., where unconnected channels only exist at the top and
bottom of the last layer.
Ź When using prefixes on two layers, some symmetry breaks could be applied
on the third layer of a sorting network. Consider the Green Filter on 12
channels and 2 layers in Figure 4.24, which consists of 3 segments, each of
which is a Green Filter on 4 channels. Connecting the top-most channel to
a channel from the second segment is symmetric to connecting it to the
respective channel from the third segment, thus, one of these comparators
could be forbidden.
Ź We only introduced predicates in the SAT encoding which describe why the
value on a channel is not changed by a particular layer. It might be possible
to analogously generalise on the reasons why values are changed, yielding
stronger explanations, i. e., learned clauses.
Ź When trying to find improved upper bounds, a set of prefixes on three or
four layers might be generated using a limited discrepancy search (LDS) [119].
Consider a greedy algorithm which, given a prefix on some layers L, gener-
ates a prefix on one more layer by iteratively adding comparators (i , j ) to
the prefix such that the number of outputs |outputs(L(i , j ))| is minimised.
The core idea behind LDS is that if greedy algorithms fail, they often fail
because of only a few bad decisions. Thus, considering solutions which
are similar to the one generated by the greedy algorithm might yield good
results. This can be seen as a search limited to some local neighbourhood
of the solution given by a greedy algorithm. Before using a SAT solver to
try and extend these prefixes to full sorting networks, symmetric solutions
should be removed as presented in [71].
A drawback of the SAT encodings used so far is that they do not consider
symmetries of prefixes, which we would consider a major achievement. Here,
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Figure 4.24. Green Filter on 12 channels and 2 layers.
Figure 4.25. A Sorting Network on 8 channels with short comparators.
the term of symmetries relates to the relation between sets of outputs of differ-
ent prefixes. It is not clear if these can be encoded into SAT efficiently.
When implementing sorting networks on FPGAs, long comparators make it
hard to find a layout on the chip which achieves high clock rates [164]. Here, it
would be beneficial to find sorting networks which are close to optimal, but use
only short comparators, like the one shown in Figure 4.25. There has been some
research on sorting networks in mesh topologies [144], and in other, rather
artifical topologies [30]. It is clear that sorting networks for n channels with
depth O(log(n)) require comparators of length Ω( nlog(n) ), as they must be able
to transport values from the top-most to the bottom-most channel, and vice
versa. However, we are not aware of results which relate the maximum length
of comparators to non-trivial bounds on size and depth of sorting networks.
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Further Publications
“What else?”
GEORGE CLOONEY
Besides the research presented in this thesis, I was involved in further activities.
In this chapter, I will give a brief overview on them.
Ź In the field of software verification, we sought to find data races. These
are unsynchronised memory accesses of parallely executed threads to the
same memory location where at least one access is writing [166]. Our work
focussed on software used in embedded systems, mostly in the automotive
domain. We developed a tool, Gropius, which computed a coarse over-
approximation of the set of possible data races in a program, which was
presented in [99] and [98]. Being only a prototype, it was able to analyse real-
world software of about 300,000 lines of code in a few seconds, and found
bugs there. Gropius is now actively maintained and extended by Philipp
Sieweck.
Ź A totally different field is the design and analysis of algorithms operating
on sequences. I was involved in research regarding a version of the pattern
matching problem. In k-abelian pattern matching, two words are considered
equivalent if the subsequences or factors of length k occur in both words
in the same multiplicity. Some algorithms for this problem, together with
experimental results were presented in [91] and [92]. My contributition
here was mostly the implementation of the developed algorithms and the
experimental section.
Ź Graph Drawing is an interesting field of research with numerous practi-
cal applications. We considered CP-based and Integer Programming-based
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approaches for computing optimal graph layouts with respect to different
criteria. In CP-based approaches, we used the parallel version of CHUFFED
presented in Chapter 3, which showed an impressive performance. Some
results comparing a new heuristic with optimum results obtained by integer
programming were presented in [189], an extended version was submitted
to the Journal of Graph Algorithms and Applications and is currently under
review.
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Appendix
A.1 List of Benchmarks Used in the Paper “Commu-
nication in Massively-Parallel SAT Solving"
grieu-vmpc-31.cnf.gz
post-cbmc-zfcp-2.8-u2.cnf.gz
velev-npe-1.0-9dlx-b71.cnf.gz
velev-vliw-uns-4.0-9.cnf.gz
gss-19-s100.cnf.gz
gss-20-s100.cnf.gz
md5_47_4.cnf.gz
md5_48_1.cnf.gz
md5_48_3.cnf.gz
dated-10-13-u.cnf.gz
dated-5-13-u.cnf.gz
ACG-15-10p0.cnf.gz
UTI-20-10p0.cnf.gz
minxorminand128.cnf.gz
AProVE07-27.cnf.gz
zfcp-2.8-u2-nh.cnf.gz
maxor064.cnf.gz
gss-18-s100.cnf.gz
gus-md5-08.cnf.gz
ACG-20-5p0.cnf.gz
slp-synthesis-aes-top27.cnf.gz
aes_32_3_keyfind_2.cnf.gz
blocks-blocks-36-0.130-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
blocks-blocks-36-0.150-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
grid-strips-grid-y-3.045-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
grid-strips-grid-y-3.055-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
grid-strips-grid-y-3.065-SAT.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-25nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.020-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-25nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.030-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-25nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.040-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-25nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.050-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-35nodes-1000size-4degree-100mindistance-4trucks-14packages-2008seed.020-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-two-cities-sequential-15nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.020-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-two-cities-sequential-15nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.030-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
md5_47_1.cnf.gz
md5_47_2.cnf.gz
md5_47_3.cnf.gz
md5_48_2.cnf.gz
md5_48_4.cnf.gz
md5_48_5.cnf.gz
10pipe_k.cnf.gz
7pipe_k.cnf.gz
8pipe_k.cnf.gz
9pipe_k.cnf.gz
10pipe_q0_k.cnf.gz
11pipe_q0_k.cnf.gz
8pipe_q0_k.cnf.gz
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partial-10-11-s.cnf.gz
partial-10-19-s.cnf.gz
partial-5-17-s.cnf.gz
partial-5-19-s.cnf.gz
dated-10-11-u.cnf.gz
partial-5-13-s.cnf.gz
partial-5-15-s.cnf.gz
total-10-15-s.cnf.gz
itox_vc1033.cnf.gz
itox_vc1130.cnf.gz
AProVE07-02.cnf.gz
AProVE07-11.cnf.gz
vmpc_29.cnf.gz
vmpc_30.cnf.gz
vmpc_33.cnf.gz
vmpc_34.cnf.gz
9vliw_m_9stages_iq3_C1_bug1.cnf.gz
9vliw_m_9stages_iq3_C1_bug10.cnf.gz
9vliw_m_9stages_iq3_C1_bug4.cnf.gz
9vliw_m_9stages_iq3_C1_bug7.cnf.gz
9vliw_m_9stages_iq3_C1_bug8.cnf.gz
9vliw_m_9stages_iq3_C1_bug9.cnf.gz
9dlx_vliw_at_b_iq4.cnf.gz
AProVE09-06.cnf.gz
countbitssrl032.cnf.gz
minxor128.cnf.gz
minxorminand064.cnf.gz
gss-17-s100.cnf.gz
gss-23-s100.cnf.gz
gss-24-s100.cnf.gz
ACG-15-10p1.cnf.gz
ACG-20-5p1.cnf.gz
UR-15-10p0.cnf.gz
UR-15-10p1.cnf.gz
UR-20-5p0.cnf.gz
UR-20-5p1.cnf.gz
UTI-15-10p1.cnf.gz
UTI-20-5p1.cnf.gz
ndhf_xits_21_SAT.cnf.gz
rbcl_xits_14_SAT.cnf.gz
velev-pipe-sat-1.0-b7.cnf.gz
vmpc_32.renamed-as.sat05-1919.cnf.gz
partial-10-17-s.cnf.gz
AProVE07-03.cnf.gz
9vliw_m_9stages_iq3_C1_bug6.cnf.gz
q_query_3_L70_coli.sat.cnf.gz
maxor128.cnf.gz
maxxor032.cnf.gz
maxxor064.cnf.gz
gss-21-s100.cnf.gz
gss-22-s100.cnf.gz
UCG-15-10p1.cnf.gz
UTI-20-10p1.cnf.gz
ndhf_xits_19_UNKNOWN.cnf.gz
slp-synthesis-aes-bottom13.cnf.gz
slp-synthesis-aes-bottom14.cnf.gz
slp-synthesis-aes-top26.cnf.gz
aaai10-planning-ipc5-pathways-13-step17.cnf.gz
aaai10-planning-ipc5-pathways-17-step20.cnf.gz
aaai10-planning-ipc5-pathways-17-step21.cnf.gz
aaai10-planning-ipc5-pipesworld-12-step15.cnf.gz
aaai10-planning-ipc5-TPP-21-step11.cnf.gz
aaai10-planning-ipc5-TPP-30-step11.cnf.gz
hwmcc10-timeframe-expansion-k45-pdtpmsgoodbakery-tseitin.cnf.gz
hwmcc10-timeframe-expansion-k45-pdtvissoap1-tseitin.cnf.gz
hwmcc10-timeframe-expansion-k50-pdtpmsns2-tseitin.cnf.gz
smtlib-qfbv-aigs-ext_con_032_008_0256-tseitin.cnf.gz
smtlib-qfbv-aigs-lfsr_004_127_112-tseitin.cnf.gz
smtlib-qfbv-aigs-servers_slapd_a_vc149789-tseitin.cnf.gz
aes_32_3_keyfind_1.cnf.gz
E02F20.cnf.gz
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E02F22.cnf.gz
E04F19.cnf.gz
openstacks-sequencedstrips-nonadl-nonnegated-os-sequencedstrips-p30_3.085-SAT.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-25nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.060-SAT.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-35nodes-1000size-4degree-100mindistance-4trucks-14packages-2008seed.030-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-city-sequential-35nodes-1000size-4degree-100mindistance-4trucks-14packages-2008seed.040-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-three-cities-sequential-14nodes-1000size-4degree-100mindistance-4trucks-14packages-2008seed.030-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
transport-transport-two-cities-sequential-15nodes-1000size-3degree-100mindistance-3trucks-10packages-2008seed.040-SAT.cnf.gz
velev-pipe-sat-1.0-b9.cnf.gz
esawn_uw3.debugged.cnf.gz
aes_16_10_keyfind_3.cnf.gz
aes_24_4_keyfind_2.cnf.gz
aes_24_4_keyfind_4.cnf.gz
dated-5-19-u.cnf.gz
9dlx_vliw_at_b_iq9.cnf.gz
minandmaxor128.cnf.gz
gss-25-s100.cnf.gz
gus-md5-11.cnf.gz
UR-20-10p1.cnf.gz
rpoc_xits_15_SAT.cnf.gz
vmpc_35.renamed-as.sat05-1921.cnf.gz
vmpc_36.renamed-as.sat05-1922.cnf.gz
slp-synthesis-aes-top25.cnf.gz
aes_64_1_keyfind_1.cnf.gz
E00N23.cnf.gz
transport-transport-three-cities-sequential-14nodes-1000size-4degree-100mindistance-4trucks-14packages-2008seed.020-NOTKNOWN.cnf.gz
SAT_dat.k80.cnf.gz
SAT_dat.k65.cnf.gz
11pipe_11_ooo.cnf.gz
6s20.cnf.gz
6s20.cnf.gz
arcfour_initialPermutation_6_15.cnf.gz
ctl_4201_555_unsat.cnf.gz
ctl_4201_555_unsat_pre.cnf.gz
ctl_4291_567_1_unsat.cnf.gz
k_unsat.cnf.gz
p01_lb_05.cnf.gz
pb_200_03_lb_01.cnf.gz
pb_200_03_lb_02.cnf.gz
pb_400_10_lb_00.cnf.gz
bivium-39-200-0s0-0xdcfb6ab71951500b8e460045bd45afee15c87e08b0072eb174-43.cnf.gz
bivium-40-200-0s0-0xd447c33176b6b675fd5f8dc3a5deda46569dc34eedf37da020-6.cnf.gz
hitag2-10-60-0-0xbc15b17d0353413-10.cnf.gz
hitag2-8-60-0-0xfba1a41b5dfd7f7-52.cnf.gz
hitag2-7-60-0-0xe97b5f1bee04d70-47.cnf.gz
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Header file for different sorting network related operations
1 #include < s t r i n g . h>
2 #include <iostream >
3 #include <vector >
4 #include <set >
5 #include <map>
6 #include <cstdio >
7 #include <cstdl ib >
8 #include <cassert >
9 #include <algorithm >
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10
11 using namespace std ;
12
13 /*
14 * Simple structure for a comparator
15 */
16 s t r u c t comparator {
17 i n t layer ;
18 i n t from ;
19 i n t to ;
20 comparator ( i n t _a , i n t _b , i n t _c ) : layer ( _a ) , from ( _b ) , to ( _c ) { } ;
21 bool operator <( const comparator & other ) {
22 i f ( layer != other . layer )
23 return layer < other . layer ;
24 i f ( from != other . from )
25 return from < other . from ;
26 return to < other . to ;
27 }
28 } ;
29
30 /*
31 * Parse a l l l a y e r s from a given f i l e .
32 */
33 void parseAllLayers ( vector <vector <comparator> > & out ,
34 char * fileName , i n t d i f f ) {
35 FILE * fp = fopen ( fileName , " r " ) ;
36 i n t BUF_SIZE = 1<<16;
37 char buffer [ BUF_SIZE ] ;
38 i n t rowRead = 0 ;
39 while ( fp && ! f e o f ( fp ) ) {
40 i n t scan = fscanf ( fp , "%s " , buffer ) ;
41 i f ( scan >= 0 ) {
42 char * buff = s t r t o k ( buffer , " ; " ) ;
43 vector <comparator> tmp ;
44 while ( buff ) {
45 i n t a , b , c ;
46 a = atoi ( buff ) ;
47 buff = s t r t o k (NULL, " ; " ) ;
48 b = atoi ( buff ) ;
49 buff = s t r t o k (NULL, " ; " ) ;
50 c = ato i ( buff ) ;
51 buff = s t r t o k (NULL, " ; " ) ;
52 tmp . push_back ( comparator ( a , b´ d i f f , c´ d i f f ) ) ;
53 }
54 out . push_back (tmp ) ;
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55 }
56 rowRead++;
57 }
58 }
59 /*
60 * Determine whether a p a r t i c u l a r b i t in " val " i s set
61 */
62 bool i s S e t ( i n t val , i n t b i t ) {
63 return val & (1<< b i t ) ;
64 }
65 /*
66 * Swap the b i t s of " val " at position a and b
67 */
68 i n t swap( i n t val , i n t a , i n t b ) {
69 a s s e r t ( a < b ) ;
70 i f ( val & (1<<a ) )
71 i f ( ! ( val & (1<<b ) ) )
72 val ^= ((1 < <a ) | (1<<b ) ) ;
73 return val ;
74 }
75 /*
76 * Compute the window s i z e of an input " val " for a sort ing network on "n" inputs .
77 */
78 i n t getWindowSize ( i n t val , i n t n ) {
79 i n t tail ingOnes = 0 ;
80 i n t leadingZeros = 0 ;
81 while ( leadingZeros < n && ! i s S e t ( val , leadingZeros ) )
82 leadingZeros ++;
83 while ( tail ingOnes < n && i s S e t ( val , n´ tailingOnes´1))
84 tail ingOnes ++;
85 return n ´ ( tail ingOnes+leadingZeros ) ;
86 }
87 /*
88 * Compute the outputs of the p r e f i x of a sort ing network with respect to
89 * the possible outputs of comparators from t h i s p r e f i x before index " index "
90 */
91 void getOutputs ( i n t index , vector <comparator> prefix , i n t val , set <int > & outputs ) {
92 i f ( p r e f i x [ index ] . layer > 0 ) {
93 for ( i n t i = index ; i < p r e f i x . s i z e ( ) ; i ++){
94 val = swap( val , p r e f i x [ i ] . from , p r e f i x [ i ] . to ) ;
95 }
96 outputs . i n s e r t ( val ) ;
97 }
98 else {
99 /* both outputs zero */
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100 getOutputs ( index +1 , pref ix , val , outputs ) ;
101 /* zero , one */
102 getOutputs ( index +1 , pref ix , val | (1<< p r e f i x [ index ] . to ) , outputs ) ;
103 /* both outputs 1 */
104 getOutputs ( index +1 ,
105 prefix ,
106 val | ((1 < < p r e f i x [ index ] . to )|(1 < < p r e f i x [ index ] . from ) ) ,
107 outputs ) ;
108 }
109 }
110 /*
111 * Faster version of the computation of outputs : For each comparator
112 * in the f i r s t layer , consider only i t s three possible outputs .
113 */
114 void getOutputs ( vector <comparator> & prefix , set <int > & outs , i n t n ) {
115 // Assume here that the f i r s t layer i s maximal ,
116 // i . e . there i s at most one unused channel !
117 i n t unusedChannel = ´1;
118 vector <bool> used (n , f a l s e ) ;
119 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < p r e f i x . s i z e ( ) ; i ++){
120 i f ( p r e f i x [ i ] . layer > 0)
121 break ;
122 used [ p r e f i x [ i ] . from ] = true ;
123 used [ p r e f i x [ i ] . to ] = true ;
124 }
125 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i ++){
126 i f ( used [ i ] == f a l s e ) {
127 a s s e r t ( unusedChannel < 0 ) ;
128 unusedChannel = i ;
129 }
130 }
131 getOutputs ( 0 , pref ix , 0 , outs ) ;
132 i f ( unusedChannel >= 0)
133 getOutputs ( 0 , pref ix , 1<<unusedChannel , outs ) ;
134 }
135
136 /*
137 * Compute the outputs of the p r e f i x given as "comps"
138 */
139 void getAllOutputs ( vector <comparator> & comps, i n t n , vector <int > & out ) {
140 set <int > outs ;
141 getOutputs (comps, outs , n ) ;
142 out . i n s e r t ( out . end ( ) , outs . begin ( ) , outs . end ( ) ) ;
143 }
144 /*
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145 * Linear t´ime algorithm to untangle ( the p r e f i x of ) a generalised
146 * sort ing network . The idea i s to store the permutation rather
147 * than permuting the whole s u f f i x whenever
148 * one comparator i s turned upside d´own.
149 */
150 void untanglePrefix ( vector <comparator> & prefix ,
151 vector <int > & permutation ,
152 vector <comparator> & permuted_prefix ) {
153 a s s e r t ( permuted_prefix . s i z e ( ) == 0 ) ;
154 vector <int > pi ( permutation . begin ( ) , permutation . end ( ) ) ;
155 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < p r e f i x . s i z e ( ) ; i ++){
156 i n t from = p r e f i x [ i ] . from ;
157 i n t to = p r e f i x [ i ] . to ;
158 a s s e r t ( from ! = to ) ;
159 a s s e r t ( pi [ from ] != pi [ to ] ) ;
160 i f ( pi [ from ] > pi [ to ] ) {
161 i n t tmp = pi [ from ] ;
162 pi [ from ] = pi [ to ] ;
163 pi [ to ] = tmp ;
164 }
165 permuted_prefix . push_back ( comparator ( p r e f i x [ i ] . layer , pi [ from ] , pi [ to ] ) ) ;
166 }
167 }
1 #include < s t r i n g . h>
2 #include <iostream >
3 #include <vector >
4 #include <set >
5 #include <map>
6 #include <cstdio >
7 #include <cstdl ib >
8 #include <cassert >
9 #include <algorithm >
10
11 #include "SNW. h"
12 using namespace std ;
13
14 /*
15 * Using the f isher y´ates´s h u f f l e to generate a random permutation .
16 */
17 void f i sh er Y a te s ( i n t n , vector <int > & out ) {
18 out . c lear ( ) ;
19 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i ++)
20 out . push_back ( i ) ;
21 while (n > 0 ) {
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22 i n t next = rand ( ) % n ;
23 n´ ;´
24 i n t tmp = out [ next ] ;
25 out [ next ] = out [n ] ;
26 out [n] = tmp ;
27 }
28 }
29
30
31 i n t numInputs2Count = 20000;
32 /*
33 * Count the sum of window s i z e s for some inputs , preferably choose
34 * inputs of small window s i z e
35 */
36 i n t countWindowSizes ( const vector <int > & in , i n t n ) {
37 vector <int > counts (n+1 , 0 ) ;
38 for ( vector <int > : : c o ns t_ i te r a to r i t = in . begin ( ) ; i t ! = in . end ( ) ; i t ++){
39 counts [ getWindowSize ( * i t , n) ] + + ;
40 }
41 i n t rVal = 0 ;
42 i n t countedAlready = 0 ;
43 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < counts . s i z e ( ) ; i ++){
44 i f ( countedAlready + counts [ i ] > numInputs2Count ) {
45 rVal += ( numInputs2Count ´ countedAlready ) * i ;
46 break ;
47 }
48 else {
49 rVal += i * counts [ i ] ;
50 countedAlready += counts [ i ] ;
51 }
52 }
53 return rVal ;
54 }
55
56 /*
57 * Perform " untangling " .
58 * This does not a c t u a l l y touch the p r e f i x ´ i t j u s t computes
59 * the permutation which i s performed with respect to the outputs
60 */
61 void getPermutation ( vector <comparator> & prefix ,
62 vector <int > & permutation_in ,
63 vector <int > & permutation_out ) {
64 a s s e r t ( permutation_out . s i z e ( ) == 0 ) ;
65 permutation_out . i n s e r t ( permutation_out . end ( ) ,
66 permutation_in . begin ( ) ,
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67 permutation_in . end ( ) ) ;
68 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < p r e f i x . s i z e ( ) ; i ++){
69 // i s t h i s one reversed ? I f so , change permutation !
70 i n t from = p r e f i x [ i ] . from ;
71 i n t to = p r e f i x [ i ] . to ;
72 i f ( permutation_out [ from ] > permutation_out [ to ] ) {
73 i n t tmp = permutation_out [ from ] ;
74 permutation_out [ from ] = permutation_out [ to ] ;
75 permutation_out [ to ] = tmp ;
76 }
77 }
78 }
79
80 /*
81 Permute the output according to "permutation"
82 */
83 i n t permuteOutput ( i n t val , vector <int > & permutation , i n t n ) {
84 i n t index = 0 ;
85 i n t rVal = 0 ;
86 while ( val != 0 ) {
87 i f ( val & 1 ) {
88 rVal | = (1 << permutation [ index ] ) ;
89 }
90 val >>= 1 ;
91 index ++;
92 }
93 return rVal ;
94 }
95 /*
96 * Permute a l l outputs with respect the some given permutation
97 */
98 void getPermutedOutputs ( vector <int > & permutation ,
99 vector <int > & in ,
100 vector <int > & out ,
101 i n t n ) {
102 for ( vector <int > : : i t e r a t o r i t = in . begin ( ) ; i t != in . end ( ) ; i t ++){
103 out . push_back ( permuteOutput ( * i t , permutation , n ) ) ;
104 }
105 }
106
107 i n t gradient_descent ( vector <comparator> & p ,
108 i n t n ,
109 vector <int > & initial_permutation ,
110 i n t ( * f ) ( const vector <int >&, i n t ) ,
111 bool randomised ) {
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112 bool local_minimum = f a l s e ;
113 vector <int > current_solution ( init ial_permutation . begin ( ) ,
114 init ial_permutation . end ( ) ) ;
115 vector <int > outputs ;
116 getAllOutputs (p , n , outputs ) ;
117 vector <int > i n i t i a l Ou tpu ts ;
118 getPermutedOutputs ( current_solution , outputs , init ia lOutputs , n ) ;
119 i n t i n i t i a l R a t i n g = f ( init ia lOutputs , n ) ;
120 i n t best_rating = i n i t i a l R a t i n g ;
121 i n t pi_new_1 ;
122 i n t pi_new_2 ;
123 while ( ! local_minimum ) {
124 local_minimum = true ;
125 // Assume a l o c a l minimum has been found , unless we find a
126 // better solution in t h i s i t e r a t i o n .
127 // Swap 2 channels , and check i f t h i s improves " f " .
128 // I f so , take the pair which y i e l d s the steepest descent
129 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i ++){
130 for ( i n t j = i +1 ; j < n ; j ++){
131 vector <int > new_permutation ( current_solution . begin ( ) ,
132 current_solution . end ( ) ) ;
133 i n t tmp = new_permutation [ i ] ;
134 new_permutation [ i ] = new_permutation [ j ] ;
135 new_permutation [ j ] = tmp ;
136 vector <int > untangled ;
137 getPermutation (p , new_permutation , untangled ) ;
138 vector <int > permutedOutputs ;
139 getPermutedOutputs ( new_permutation , outputs , permutedOutputs , n ) ;
140 i n t new_rating = f ( permutedOutputs , n ) ;
141 i f ( new_rating < best_rating ) {
142 best_rating = new_rating ;
143 local_minimum = f a l s e ;
144 pi_new_1 = i ;
145 pi_new_2 = j ;
146 }
147 }
148 }
149 i f ( ! local_minimum ) {
150 i n t tmp = current_solution [ pi_new_1 ] ;
151 current_solution [ pi_new_1 ] = current_solution [ pi_new_2 ] ;
152 current_solution [ pi_new_2 ] = tmp ;
153 }
154 }
155 return best_rating ;
156 }
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158 void optimisePrefix ( vector <comparator> & p ,
159 i n t n ,
160 i n t ( * f ) ( const vector <int >&, i n t ) ) {
161 // Create outputs of t h i s p r e f i x
162 vector <int > outs ;
163 getAllOutputs (p , n , outs ) ;
164 cout << " I n i t i a l ranking : " << f ( outs , n) << endl ;
165 i n t best_rating = 1<<30;
166 for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i ++){
167 vector <int > perm ;
168 f i s he r Y a te s (n , perm ) ;
169 i n t new_found = gradient_descent (p , n , perm, f , f a l s e ) ;
170 best_rating = min( best_rating , new_found ) ;
171 }
172 cout << " Best rat ing : " << best_rating << endl ;
173 }
174 /*
175 * Parameters :
176 * 1) the input f i l e containing the p r e f i x e s to optimise
177 * 2) the number of input b i t s
178 * 3) ( optional ) I f the numbering of the channels does not
179 * begin with "0" , t h i s i s the o f f s e t
180 */
181 i n t main( i n t argc , char ** argv )
182 {
183 i n t n = atoi ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
184 i n t d i f f = argc >= 4 ? atoi ( argv [ 3 ] ) : 0 ;
185 vector <vector <comparator> > a l l L a y e r s ;
186 parseAllLayers ( al lLayers , argv [ 1 ] , d i f f ) ;
187 for ( vector <vector <comparator> > : : i t e r a t o r i t = a l l L a y e r s . begin ( ) ;
188 i t != a l l L a y e r s . end ( ) ;
189 i t ++){
190 vector <comparator> & p r e f i x = * i t ;
191 optimisePrefix ( pref ix , n , countWindowSizes ) ;
192 }
193 return 0 ;
194 }
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Table A.1. Comparison of results from the SAT Competition 2016.
Channels Layers CCS prefix enc pre solved time time
(all) (solved)
13 8 no no no yes 28 1532 1408
13 8 yes no yes no 28 576 418
13 8 yes yes no no 28 240 70
13 8 yes yes no yes 28 217 47
13 8 yes yes yes yes 28 229 59
13 9 no no no yes 28 213 42
13 9 no no yes yes 28 181 9
13 9 no yes no yes 28 178 6
13 9 no yes yes yes 28 175 3
13 9 yes no no yes 28 200 28
13 9 yes no yes yes 28 181 9
16 8 no no no no 16 3606 2475
16 8 no no no yes 27 2751 2584
16 8 no yes no yes 28 463 301
16 9 no no no yes 1 4971 4218
16 9 no no yes yes 7 4494 2910
16 9 no yes no yes 28 1051 911
16 9 no yes yes yes 28 767 615
16 9 yes no no yes 4 4705 2878
16 9 yes yes no yes 28 458 296
17 9 yes yes yes yes 0 4998 —
A.3 Comparison of Results from SAT Competition
2016
This table summarises results from the SAT competition 2016. Here, CCS de-
notes whether the symmetry break on suffixes by Codish, Cruz-Filipe and
Schneider-Kamp was used. The use of an optimised prefix is indicated by “pre-
fix", and “enc" denotes the newly introduced predicates. A preprocessor was
used if “pre" is yes.
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